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The lift we hoped for has come! "Second Fiddle" should place every single branch back on weekly quotawas no accident; it was planned to make exactly the picture that has been delivered
you and for the specific purpose of helping you speed up liquidation on prior releases. Darryl Zanuck and
the studio have done their part. It is now up to you! There is no reason that I know of to prevent you irom
making July the most lucrative month this year.
delivery basis. This picture
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“SECOND FIDDLE” PROVES B.O.
DYNAMITER FROM THE OUTSET!
-

—
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Biggest Smash -Hit At Roxy Since First Berlin K-6 Musical
Audience Reaction
Long Run Positive— Talk of Trade

—

»

r

*

Sensational

Critics Rave!

—

NEW

YORK Irving Berlin's "Second Fiddle", after a sensational SRO start over the last week, plunged into a stanza that is giving every
promise of effecting for the Roxy theatre, where it is getting its world premiere showing, the
highest gross any metropolitan house has enjoyed
Alexander s Ragtime Band". And the reaction to this latest Zanuck musical smash-hit is such that Broadway believes
"Second Fiddle" may,
when its run is over, have rung up a total gross paralleling that earned by "Alexander's Ragtime Band".
since

.

One thing is definitely certain: “Second Fiddle” is doing by far the biggest box office business any attraction has done
on Broadway since
Jesse James jammed the Roxy last January. What is more, the first week-end of “Second
Fiddle” attracted so many ticket-buyers that the sale
of ducats had to be stopped on no less than nine occasions between Friday afternoon
and Sunday night!
‘Second Fiddle” is unquestionably the biggest musical hit to strike Broadway since Berlin’s “Alexander’s
Ragtime Band”. It is the talk of the
into the Roxy at the heels of a great, nation-wide radio broadcast to which millions
listened, this Sonja Henie-Tyrone Power produccaught on from the very beginning and the first performance was a sellout.

towm Coming
tion

—

In fact, the turnout of customers, the excellent newspaper
notices and the word of mouth praise have forced the Roxy management to open the
theatre s doors one hour earlier than usual. Business continued on an SRO basis
after the week-end. No picture, not excluding “Alexander’s Ragtime Band
has drawn them into the Roxy during the afternoons this season as this one is magnetizing the customers.
,

Berlin himself lined up every important orchestra

and singer within 200 miles of New York to participate in the exploitation campaign. His
music publishing firm put on extra men to personally contact the orchestra leaders and radio stars, with
the result that no picture this company has
released this season has obtained the advance plug from bands and radio that “Second Fiddle”
can boast.

The incomparable Berlin turned loose the entire music publishing corporation of which he is the head in musically paving the way for “Second
Fiddle
He personally contacted every orchestra leader in the United States, the first time that he has done that on any picture for which he has
furnished the music. This week the air waves were heavy with instrumental and vocal renditions of tunes frorjg
“Second Fiddle”.
.

Dance halls, restaurants, night clubs and the resorts were covered by a crew of 11 experts from the Irving Berlin Music Company, working
under Sol Bornstein. Meantime, this company's own advertising department, under C. E. McCarthy, banged ‘away on a newspaper display
campaign and on the now historic “Magic Eye” coast-to-coast broadcast which featured Berlin music, Darryl Zanuck, Berlin himself, Sonja Henie
from Oslo, Tyrone Power and Mary Healy from Hollywood, Rudy Vallee from New York, and two foreign “swing” orchestras, one from London
and
the other from Buenos Aires.
directly

That broadcast, which compared with the airing of the press preview of “Alexander’s Ragtime Band”, was followed with a deluge of request
from bookings. Exhibitors wired branches and Home Offices for the earliest possible dates. The negative of “Second Fiddle” arrived here early last
week and the job of turning out prints was tackled immediately. Prints began to go forward to branches last week-end, but the only other prerelease engagement authorized by General Manager of Distribution Herman Wobber will take place
in New Orleans on next Wednesday.

The New Orleans

pre-release

Branch Manager Ernest
the Berlin song hits.

way

engagement is of particular significance. In “Second Fiddle” Mary Healy, formerly secretary to New Orleans
makes her screen debut. Hers is a great personal triumph in this production. She and Rudy Vallee introduce

V. Landaiche,

—

Metropolitan newspaper critics predict a brilliant future for her and, according to three
columnists, she can “write her own ticket on BroadBut, Mr. Zanuck has important plans for this young lady with a voice and a style of
delivery that is the toast of Broadway.
.

Miss Healy leaves Hollywood for New Orleans this week-end. She will arrive in New Orleans on
Monday. There she will be given a royal reception, with the mayor of New Orleans, the governor of Louisiana, theatre
men and notables present to welcome a home-town girl who has made
good in Hollywood. A week of luncheons, receptions and whatnot await her in New Orleans.
(Continued on Page 4)

DI6GEST FOURTH OF JULY BUSINESS IN HISTORY OF ROXY
IN NEW YORK IS ATTRACTED BY BERLIN’S “SECOND FIDDLE”
By MARTIN MOSKOWITZ
By Western Union Telegraph to New Dynamo

—

NEW

YORK Irving Berlin’s “Second Fiddle” gave the Roxy
theatre here its biggest Fourth of July gross. Following up what was
the biggest week-end, this theatre has enjoyed since “Jesse James”
last

January, the holiday brought out a crowd that taxed the capacity
Roxy at every performance. Several times the box offices had

of the

to stop selling.

The week-end business was positively sensational. While there
was an exodus of thousands from the city, many, many more thousands poured into New York from out of town for the week-end and
Fourth of July holiday. Every house had the strongest attraction in
many weeks. Jack Benny’s “Man About Town”, “Bachelor Mother'’
and Eddie Cantor in person were three of the attractions put in opposition to

“Second Fiddle”. The World's Fair had the biggest week-

end and holiday.

But “Second Fiddle” astounded showmen with its pulling power.
It opened on Friday to $5,005.
Saturday it piled up $7,518. Sunday
brought $7,778. On Monday the gross was more than $1500 greater
than that of the opening day. Newspapers raved. Audience reaction at
every show is tremendous, according to Irving Lesser, managing director. Monday the box offices closed down for 40 minutes because
crowds that were so great police had to be called. At noon Tuesday the
box office had to close and did not open again until two o’clock.

in

Tyrone Power and Annabella personally visited the theatre while
before sailing on the SS. Rex for their European vacation.

New York,

'

*
,

m

This (Wednesday) afternoon crowds again were on hand and inif not bigger,
than those of Monday.
dications were that this day’s receipts would be as big,

;
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BATTLE ROYAL FOR PRIZES
FEATOR ES DELIV ERY RACE!
—

“Second Fiddle” Renews Awards Hope At Branches
Des Moines Vs. Chicago
For Championship, But St. John Menace To Both
Southerners Tease Canada!

—

The 48th week of the season found the K-6 total delivery race featured by a particularly exciting last-minute scrap between Clyde Eckhardt's
Chicagoans and Stanley Mayer s lowans for the territorial championship. The former went into the 49th week as commanders, but showing the
way to the lowans by only two-tenths of a point.
no previous last chapter of any prior season has competition been of the red-hot calibre it is right now, for the lowans are determined to finwhile the Chicagoans, celebrating Clyde Eckhardt Silver Jubilee, are counting on the latter campaign to smash their way to the first
in their history. And the two have been running so close in the past six months that not until the last day of the season can the final
verdict be determined.
In

ish first,

championship

But these two combinations have no monopoly on
the July developments
and the latter indicate the
best month, in matter of

1938-39 TOTAL DELIVERY

—

Following

is

how the branches,

revenue, since January.
That July will be one of the
most lucrative months of

lated total delivery for the first 48
for that period, as of June 24:

the season is a foregone
conclusion with Irving Berlin’s “Second Fiddle” now
on the loose.

July
1

2

ises to be the biggest since

Omaha

the termination of the K-6
Drive, according to advance
information forwarded New
district

five

months.

gers write to the effect their offices during the weeks ending
July 22 and 29 will constitute the
most profitable fortnight this

2

July
Salt

6

8

7
9
11

(Scott)

10
12
13
15
14
16
18
19
17

Toronto (Bailey)

Milwaukee (Lorentz)
(Edmond)
New Haven (Simon)

Seattle

21

Portland (Powers)

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Kansas

10th
21

20

23
22

(Fuller)

Dallas (Beiersdorf)
Indianapolis (Landis)

30

Los Angeles (Dillon)
Pittsburgh (Cohn)
Philadelphia (Gross)
Cleveland (Schmertz)
Boston (Callahan)

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

31

Buffalo (Samson)

31

Frisco (Ballentine)

32
33
35
34
36
37

New York (Buxbaum)
Vancouver (Patterson)
Denver (Morrison)

32
33
34
35
36
37

Oklahoma (Clark)

June

District (Manager)
Prairie (Levy)

1st
1

2

Great Lakes

3

Canada (O'Loghlin)

4

South (Ballance)
Midwest (Scott)

5

(

10th

Albany (Grassgreen)

1

backwards

in our endeavor to contribute everything humanly
possible, so there will be no question as to Levy winning the
President’s prize.”
Manager Scott wired: “We have ‘Fiddle’ booked all key situations beginning release and are out for quota or better each

week.”

2
3
4
5

)

July
1st
6

7
8
9

But, from Manager Eckhardt of Chicago comes this significant note: “1 know this is the first and best chance Chicago has
had of finishing first and anyone who may think we are going
to lose this wonderful opportunity is crazy. Roger, we will be
where we are now when this race is over in first place.

June

District (Manager)
Mid -East (Roberts)
Atlantic (Moss)
Coast (
)
Northeast (Bailey)

10th
6

7

—

8

force is determined on winding
up the K-6 season in a blaze of
glory, in accordance with the
wishes of Mr. Wobber.
Not since “Jesse James” has
there been such a clamor for a
motion picture as there has developed by “Second Fiddle”. A
surprisingly large number of firstrun theatres will be showing that
Zanuck smash-hit starting with
release date.
Screening of “Second Fiddle”
has resulted in a general speedup of playoff of prior release, for
there is one thing apparent: exhibitors are eager to play that
musical as quickly as possible,
but it is not available until prior

commitments

are

discharged.

This rule laid down by Mr. Wobber has been relayed to the
branches by Division Managers
Kupper, Sussman and Gehring.
Thus, again the studio has come
to the aid of the distribution
force, for “Second Fiddle” is making it possible for the latter to

up the most auspicious
windup any season has enjoyed.
This is evident from the enthusiastic communications sent to
New Dynamo by managers. Not
in months has there been such a
display of enthusiasm, nor the
build

optimistic spirit that prevails in
the field right now, thanks to the

unlimited possibilities for a whirl-

wind windup of “Second Fiddle”.

THE CONTEST
The battle for one of the eight
cash prizes for the eight highest
delivery cards for the 52-week
period of the K-6 season is rapidly
nearing its close. But what a
close!

There is no telling what offices
will “finish in the money” below
the second spot. That Chicago

DIVISIONS
July
1

2

June
Division (Manager)

1st

10th

Central (Gehring)

St.

July

June
Division (Manager)

1st

10th

1

West (Kupper)

2

East (Sussman)

3

We

have prepared for any emergency.”
And from St. John comes this word: “The record shows that
John has never muffed a chance for finishing first when the
opportunity was there. We have all the respect in the world
for Chicago, Des Moines and the other offices, but we’ll be in
there fighting for that first position right up to the last hour of

9

year.

Especially significant is this because July 29 comes only two
weeks before the beginning of the
seventh annual S. R. Kent Drive.
However, it is apparent the field

Bag!”

1

DISTRICTS
July

Is In

Prairie Branch Managers Stanley J. Mayer of Des Moines, Joe
Podoloff of Minneapolis and Joe Scott of Omaha the other day
wired New Dynamo that not only are they prepared for a “last
minute splurge” to place them in money-winning positions, but
that “the President’s prize is in the bag for Levy”.
Manager Podoloff wired: “We are doing everything humanly
possible to get Levy the President’s prize which will mean a
prize for us as well. So far as we are concerned that is in the
bag.”
Manager Mayer, whose lowans are battling Chicago and St.
John for first place, telegraphed the following:
“Just to inform you
am sure Des Moines will finish first in
the Prairie district and in the national contest on the 52-weeks’
campaign as weeks of July 22 and 29 should be well over quota
and two weeks prior quota or very close thereto. We are bending

June

Branch (Manager)
Lake (Walker)
Washington (Wheeler)

1st

20

1

3
4
5

Louis (Reingold)
Cincinnati (Grady)
^Detroit (Sturm)
^Yfanta (Wilson)

and

Many branch mana-

10th

St.

branch managers.
“Second Fiddle” will be the major factor in making the last two
weeks of the season the best in

districts and divisions stand on accumuof the 1938-39 season against quota

weeks

June

Branch Managers Assure Levy

That “President’s Prize

BRANCHES
Branch (Manager)
Chicago (Eckhardt)
Des Moines (Mayer)
St. John (March)
Winnipeg (Huber)
Minneapolis (Podoloff)
Montreal (English)
New Orleans (Landaiche)
Charlotte (Longdon)
Memphis (Young)
Calgary (Skorey)

1st

As a matter of fact the
week ending July 22 prom-

Dynamo by

Prairie

- 48 Weeks

3

the season.”

and Des Moines will be occupants
of the two top berths is a foregone conclusion.
A wire from Manager Stanley

Mayer

to

New Dynamo

predicts

unusually big over-quota performances for the season’s final two
weeks and a minimum of quota
for the first two. That is what
Chicago will have to top to beat
out the lowans for the championship.

That Drive Leader Levy will
walk off with the President’s
prize is a foregone conclusion.

Right now two of the Prairie
Des Moines and Podoloff’s Minneapolis
are occupants
of prize paying berths. Joe Scott’s
Omaha ranks 11th, but the latter’s manager wired New Dynamo Wednesday that that branch
will wind up with a bang. Scott is
offices

—

—

insistent that when the final returns are checked, Omaha will be
among the eight prize winners.
And Scott’s claim was a logical
one. In 11th place, Omaha was
only 1.2 points behind Longdon’s
Charlotte, occupant of the eighth
prize-carrying berth. And to stay
in that position Charlotte will
have to deliver a little more than
quota every week of the final
chapter to hold off the Omahans.
But then the North Carolinians
are always at their best when
seemingly cornered and they are

prepared for any emergency,
judging from the letter Manager

Longdon sent

to the writer last

week.

However, not only Charlotte,
Tom Young’s Memphis and
Verne Skorey’s Calgary stand in
Omaha’s way to prize money.
Memphis is more dangerous
than ever. A word from that office
but

reports solid bookings on “Second Fiddle” and a potential weekly revenue that “is expected to
shoot us up three or four places
in the prize-money”, according to
a letter from there. Whether that

happens time

will

have to deter-

mine, but, like Charlotte, the veterans from Tennessee represent
a dangerous challenge to the Nebraskans. The Memphis office
also anticipated a last-minute
attack from the Omaha outfit and
others
and no doubt is prepared for any such movement.
Calgary, which won a prize in

—

the 1938 Kent Drive, will have to
step on it to move in ahead of
either Charlotte or Memphis and

hold back Omaha. The Southerners have been consistently outdelivering the Canadians and
Calgary and Omaha at the end of
the 48th week were virtually tied
and only one-half point behind
Memphis. The Tennessee aggregation was seven-tenths of a
point behind Charlotte.

BATTLE ROYAL
The Centrals are reasonably
certain of finishing the K-6 delivery season as divisional champions, but the Kent Drive cham-

pion

Canadians

watch

their steps.

will

have

to

O’Loghlin’s Canadians are represented by three branches that
occupy berths carrying cash
awards for every employee. They
are March’s St. John, Huber’s
Winnipeg and English’s Montreal.
As a matter of fact, regardless
of final outcome, prize winners of
the Drive will dominate the cash
awards for 52-week returns.
When the 52-week total delivery
contest was decided upon early in

it had been hoped that such
competition would give nonwinners in the 1938 Drive a
chance to win some money. With
the exception of Charlotte and

1938,

a

Memphis,

all

of

the

potential

winners of prizes on the basis of
52 weeks’ accumulated total delivery are branches that earned
cash in the Kent Drive.
But there is some question as
to whether the three Canadian
branches mentioned as occupants of prize-carrying positions
will finish where they were at the
beginning of this week. St. John
was still hopeful of “sneaking”
up on both Des Moines and Chicago and planting itself in first
place.

And do not be surprised
actually happens!
The

St.

John

office

if

was

that
less

than a point behind over-quota
Chicago and Des Moines!
Huber’s Winnipeg was one-half
point behind St. John, but Joe
Podoloff’s Minnesotans are a
threat to both St. John and Winnipeg. That manager wired the
writer that his office was “all set
for a great over-quota finish”.
That should mean trouble for St.
John and Winnipeg, and not even
Chicago or Des Moines can ignore
that appraisal from Minneapolis.
Minneapolis at the end of the
48th week was only four-tenths
of a point behind Winnipeg.
But Eddie English’s Montreal,
which have consistently figured
in prize distribution for several
straight seasons, is also a bidder
for the championship. The Royalists are sixth, nine-tenths of a
mark behind Minneapolis, but
only three-tenths of a point ahead
of Landaiche’s New Orleans.

LAST MINUTE
That the winners of the eight
prizes
in which all employees
at the fortunate offices will participate
will not be determined
until the very last week
is

—
—

stressed by the strength and
plans of New Orleans. The Crescents are in seventh place, having
nosed Charlotte out of that position. That means they stand only
two-tenths of a point ahead of the
Tarheels.
Harry Ballance’s South, which
has done a particularly fine job in
the K-6 post-Drive period, and has

kept Kupper’s West

in

second

place, divisionally, is still hopeboasting the occupants of
the first three places. Keeping
the Southerners out of a prize
berth is going to be next to imful of

possible.
It’s South against Canada!
Ballance had hoped that his district would
snatch leadership
from the Prairie combination, but
Dixie trails the latter by 6.1

points.

However, with a picture like
“Second Fiddle” loose and with

many managers
ning
there
pen.

admittedly plan“last-minute” surprises,
no telling what may hap-

is

—

Anything can happen
and
that is not particularly gratifying
news to either Levy or any of his
hard-working branch managers.
If the South does swing three
offices into prize money, it is al-

most certain that the move

will

be at the expense of O’Loghlin’s
Canadians. That is the way
things looked at press-time, on
the basis of advance rentals and
reliable reports sent to New Dynamo by branch managers.
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ZANUCK PERSONALLY SWEPT OFF HIS FEET
BY AUDIENCE REACTION TO A ROUGH-CUT
VERSION OF “STANLEY AND LIVINGSTONE”
Following is a explanatory telegram despatched to General Manager of Distribution Herman Wobber by Darryl Zanuck, following the
preview of the rough-cut version of “Stanley and Livingstone”, second release of the coming K-7 season. This is the first time that any
studio has previewed a “rough-cut” of any special, for there is still
much music background to be placed into the picture which cannot be
possibly completed for delivery earlier than August 3. The telegram

speech in the Geographical Society trial is applauded on almost
every card. Hardwicke and Nancy Kelly also make definite impressions
and the authentic African background and strong religious theme
come in for great commendation.
his

“Suggest you hold special conference of all concerned on how to
open this as we obviously have something far greater than we anticipated.”

follows:

“Dear Herman:

Two

we

years ago this month

shot our

for ‘Stanley and Livingstone’ in Africa and last night

scene

first

we sneak

pre-

viewed a rough-cut of ‘Stanley and Livingstone’ at Inglewood. It received the greatest preview reaction have ever seen in my life on any
I

Following are samples of comments made on preview cards made
out by patrons: “A most unusual and altogether different picture.
Should be an Academy Award winner. We thank you”. “Truly one of
the greatest pictures ever filmed.” “We need more pictures like ‘Stanhave seen this
ley and Livingstone’ ”. “This was the best picture
year”. “Excellent. Leave it like it is, please. Do not spoil by cutting or
altering”. “It is by far the greatest of any subject ever produced. A
marvelous, historical picture and great entertainment.” “You have a
ever
picture to be proud of. It was one of the most interesting films
I

picture.

knew we had a very fine picture, but must confess never
dreamed that we had anything like what we had at Inglewood last
“I

I

I

night. We received over 100 preview cards in the first mail and
have
never read anything like them in my life. The comments far surpass
anything we have had on our greatest pictures and last night the ovation we received from the ordinary regular Friday night small-town
audience is something will never forget.
I

I

theme of the picture seemed to make the
audience believe that they were seeing not a movie, but a profound
human document and this picture unquestionably has the same elements that ‘Boys' Town’ had. Yet, they are combined with spectacle
and adventure. Regards.”
“The great

religious

Two

hours after receipt of the above, Mr. Zanuck followed up
with the following additional wire to Mr. Wobber:

“We have now received a total of 198 cards on the Inglewood preview of ‘Stanley and Livingstone’ and they are unquestionably the
greatest set of cards we have ever received or have ever seen on any
picture. At least 25 cards openly say that it is the best moving picture
they have seen in years. Most comments speak about the amazing honesty and human qualities of the story and the fact that it is so totally
I

different.

“Spencer Tracy’s performance ranks above everything else and

I

hope to see”.

|

“Another triumph for 20th Century-Fox. One of the most impreshave ever seen”. “Cutting any part of this picture would
hurt it rather than help it”. “If you keep on making pictures like this
one you will have everybody seeing your pictures”. “The religious and
historical background made the picture more interesting and the educational point of view made the picture more worthwhile”. “Best picture have seen in years”. “The part taken by Spencer T racy was outstanding, but all were so good
wouldn't know who is the best”. “It
couldn’t have been better. Richard Greene and Hardwicke were almost as good as Tracy”. “The best picture seen in years”. “The photography was fine. The scenery beautiful. A truly inspiring picture”.
“A perfect picture in every detail”. “Leave it just like it is”. “Best part
was that it was not overdone as it could easily have been hurt, but it is
excellent as it is”. “Hardwicke was as perfect in his role as Spencer

sive pictures

I

I

I

Tracy”. “The entire picture is grand”. “It was the most impressive
picture
have ever enjoyed”.
I

The above excerpts are typical of the comments made in the 219
cards that had been received by Zanuck at the time this publication
was being rushed to press.

“FIDDLE” WORLD PREMIERE SRO!
(Continued from Page Two)

But, remarkable as is the personal success of Miss Healy in “Second Fiddle” she enthused most over the fact that she will be in New Orleans
the Drive meeting will be held at Landaiche’s exchange. A year ago, Mary attended her first Kent Drive meeting, for she was then secretary

when

to the

branch manager.

CRITICS
Home

AGREE

IT IS

ONE OF THE SCREEN'S

BEST

MUSICALS

are welcoming “Second Fiddle” as no other picture this season has been received. It comes at a most opportune time,
at a time when every exhibitor is shouting for some extraordinarily powerful box office magnet. That “Second Fiddle” is the answer to that prayer
is frankly admitted by the big circuits whose representatives have attended screenings of the production in this city.
Office

and

field

The combination of Zanuck as producer, Berlin as composer, Sonja Henie and Tyrone Power as stars, Edna May Oliver, Rudy Vallee, Lyle
Talbot and Mary Healy as featured players, plus a truly fascinating and fast moving story has made “Second Fiddle” the outstanding feature of the
1939 output on the K-6 schedule. That is conceded everywhere and the business this musical is doing at the Roxy proves that.
That

it

will hold over for

certain and

He

is

a second week is not news to those in the field who, by this time,
Irving Lesser of the Roxy is counting on five weeks.

will

have seen “Second Fiddle”.

A third week,

too, is

Managing Director

basing this prediction on the enthusiastic comments and the fact that Sonja Henie, Tyrone Power and

New York were in agreement that this picture far
which any of those three people have appeared.

best in “Second Fiddle”. Like exhibitors, critics in
in entertainment qualities, anything in

excells

any

Rudy Vallee

are definitely at their

vehicle, in popularity properties

and

of Tyrone Power late last week attracted more attention to “Second Fiddle”. Power and Mrs. Power (Annabella) left
Saturday aboard the Italian Liner, the Rex, for a delayed honeymoon in France, Italy and England. They will be gone about six weeks,
which period Power will be back to play the title role in the K-7 Technicolor super special, “Mark of Zorro”.

The presence in New York

New York

at the end of

The catchiness and irresistibility of the songs in “Second Fiddle” are stressed by the fact that outpouring crowds at the Roxy fill the
humming, whistling or softly singing them. Insofar as the East is concerned, the tunes are over and heard everywhere.

air

with

their strains,

again featured their observation that Berlin is in a class by himself. One of the feminine writers stated that “the championship of five people is safe, for ‘Second Fiddle’ stands out as the best musical comedy of the season”. She was referring to Zanuck as Hollywood’s
No. 1 producer, Berlin as No. 1 composer of popular melodies, Tyrone Power as the screen’s most popular male star, Sonja Henie as No. 1 and “alone
in her class”, and Rudy Vallee, the No. 1 showman among the orchestra leaders.

The New York

critics

-

:
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MANY OFFICES RUNNING AHEAD
OF LAST YEAR ON K-7 SELLING!
The past two weeks brought to the Home Office by far the largest number of K-7 contracts recorded in any similar period since the Chicago
convention, according to Contract Manager Jack Bloom. This week, he said, found the pace even swifter, notwithstanding the presence of the
holiday.
Individual selling particularly has speeded up considerably in the past fortnight, the official K-7 sales figures disclose. But branch managers were
making their presence felt through a goodly volume of propositions from local circuits. Especially was this fact among Eastern and Midwestern office
pilots, but it was Walker’s Salt Lake City that made the best place boost of the week.
The Mormons are now tied with Patterson’s Vancouverans for possession of ninth position, only one-tenth of a point behind Simon’s New Haven

UTAHANS
SHOW WAY IN
K-7 RALLY

Following is the standing of every branch, district and division on the sale
feature product, based on total contracts (including
recorded franchises) sold against total possibilities, as of June 26:

of the 1939-40 (K-7)

BRANCHES

Salesmen operating
out of branches affiliated with the Western
division led in the K-7
sales rallies recorded
officially this

While Pittsburgh’s Moore
and Interrante are still first
and second, respectively, it
the Western manpower
that splurged most speca

that
deluged the

dramatically

Home

week

Office with fine

K-7

June

Branch (Manager)

3rd

kin and Wyse.
seeans are still

3rd
Branch (Manager)
20 Seattle (Edmond)
21

Philadelphia (Gross)

4

Kansas

Dallas (Beiersdorf)

4

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

5

Memphis (Young)

6

St.
St.

7
8

and

three,

respectively.

Pitts-

burgh’s Kellenberg
gained
a
bracket, but San Francisco’s Bernard and New Orleans’ Shallcross
did

much

is

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

5

Louis (Reingold)
New Haven (Simon)

8
7

19

3rd

District

OTHER UNITS
Status of branches, districts
and divisions on K-7 short subjects sales more or less reflected

changes

in

standings on feature

product.
Podoloff’s Minneapolis distinguished itself in this selling test,
going from 13th to fourth place.
Walker’s Salt Lake Citians, following through in every endeavor,
strolled from No. 11 to No. 6,
while Grady’s Cincinnatians
added one when they established
themselves in the 11th hole.
Grassgreen’s Albanians, advancing from No. 17, almost
caught Atlanta, after passing San
Francisco and Cleveland.
Landaiche’s New Orleans
jumped from 22 to 18, while Gross’
Philadelphia chugged from 25 to
24. Eckhardt’s Chicago passed
Portland, while Patterson’s Vancouveran vaulted Detroit.
The status of districts on short

subjects

remained unchanged with South still in command, 4.6 richer than the Atlansales

tics.

Divisionally, Kupper’s West led
Sussman’s East by 8.7, with the
two points better off
than Gehring’s Central.
Minneapolis gained 12 places
on K-7 sales, going from 19 to 7.
latter just

21

20

22
23

Des Moines (Mayer)
Cleveland (Schmertz)
New Orleans (Landaiche)

25
28
26
27
29
30

Omaha

(Scott)
Frisco (Ballentine)
(Clark)
Indianapolis (Landis)
Buffalo (Samson)

Oklahoma

31

31

Calgary (Skorey)
Portland (Powers)

32
33
34
35
36
37

33
32
34
35
36
37

New York (Buxbaum)

Chicago (Eckhardt)
Montreal (English)
Detroit (Sturm)

Tied.

June

July

15th

3rd

South (Ballance)
Atlantic (Moss)
Northeast (Bailey)

2

Midwest (Scott)
Prairie (Levy)

5
4

Coast

6

1

3

(

(Manager)

15th
6

)

7

Canada (O'Loghiin)

8

Mid- East (Roberts)
Great Lakes (
)

9

3rd

June

July

15th

3rd

Division (Manager)

1

West (Kupper)

1

2

East (Sussman)

2

7
8
9

June

Division (Manager)
Central (Gehring)

K-7

Following is the standing of all
branches, districts and divisions on
total 1939-40 (K-7) Movietone News
contracts sold against total possibilities as of July 3rd:

BRANCHES
Branch (Manager)
Pittsburgh (Cohn)

15th
1

3
6

4

July
3rd

Winnipeg (Huber)

5
19
7
8
10

Minneapolis (Podoloff)
Washington (Wheeler)
Portland (Powers)
10 *Denver (Morrison)
11 *Des Moines (Mayer)
12 Charlotte (Longdon)

12

11

Dallas (Beiersdorf)

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

9

^Albany (Grassgreen)
St. Louis (Reingold)

New Haven

Cleveland (Schmertz)
Salt Lake (Walker)
Seattle

(Edmond)

Boston (Callahan)

Omaha (Scott)
New Orleans (Landaiche)

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

22
24
23
26
25
27
28
29
30

Indianapolis (Landis)
Philadelphia (Gross)
Buffalo (Samson)

Oklahoma (Clark)

Milwaukee (Lorentz)
Kansas (Fuller)
New York (Buxbaum)
Chicago (Eckhardt)
Vancouver (Patterson)

31

32
33
34
35
36
37

14
15
16
13
17
21
18
20

(Simon)

Frisco (Ballentine)

Detroit (Sturm)

Calgary (Skorey)
Montreal (English)
St. John (March)
Toronto (Bailey)
*Tied.

Winnipeg (Huber)
Minneapolis (Podoloff)
Charlotte (Longdon)
Salt Lake (Walker)

6

Memphis (Young)
Los Angeles (Dillon)

7
8

Washington (Wheeler)

9

Louis (Reingold)
Cincinnati (Grady)
Seattle (Edmond)
Denver (Morrison)
Atlanta (Wilson)
Albany (Grassgreen)
Frisco (Ballentine)
Cleveland (Schmertz)
New Orleans (Landaiche)
Oklahoma (Clark)

10

St.

Omaha

St.

22

31

32

31

33
34
36
35
37

32
33
34
35
36
37

Kansas

3rd

(Manager)

South (Ballance)
2
Coast (
)
3 ^Atlantic (Moss)
4 *M id -East (Roberts)
5 Prairie (Levy)
6
Northeast (Bailey)
7 Midwest (Scott)
8 Great Lakes (
)

un e

15th

1

1

2
4

..

9

Canada (O’Loghlin)
Tied.

3rd

3
6
*

5
7
8
9

Vancouver (Patterson)
Detroit (Sturm)
Montreal (English)

New York (Buxbaum)
Toronto (Bailey)

July
3rd

1

West (Kupper)

11

4
6
9

7
12
8
10
14
17
15
16

22
18
19
21

(Manager)

South (Ballance)
2 Atlantic (Moss)
3 *Coast (
)
4 *Prairie (Levy)
5
Mid-East (Roberts)
1

Midwest (Scott)

6
7
8

Canada (O’Loghlin)

26
27
28
29
30
32
31

34
33
35
36
37

9

Great Lakes

(

15th
1

2
3

4
5
6

Northeast (Bailey)
)

7
8
9

DIVISIONS
15th

July
3rd

June
Division (Manager)

West (Kupper)

apolis

into

the

13th

slot.

Salt

Lake’s leap automatically pushed
Callahan’s Bostonians one peg

down

the ladder.

Other branches that moved into
stronger positions on K-7 feature
product sales were Landaiche’s
New Orleans, and Skorey’s Calgary.
Ballance’s South continued to
pace the districts, 1.2 ahead of
Moss’ Atlantics. In fact, the only
change in district status profited
Scott’s
Midwest which took
fourth place from Levy’s Prairie.
The latter are some 13 points be-

hind South and 11.8 to the rear
of the Atlantics, and only onetenth of a mark ahead of Coast.
Coast led Canada by 3.6, with
O’Loghlin’s Dominions 1.3 wealthier than Bailey’s Northeasterners. In the cellar remained the
Great Lakes, 11 points under the

Yankees.

15th

1

1

2

East (Sussman)

2

2

East (Sussman)

Central (Gehring)

2

3

3

3

Central (Gehring)

3

1

The following compilation shows
the standings of all branches, districts and divisions on sale of 1938-39
(K-6) feature product for the week
ending July 1, and also their ratings on accumulated 48 weeks’ total
delivery against quota for that period, as of July 1

BRANCHES
SALES
July June
1st
1

Close Battle For
Salesmen’s Throne

2

New Haven

3

4
5

4

Cleveland
Philadelphia
Portland

5

6

6

7

7
10

8
9

8
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

12
18
17
13
15
14
16

20

Dallas

Milwaukee
Albany

17
37

Boston
Los Angeles
New Orleans
San Francisco

12
30
26
7
35

21

Charlotte

Indianapolis

25
9
31

Des Moines

5

21

Toronto

31

Winnipeg

4

Lake
Denver

36
20
34
33

29
30
27
32
34
33
35
36

37

37

14
13

11

3

Vancouver
....

Montreal
Calgary

DISTRICTS
SALES
July June
1st
1

Deliv-

Branch

17th

Atlantic

7
9

4

1

9

K-7

2
3
5
6

7

ery

2

3

9

certain:

18
6
10

Tied.

8

is

16

Salt

Tuesday, should be “leading
by the end of the month.
But Eskin is only one of
some 27 salesmen who write
they will be “leading by the
end of the month.”
have sped up tremendously in the past two weeks.

2

24
26
25

4

One thing

15

32

Memphis

of St. Louis, according to Ward Scott’s statement to the writer in Denver

sales

23

1

19
20
22
23

Northeast
South
5 Mid -East
4
Midwest
6
Great Lakes
7 Prairie
8 *Coast

Abe Eskin

8

Kansas City
Atlanta

New York

28

32
33
34
35
36

29
30

27
19
29
28
22
24

9

10
11

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

ery

Pittsburgh

1

2

31

The keenest race ever to involve salesmen is on now for
leadership in individual standing on K-7 standing.
While the Pittsburgh salesmen continue to show the way,
reports reaching New Dynamo
from all parts of the country
indicate they are due for the
stiffest opposition with which
they have had to contend in
two years.

Deliv-

Branch

17th

3

21

23

25
24

June
District

Tied.
June

Division (Manager)

(Fuller)

Buffalo (Samson)
Chicago (Eckhardt)
Portland (Powers)

DIVISIONS
July

1

2
3
13
5

DISTRICTS
j

District

15th

20

Des Moines (Mayer)
New Haven (Simon)
Calgary (Skorey)
Milwaukee (Lorentz)

DISTRICTS
July

(Scott)

John (March)

Indianapolis (Landis)
Boston (Callahan)
Philadelphia (Gross)

23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

June
Branch (Manager)

Pittsburgh (Cohn)
Dallas (Beiersdorf)

1

2

3
4
5

Lorentz’s Milwaukeeans, Longdon’s Carolinians and Dillon’s Angewere pushed aside by Vancouver and Salt Lake City, Patterson’s
exchange was formerly 12th and
is now hooked with Salt Lake for
the ninth post. Los Angeles was
hit particularly hard, dropping
from 10 to 15. Wheeler’s Washington hurdled Podoloff’s Minnelinos

Citians.

Sales

BRANCHES

2

Memphis (Young)

K-6 record.

Indicative of the preference of exhibitors and their growing eagerness to get the K-7 lineup as quickly as possible is the fact that many
branches this week could boast volumes of 1939-40 feature product
contracts in excess of the total they had at the same date last year.
Salt Lake City, in fact, boasts a volume that is a full month ahead
of the K-6 total, according to statistics shown the writer by Manager
Charles L. Walker in that exchange the other day.
Pittsburgh substantially increased its margin of leadership over
Wilson’s Atlantans, but the latter are due for a splurge that will be
anything but good news to the Buccanneers. Beiersdorf’s Dallas, on
the other hand, is worrying the Georgians considerably.
Huber’s Winnipeg, out to break its 1938-39 circulation record, is
still third, 2.3 points ahead of the Texans who are now being haunted
by Young’s Memphis. The Tennessee delegation rushed from sixth
to fifth place and is on the verge of overtaking the Dallas crew.
March’s St. John submitted to Memphis’ faster selling, trailing that
office by 3.1, but still 2.3 ahead of Reingold’s St. Louisans. The Cardinals took the seventh step from Simon’s Nutmegs.

Grady’s Cincinnatians had no
trouble passing Morrison’s Denver and Grassgreen’s Albany as
well as Edmond’s Seattle.
Gross’
Philadelphians,
one
point behind Seattle, took the
22nd chair from Fuller’s Kansas

Following is the standing of all
branches, districts and divisions on
sale of 1939-40 Movietone short subjects product and Terry-Toon (K-7),
based on contracts sold against possibilities, as of July 3rd:

June

Atlanta (Wilson)
Los Angeles (Dillon)
Cincinnati (Grady)

3

SHORTS
—

-

Sales

July
3rd

15th

K-7

NEWS

parallel with their

ANGELS HIT
June

District

DIVISIONS

sole,

gel, Atlanta’s Mitchell, Atlanta’s
Laseter, Salt Lake City’s Dugan,
Philadelphia’s Davis, and Montreal’s Pearson.

14
13
10
15
19
17
16

(Manager)

July

Tolmas,
Cleveland’s Scheinberg and Chicago’s
Simon for the 23rd tenement.

Washington’s Murphy, Milwaukee’s Michel, Salt Lake City’s
Tidwell (74 to 47), Albany’s Remer, Omaha’s Ironfield and Berke,
Chicago’s Goodamote, Kansas
City’s Kinser, Cincinnati’s Nae-

12
9
11

15th
18

(Fuller)
Toronto (Bailey)

DISTRICTS

Philadelphia’s

Burkart.
Up high flew Charlotte’s Eber-

24

Minneapolis (Podoloff)
Los Angeles (Dillon)
Boston (Callahan)
Cincinnati (Grady)
Denver (Morrison)
Albany (Grassgreen)

July

now embracing

Eastern salesmen, also, were in
there, more active than ever.
Washington’s Norris advanced
from 25 to 20. Cincinnati’s Needham moved from 31 to 30, almost
catching his team-mate, Eddie

6

John (March)

better. Shallcross, for-

merly 42nd,

15th

Salt Lake (Walker)
^Vancouver (Patterson)
Milwaukee (Lorentz)
Charlotte (Longdon)
Washington (Wheeler)

9

10

The two Tennesmaking things un-

comfortable for the alert Eskin.
Krupp of Winnipeg and Klein
of Washington stepped up two

June

1

3

1

deals.
Salt Lake City’s McElhinney,
for example, rushed from 30th to
sixth place and is now definitely
a threat to the Pittsburghers, St.
Louis’ Eskin and Memphis’ Bas-

July

Pittsburgh (Cohn)
Atlanta (Wilson)
Winnipeg (Huber)

2

3

2

week.

was

tacularly in

July

and two-tenths to the rear of Reingold’s St. Louis.
But, again, as last year, it is Cohn’s Pittsburghers who
are doing the fastest selling job. They have better than 60
per cent of their total K-7 feature possibilities sold, according to the official figures. Here, too, there has been greater
speed in the past month, for their volume is now virtually

Canada
Tied.

6

5
2
1

8
3

DIVISIONS
SALES
July June
1st

17th

Deliv-

Branch

ery

1

1

East

3

2

2

West

2

3

3

Central

1
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FIELD CHEERS OFFICE GROUPING
IN RACES FOR KENT DRIVE HONORS
Applause punctuates the announcement at every meeting that General Manager of Distribution Herman
States and Canadian branches into two separate, competitive groups, each with

Annual

S. R.

The

its

own

available

six

Wobber

has divided the 37 United

cash prizes, as a new feature

in

the Seventh

Kent Drive.

division of the offices into

ence of two competitive groups
field employees.

realizes the hope of many managers, both those in the larger and smaller territories. That the presbring about the most dramatically exciting and lucrative Drive in company history is a foregone conclusion with

two groups

will

Each

group

will

have

available a total of six cash

NUMBER AND VALUE OF THE
1939 KENT DRIVE PRIZES
For 18 Weeks

—

-

-

:

The 37 branches in the United States (31) and Canada (6)
will be divided into two groups, according to territorial size and
proportion of territorial earning power to departmental gross.

running from three

prizes,

weeks’ extra salary to 60
per cent of one week’s extra
salary, in which all employees at the winning branches
will share.

In

this

addition,

year,

the

Movietone organization is offering $2000 in prize money, $1000 as
share of the $2000 available for
outstanding delivery on short
subjects, and $1000 for the greater
its

The

larger teritories comprise one group of 18 and the smaller

territories

SIX

make up another group

TOTAL DELIVERY PRIZES

The following cash

prizes will be

IN

awarded

EACH GROUP
to the occupants

EACH

group for outstanding 18-week’s
delivery against the 18-week S. R. Kent Drive total de-

of the first positions in
total

of 19 offices.

livery quota.

FIRST PLACE
first

place

in

—

To every employee in the branch finishing in
each group will go three weeks’ extra salary.

SECOND PLACE —To
second

in

every employee in the branch finishing
each group will go two weeks’ extra salary.

THIRD PLACE —To
in

every employee in the branch finishing
third place in each group will go one week’s extra salary.

FOURTH PLACE — To

every employee

in

ing fourth in each group will go eighty-five
one week’s extra salary.

FIFTH PLACE
fifth in

the branch finish(85%) percent, of

—To

every employee in the branch finishing
each group will go seventy-five (75%) percent, of one

week’s extra salary.

SIXTH PLACE

— To every

employee in the branch finishing
(60%) percent, of one week’s

sixth in each group will go sixty
extra salary.

SHORT SUBJECTS PRIZES

$2000 IN

This year Movietone and Terrytoon are each offering $1000
comprise a total of $2000 to be distributed among the four
branches making the best over-quota showing on accumulated
18 weeks’ delivery on Movietone-Terrytoon short subjects

to

against 18-week’s S. R. Kent Drive quota. The following prizes
are to be locally divided among branch manager, salesmen and
bookers, in proportion to their individual quota:

FIRST PRIZE

— To the exchange producing the highest reve-

nue against quota, $1000.

—

SECOND PRIZE To the exchange producing the second
highest revenue against quota, $500.
TH RD PRIZE —To the
I

exchange producing the third highest

revenue against quota, $300.

FOURTH PRIZE — To

the exchange producing the fourth

delivery showings on Movietone
News. Terrytoon has contributed

the other $1000 of the $2000 to be
split into short subjects prizes.

There

will also be distributed a
total of $550 in cash to the six

adsales managers producing the
highest over-quota adsales revenue for the lS-week period.

That the coming Drive will get
off to a flying start, a beginning
that
that

In the past two weeks a general
speed-up in K-7 selling exalted the
chances for an auspicious overquota start at many branches that
did not loom so strongly early in
June. In the past three weeks,
remarkable progress has been
made by most branches.

addition to the $1000 for returns on its short subjects,
H. Talley, Movietone producer, announces another
$1000 to be divided among branch manager, salesmen and
bookers at the five branches producing the highest revenue on
Movietone News against the Drive 18-week News delivery
quota:
In

—

18-

SECOND PRIZE —To
est 18-week’s

News

the exchange effecting the second highdelivery against 18-week quota, $250.

THIRD PRIZE —To
18-week’s

News

the exchange effecting the third highest
delivery against 18-week’s quota, $175.

FOURTH PRIZE — To
est 18-week’s

News

the exchange effecting the fourth highdelivery against 18-week quota, $125.

—

FIFTH PRIZE To the exchange effecting the
News delivery against 18-week’s quota,

18-week’s

$650 IN

fifth

highest

$100.

$150
125
100

(4)
(5)

Fourth
Fifth

(6) Sixth

Buffalo
Cincinnati

J.

I.

Detroit
Dallas

H. R. Beiersdorf
Clyde W. Eckhardt

Chicago

Indianapolis ....George T. Landis
Kansas City
George W. Fuller

Los Angeles
Minneapolis

John N. Dillon
Joseph Podoloff
New York
Harry H. Buxbaum
Philadelphia
Sam Gross
Pitsburg
St. Louis
San Francisco

Ira
B. B.

H. Cohn
Reingold

George M. Ballentine

Washington

Sam

N.

“RAINS CAME"

Wheeler

SMALLER TERRITORIES
Manager
Moe Grassgreen

Branch
Albany
Charlotte

Phil

Calgary
Des Moines

Denver
Milwaukee
Montreal

Longdon

V. M. Skorey
Stanley J. Mayer
R. J. Morrison
Jack Lorentz
Edward English

Tom W. Young
„
....Benjamin A. Simon
E. V. Landaiche
City..Charles W. Clark
Joseph E. Scott

Memphis
New Haven

New

Orleans

Oklahoma

Omaha
Portland

Charles Powers

Herndon Edmond
Seattle
Salt Lake City ..Charles E. Walker
Toronto
St. John

Vancouver
Winnipeg

Harry

J.

Bailey

Reginald G. March
James Patterson
Joseph H. Huber

ILL

BE RELEASED

DIRECT TO K-7 CONTRACT HOLDERS
NEW YORK — Upon his return from the studios and
from launching the new Drive leader on his career, General Manager of Distribution Herman Wobber emphasized
the fact that this company has absolutely no intention of
road-showing Louis Bromfield’s “The Rains Came.”

The fact that there will be a
President’s prize available to the
manager whose

district

district

achieves the highest percentage
of over-quota 18-week’s delivery
against 18-week’s Kent Drive total delivery quota has seemingly
had the tendency of inducing all
offices to make more extensive
preparations than in the past.

Drive Leader M. A. Levy, with
Roger Perri, started the second

week

of

the

present

series

of

branch meetings last week. The
week-end was to he spent in
Levy’s own Prairie district, with
Chicago, Milwaukee, Kansas City,

New

City, Dallas,

Memphis

Orleans rounding out

or election by
employees of a local Drive leader
has also stimulated further actibranches.
vity at the
Most of
these local Drive leaders have
their territorial campaigns well

no secret in Hollywood that Darryl Zanuck’s picturi“The Rains Came” is so big and such a terrific
if ever there were a picture entitled to
road-showing at a $2.20 scale, this one is.
It is

zation of

production that

However, at no time has this company considered road-showing
“The Rains Came” which is being sold as part of the 1939-40 (K-7)
product. “The Rains Came” is being placed in the same class with
“Stanley and Livingstone”, “Swanee River”, “Hollywood Cavalcade”,
“Drums Along the Mohawk”, Maeterlinck’s “The Blue Bird”, “Grapes
of Wrath” and “Mark of Zorro”.

As a matter of fact, Mr. Wobber pointed out, “The Rains Came” will
be nationally released as a super special in mid-October. It will be
another month or more before “The Rains Came” will be finally cut
and ready for previewing, but the sales chief has let it be known that
there would be a special showing of the production for exhibitors in
every exchange city in the United States, weeks before its release.

One of the trade papers published a rumor that the company was
considering the possibility of road-showing the picture. As this rumor
percolated into the field, it was distorted to say this corporation would
send it out on a two-a-day showing in major cities before release to
its K-7 accounts. Such a move was never under consideration.

under way, with branch managers, under whom they directly
operate, very enthusiastic as to
potential results.

Most branches’ dollar delivery
have formed competing
teams. However, a full report of
what is being done along the comcrews

petitive lines will be published in
a forthcoming issue of the Drive
publication.

The

edition of the Drive
publication will be distributed
first

Tuesday and Wednesday
and weekly thereafter.
next

LOCAL DRIVE LEADERS
Following are the territorial leaders of the Seventh Annual S. R.
Kent Drive who were either managerially appointed or elected by
employees to the local command:

Branch

New York
New Haven
Buffalo

SELL!

BOOK!

Washington
Philadelphia
Charlotte

Montreal

$75

COLLECT!

Dallas
Atlanta
Salt Lake City

Des Moines
City

Portland

Kansas City
Detroit

Omaha

Earl

Wright

Blumenfeld
Glenn Norris
Alfred F. Davis
Clifford Hardin
James Pearson
Joseph Neger
A. Van Dyke
Elmer Sichel
T. P. Tidwell

Albany

Oklahoma

Leader
Joseph J. Lee
L. E.

Indianapolis

60
40

Wilson

Schmertz
Lester Sturm

Cleveland

Chicago

total of six prizes aggregating $550, same amount distributed last year, will be offered for outstanding 18-week’s overquota adsales delivery against 18-week’s S. R. Kent Drive
adsales quota. It will be divided as follows:

S.

Division Managers Kupper,
Sussman and Gehring are mobi-

PRIZES FOR ADSALES DELIVERY

A

(1) First
(2) Second
(3) Third

Manager
Paul

Edward X. Callahan
Sydney Samson
James J. Grady

lizing their forces in a manner
that promises a battle royal.

The appointment

Truman

LARGER TERRITORIES
Branch
Atlanta
Boston

the product that will be available.

the third week.

MOVIETONE NEWS PRIZES

FIRST PRIZE To the exchange effecting the highest
week’s News delivery against 18-week quota, $350.

expect will surpass

which punctuated similar
campaigns in past years, is
strengthened by the greatness of

and

$1000 IN

many

Oklahoma

highest revenue against quota, $200.

HOW BRANCHES HAVE BEEN
GROUPED IN DRIVE RACE

M. W. Doris
Clyde Blasius
Evan Jacobs
Geo. K. Friedel
V. A. Whitcomb
W. J. Kubitzki
A. D. Knapp
Fred Miller

Leader
Branch
Boston
Sam Berg
Toronto
William Reid
New Orleans
G. J. Broggi
Milwaukee
G. M. Edgerton
Minneapolis ....Harold Lundquist
St. Louis
Joseph Feld
Pittsburgh
C. Kellenberg
St. John
T. M. Corbett
Memphis
Mark Sheridan
Los Angeles
Elmer Youngs
San Francisco
J. J. Flanagan
Seattle
Robert Osborne
Cleveland
Nathan Scott
Cincinnati
Edwin A. Burkart
Winnipeg
R. A. Cringan
Denver
Howard Metzger
Calgary
G. R. Anthony

Vancouver

Edward Teel

'
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GETTING “FIDDLE” OFF TO A SMASHING START!

OUTLINES FUTURE RELEASES

DIRECTOR LEARNS HIS LINES

Production Chief Darryl F. Zanuck, whom the Saturday
this week rated Hollywood’s No. 1 producer,
took the opportunity of the “Second Piddle” broadcast, to
acquaint the millions of listeners with the coming product.

Sidney Lanfield, director “Second Fiddle”, gave an excellent account of himself. Here he and Mary Healy are
“caught” studying their lines. Lanfield proved he is as
good a radio actor as he is film director.

TECHNICIANS MEET STARS
NBC “Magic Eye” experts talk things over with Tyrone
Power and Mary Healy just before the now historic threecontinent broadcast started from one of the stages at

Movietone City.

Evening Post

WAITING FOR THE SIGNAL
Sidney Lanfield, Tyrone Power, Mr. Zanuck, Mary Healy and Lou
program from New York.
That three-way conversation between Sonja Henie in Oslo, Power in
Hollywood and Rudy Vallee in New York got a sensational reaction.
Silvers exchange praise for parts of the

FROM NORWAY
So spendidly was the broadcast
handled and so quickly did Sonja
Henie (above) switch into the
dialogue with Power in Hollywood and Vallee in New York that
many are still wondering this

charming skating star really
ed from Oslo, Norway.

talk-

JACK HARRIS FROM OLD LONDON
Merry England’s No. 1 “swing” band also participated in the international broadcast, playing its version of one of Irving Berlin’s hit
tunes. Another famous “swing” band from Buenos Aires played a
tune in tango time.

FROM THE ROOF
Of the beautiful Hotel Astor in

TOMMY DORSEY SWINGS INTO

the heart of Times Square in New
York Rudy Vallee “carried on”—
and as only he can. With him was

IT!

From the Pennsylvania Hotel in New York, this popular hand
blurbed its way into one of the greatest radio stunts sponsored in
behalf of a motion picture. Since that broadcast the Berlin tunes have
congested the air waves daily.

TYRONE POWER WINS NEW LAURELS
Thousands

NBC

of letters reached the studio in Hollywood and
on the performance of the “Second Fiddle”

commenting superlatively
players and the manner
Tyrone, in particular, was
the largest number of fan

in which the broadcast was conducted.
at his very best and he and Sonja received
letters

from

listeners.

Irving Berlin

who took an

active

part in the program which helped
get “Second Fiddle” off to an

SRO
York.

start at the

Roxy

in

New

—

!
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PROLOGUE TO

Celebrating the 30 th Anniversary of Joseph

M. Schenck in Motion Picture Industry

ROGER

by

FERRI

—

EATTLE With two meetings
him Drive Leader M. A.
Levy took the northern hop and
by the time this edition is being
read in the field, he will be well
on his way East. In view of the
fact that these meetings serve a
double service, viz., (1) furnish
Drive information and (2) distribute sales material that should
help speed up K-7 selling, the sessions are a trifle longerthan those
to mark the first swing in past
Drives. And this is as it should
be, for considerable water has
passed under the bridge since the
Chicago convention. What is
more, the studio has considerably
enhanced the K-7 outlined at that
get-together and the information
available at these Drive meetings

S behind

will not only stimulate,
sales.

Getting the Production Lowdown at Movietone City Studios
Vice-President in charge of production, Darryl F. Zanuck; his executive assistant, William Goetz, and Executive Producer Sol M.
Wurtzel took out precious time from production to supply the Drive leader with a wealth of information regarding K-7 vehicles and to
screen “rushes” of many future releases. At the left, General Manager of Distribution Herman Wobber, after introducing Drive Leader
M. A. Levy, looks on smilingly with Bill Goetz, as the production chief recalls a particularly funny sequence from “Hollywood Cavalcade”
as he greets the Big Push captain. At the right, the Drive leader and Roger Ferri are “caught” by the cameraman on the set of “The
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes.” Seated at left is Director Al Werker. Standing, centre, is Basil Rathbone in character and at right,
Nigel Bruce, who plays Dr. Watson.

but help

you make better

•
ENERAL

Manager

G
Herman
companied

of DistriWobber ac-

bution
the Drive leader and
writer as far as San Francisco.
He expects to return to New York
July 5, meantime being slated to
complete several important circuit deals in the Golden Gate

neighborhood. Also he was to
complete certain discussions with
Mr. Zanuck regarding post-Drive
product, for the Drive output is
either in the cutting
fore the cameras.

M

R.

WOBBER

rooms or

be-

wrote branches

concerning the excellence of
Irving Berlin’s “Second Fiddle.”

Many

branches probably will
have prints by the latter part of
next week. Zanuck has turned out
a musical that is as entertaining
as was “Alexander’s Ragtime
Band.” It is not the spectacle the
first Berlin drama with music
was, but “Second Fiddle” is tops
in its particular class
and certainly loaded with surefire hit
tunes and great romantic moments. It was previewed at Grauman’s Chinese Theatre Wednesday night and what an audience

—

—

reaction!

The

patrons’

comment

cards were masterpieces in raves.
If the audience reaction to “Second Fiddle” is any criterion of
what is to come, this latest
Zanuck triumph will be pushing
grosses to the highest July level
in

possible a visit to that exchange.
However, Messrs. Patterson and
Teel and the entire Vancouver
staff will be happy to know that
in the second swing around the
branches, which Mr. Wobber will
make with the Drive leader, a
visit to and a meeting in that city
is scheduled.

•
HE

second swing around the

T branches, which will feature an
address by the sales chief, will
start late in August, at least three
weeks earlier than last year. Division Managers Kupper, Gehring
and Sussman will cover their respective divisions West, Central
and East with Levy on the third
swing. This will get under way
the middle of October, according
to the schedule approved by Mr.

—

—

Wobber.

history.

•

E

verywhere

•
we have

gone,

we have heard unusual praise
for that Coast-to-Coast “Second
Fiddle” broadcast. It was without
precedent and our branch managers have wired that everywhere
there were indications it has
stirred up so much advance interest in the picture that there is

no question about it getting off to
an SRO start. We sat in studio
with Zanuck, Director Sid Lanfield, Tyrone Power, Mary Healy,

Lew Schreiber,

Dell Goodman and
others listening to the broadcast
and that three-way conversa-

—

tion

among Power

in

Hollywood,

New York and Sonja
Henie in Oslo, Norway, positively
swept the crowd off its feet. “It’s
most remarkable,” commented
Zanuck
and everyone agreed
Vallee in

A WIRE from

Chicago announces that the gala testimonial banquet exhibitors have
planned in celebration of Clyde
Eckhardt's silver jubilee will take
place on Monday, July 24. That
same day Chicago's new two-story
exchange building will be officially dedicated
with exhibitors inspecting it. Mr. Wobber’s present
plans are to be on hand at this
important affair. Incidentally, this

—

is Clyde Eckhardt Month in the
Chicago territory and it looms

—

the biggest month of what has
turned out to be the Chicagoans’
championship season. Congratulations and more power to you,
Clyde.

D

•
ell Goodman, Far

Representative, attended the
at Jack Dillon’s exchange, where Mr. Wobber spoke
on company expectations and of-

meeting

ficially

new

introduced Levy to his

—

job and to the Los Angeles
personnel. Dell was also on hand
on the occasion when Jim O’Loghlin held his first Drive meeting at
the Los Angeles exchange. Dell
was so enthused over the Drive
message he had a copy made of it.
We have also furnished him with
a complete resume of the Drive
campaign, etc., for use in the Far
East. Goodman is very optimistic
regarding world conditions, far
more so than any foreign representative with whom we have
talked in a year. In fact, when
most folks on this side were worrying themselves into a nervous

breakdown over what threatened
to happen in the Far East, Dell
kept his shirt on, viewed and analyzed the situation calmly and

—

every prediction he made mate-

•
ROM the Home Office this week
F to Mr. Wobber came word the
managers had set up the
schedule of territorial K-7 delivery quotas. By this time next
week you will probably be officially informed as to what your
quota will be for next season
and that will include, of course,
the Drive period.
division

•
UDGING

from the product we
Max“The
Rains Came,” “Hollywood Cavalcade,” “Stanley and Livingston”
and “rushes” on “Here I Am a
Stranger” and “The Adventures

J saw

—

at the studio “Elsa
well’s Hotel for Women,”

—
year— $1,000,000
attained dur-

Holmes” that goal
Jim O’Loghlin had hoped would
of Sherlock

be reached last
per week will be
ing the coming Big Push. Certainly, the coming product is at
least 100 per cent stronger in po-

—

Drive Leader Chats with Players
mingling with the players on the “sets.” While at the studio, Levy had an opportunity to see some
six K-7 productions before the cameras. These two photographs were taken on the “Frontier Marshal” set where Director Allan Dwan officiated. At left, the Drive leader is listening to Binnie Barnes,
while at the right he is lighting John Carradine’s cigar.

tential earning power than the
releases of last year’s Drive.

•
HE

studio was looking forward
the return there late this
of Chairman of the Board
Joseph M. Schenck. The latter
has been in New York for three
weeks. He remained over so he
could confer with President S. R.
Kent, who returned from the
Latin American conventions, on
Monday. Mr. Schenck was expected to fly back to the studio
Wednesday or Thursday.

T to

week

•

M OST

encouraging are the

let-

ters to reach this writer from
district and branch managers,

salesmen, bookers and others regarding the coming Drive. These
letters indicate a field that is
prepared and rarin’ to go. Most
encouraging, however, is the increased speed with which salesmen are closing K-7 contracts.
After all, it is imperative that a
maximum volume of contracts be
on record by the start of the Drive
if the latter is to get off to the
anticipated, record-breaking start.

—

—

•

K ENT
ners

DRIVE letterheads, banand other promotional
material will be in the branches
next week. This Drive celebrates
the 30th anniversary of Mr.
Schenck in show business. Let’s
make this a celebration that he
will

never forget.

•

—

HE

T are

local

Kent Drive leaders

on the job. We gather that
from the hatch of letters we have
received from most of them. We
will give you complete details of
the important part you will play

with him. An indescribable thrill
overtook one as he sat there
listening to Tyrone talking with
Rudy and Sonja breaking in as if
they were in the same room. It
was a thrilling experience listening to this broadcast as we did.

in this Drive, Dr. Drive Leader,
at the meeting at your branch.
You will also get a manual outlining ways and means of putting

•
IN town for the meeting at Herndon Edmond’s exchange are Jim
Patterson, manager, and Ed Teel,

over a bang-up campaign

— and

later a bulletin that will be an exchange of ideas. The third edition
of the Drive publication will be
dedicated to the local Drive leaders, so hurry in those photographs.

from Vancouver. These two gentlemen see the
greatest Drive ever for Vancouver and that is most encouraging for the British Columbians
have consistently been among
the most active and profitable
Drive campaigners. Both are the
booker-salesman,

—

personification of perfect health.
It Is regrettable, indeed, that the
geographical location of Vancouver and press of time make im-

East

And that included his
prediction that Japan would be
leading the Overseas department
on the K-6 season’s delivery basis.
Yes, Art Doyle’s Japan is at the
top of the heap.
rialized.

We have all the other information
need, but we must have photographs of ALL the local Drive
we can go to press.
So hurry them along and thanks

we

leaders before

LIQUIDATE !!

ILL

—

•
KUPPER’S

B Collins,

made

a

assistant, Ed
tour of the

Continued on Next Page

!
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FIRST DRIVE MEETINGS

OFFICIAL SCHEDULE
OF DRIVE MEETINGS

AUGUR FAST START!
Continued from Page 8

Following

southern branches to look into
the shuttle sheet situation preparatory to the first meetings in

Harry Ballance’s district. Ed
confident the South is certain

is

Thurs.

to

are looking for-

Sat.

with much enthusiasm to
the New Orleans meeting. None
other than Mary Healy, former
secretary to Manager Ernest Y.
Landaiche, will be in town making a personal appearance in conjunction with the showing of
“Second Fiddle” in that city. And
what a great job Mary does in her
first real opportunity. Judging

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

of the Home
Office attaches who have seen the
picture, Mary clicked there in

Wed.

when Mary heard
to hold a

Thurs.

meeting

there, she said: “I want to he
there.” And we’re glad to have her

on hand. She was among those
who attended the first meeting in
1938 at New Orleans. Keep your
eyes on Mary she’s going to be
one of the screen’s topflight sing-

—

ing stars

The most welcome

relief to us,
these swift trips

anyway, during
comes from walks before or after
the branch meetings.

they are extending us personally. Getting out two
publications on the run each week,
flying and riding here and there
and attending the Drive meetings
will keep us well occupied for the
next month. But such co-operation as we are getting from these
and other gentlemen certainly
makes our task easier. We particularly want to thank, too, Harry
Brand, Charlie Goldie, Milt Howe,
Katy Robinson and others at the
studio who are keeping us daily
supplied with up-to-the-minute
production information. And while
we are expressing our gratitude
for co-operation on this trip we
fine co-operation

thank the division,
and branch managers,
Charles E. McCarthy, Jack Sichelman, Martin Moskowitz, Jim
Glynn, Al Levy, Izzy Lincer, Jack
Bloom, Sam Epstein, Rose Drucker, Fred Bullock, all of the branch
correspondents and countless
to

district

To

others.

we

all

say,

again,

thanks!

•

George w.

ballentine’s

San Franciscans stressed the
claim that “this year we’re returning to the class of prize win-

As for Jack Dillon and his
Angelinos, if they get from National Theatres the same sort of
real co-operation they gave the
latter in the Skouras Showmanship Drive, the Southern Californians should have no trouble getting a slice of Kent Drive bonus
money. This Coast will definitely
he much stronger than it was last
year at the outset of the Drive.
ners.”

•
I
EVY’S three district managers
Stan Mayer, Joe Podoloff and
Joe Scott didn’t forget that the
Los Angeles session marked the
beginning of his career as Drive
leader, so they thoughtfully sent
wires of good wishes. That’s a

—

—

hustling, bustling bunch

Moines,

Omaha and

in Des
Minneapolis

— and they want New Dynamo to

EXT week’s New Dynamo will
be printed in Denver. The following week we will publish in
New Orleans. The third issue will
go to press in Detroit. Meantime,
the Drive publications will be
printed in Chicago, Atlanta and
Pittsburgh or Philadelphia. You
have been supplied with the itinerary and know where to forward
your letters. Thanks for them.

N

•
PARTICIPATING

prepara*
tions for the Drive right now
are 11 more employees than we

competition than they received

in

last year’s Drive.

•

N OT

the

since

we

country

Wobber during

first

and

sec-

stu-

Hollywood; we’ve got, by
far, the best operated and most
efficient plant this industry has

find in

boasted.

to BosC ONGRATULATIONS
ton’s ace booker, Sam Berg. He
is tops in New England. A more
popular film man than he is in
New England, you’ll find nowhere
in these United States or Canada.
And Sam, who is Boston’s local
Drive leader, is celebrating his
25th year as an employee of this

the present swing around the

in

Fri.

—

W

Sat.

with

district manager’s head they can
talk the Home Office into a better
deal than they can negotiate locally. Frankly, we view this attitude as a distinct compliment and
tribute to the ability of the local
district or branch manager. And
it must be, indeed, gratifying to
our managers to know that when
such requests are sent by exhibitors to Mr. Wobber or the three
division managers, they are in-

variably referred back to the local territorial pilot. After all, the
local manager and
personnel
must “live” with the accounts
and there is no reason why any
exhibitor should feel he can override the loyal manager who is doing his job according to the rules.

"

8

Nicollet Hotel, Minneapolis, Minnesota

8

Minneapolis, Minn., meeting

"

9
9

En route Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Schroeder Hotel, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

"

10

Milwaukee exchange, meeting
Lv. Milwaukee, Wis., Milwaukee Road

10

Arr. Chicago, Illinois

10

Congress Hotel, Chicago,

1

Chicago exchange, meeting

1

in

northern

New York

State.

Sam.
a note typical of com-

H munications we have been

re-

ceiving from secretaries, stenographers, clerks and inspectresses
during the past two weeks:
“Now that we have a branch
Drive leader you can rest assured
competition will be keener among
all of us
and the prize winners
will know they have been in the
fight of their lives if they squeeze
us out of the money, which they

—

won’t do.”
That’s the
wins!

Drive

O MAHA —

spirit

that

•
Thursday morning

and we have finally penetrated Drive Leader Levy’s own
district. First thing he heard was

Omaha Manager Joe
“Well, bet 100 to 1 that
President’s prize
Omaha will be in there

from

Scott:

you’ll get that

and that

VERY time we hit Salt Lake
City we think of Clay Hake,
Australian head for this company. Why? This is Clay’s hometown. Hake led one of the Overseas Department’s greatest and
most successful Drives several
years ago. That Drive started
the Overseas Drive hailing, for
his leadership was inspiring and
instituted new ideas that made
for keener competition and bigger results.

E

•
ERE’S

12
12

Kansas City exchange, meeting
Lv. Kansas City, Braniff Airways

12

Arr.

"

12

"

13

Arr. Dallas, Texas

14
14

"

14

"

14

Memphis, Tenn
Peabody Hotel, Memphis, Tenn
Memphis exchange, meeting
Lv. Memphis, Chicago & Southern

14

Arr.

15

15

New Orleans exchange, meeting
Lv. New Orleans, Eastern Airline

15

Arr. Atlanta,

17

"

17

"

17

"

17

Atlanta exchange, meeting
Lv. Atlanta, Eastern Airline
Arr. Charlotte, N. C.
Charlotte Hotel, Charlotte, N.

"

18

Benjamin Franklin Hotel, Philadelphia

19
19

Philadelphia exchange, meeting
Lv. Philadelphia, Pa.,

19

Arr. Pittsburgh, Pa

19

William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa
Pittsburgh exchange, meeting
Lv. Pittsburgh, Penn. R.R.

Arr.

"20
"

Arr. Indianapolis, Ind

"
"

21

Sat.

"

"
"

Hotel, St. Louis,

Lv. St.

22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22

Arr. Detroit, Michigan
Detroit exchange, meeting
Lv. Detroit, Pennsylvania

& Central

Sun.

"

23

Statler Hotel, Buffalo, N.

Mon.

"

24
24
24
24
24

Buffalo exchange, meeting

"

"

"

"
"

Thurs.

"

Fri.

"

"

Statler Hotel, Buffalo, N.

Lv. Buffalo,

1:40

Airline

,..

Quebec

25
25
25
25

Arr. Montreal,

26
26
26
26
26

DeWitt Clinton Hotel, Albany, N. Y.
Albany exchange, meeting
Lv. Albany, Boston & Albany R.R

27
27
27
27
28

Boston exchange, meeting
Lv. Boston, N. Y. N. H. & H., Yankee Clipper

Mt. Royal Hotel, Montreal, Quebec
Montreal exchange, meeting

PM

AM
AM
PM
PM
PM
PM

9:00
2:15
5:10
6:00
10:55

AM

7:00

AM

PM
PM
PM
PM

AM
M

10:00
7:45 P

C

8:30
12:42

AM

5:50

PM
PM

8:30
12:00

AM
M

Mass

New Haven, Connecticut
New Haven exchange, meeting
New York exchange, meeting

Arr.

NOTES Vancouver

PM
PM

AM

Y
Y

Ont

Arr. Boston, Mass.
Statler Hotel, Boston,

PM
PM
PM

2:19
3:00
7:20
10:50 PM-

Toronto exchange, meeting
Lv. Toronto, Ont., C. P. R

Lv. Montreal, N. Y.

AM

7:50
9:00

Michigan Central R.R

Arr. Toronto,

9:00

10:00
6:28

Ohio

"
"

AM
PM
PM
PM
PM

8:33
10:07

Cleveland exchange, meeting
Lv. Cleveland, N. Y. C. R.R
Arr. Buffalo, N. Y

"

M
PM
PM
PM
PM

Mo.

Mo., meeting
Louis, Wabash R.R

21

AM

...

St. Louis,

Arr. Cleveland,

AM

AM

1:00

TWA

Coronado

PM
PM

7:10

3:00
3:30

Mo.

Arr. St. Louis,

PM

AM

10:50

4:00

Indianapolis exchange, meeting
Lincoln Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.
«Lv. Indianapolis,

"

Tues.

12:58

Ohio

Netherland-Plaza, Cincinnati, Ohio
Cincinnati exchange, meeting
Lv. Cincinnati, via automobile

Fri.

AM

AM

AM
PM
PM

3:04

Arr. Cincinnati,

20
20
20
20
20
20

PM
PM
PM
PM
AM

9:00
4:35
7:10

9:00

TWA

20
20
20

"

AM

PM
PM

8:30
12:00
2:55
3:30
7:00
9:38

"

19

"

Charlotte exchange, meeting
Lv. Charlotte, Eastern Airlines

18

"

PM
PM

C

"

18

PM
PM

AM

4:20

1:40

"

"

19

Thurs.

9:00

Washington, D. C.
Washington exchange, meeting
Lv. Washington, Penn. R.R.
Arr. Philadelphia, Penna

"

every exhibitor with

18

18

AM

Ga
Ga

"

18

Airlines

Georgia

Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta,

Mon*

"

9:00
12:09
2:50

New Orleans, La
Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans, La

"
"

"

1:45

:

,

"

•

Continued on Page 12

Arr.

10:00
11:15

Airlines

"

surprising is the fact that
so far on this trip every exhibitor whom we have met has
gone out of his way to praise
“Young Mr. Lincoln”. Although
this Cosmopolitan production did
not jam them in as had been expected
and as this great Zanuck picture was entitled to bring
in

7:45

American

"

"18

9:00
3:55
6:25
7:00
10:30

'.

Baker Hotel, Dallas, Texas
Dallas exchange, meeting

Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta,

Wed.

3:55

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Oklahoma City exchange, meeting
Lv. Oklahoma City, Rock Island R.R

16

Tues.

AM

Mo

12

14

10:00

1:00

~

"

N OT

them

TWA

Arr. Kansas City, Mo
Muehlebach Hotel, Kansas City,

Lv. Dallas, Texas,

AM
PM

AM

9:00

"

"13
13
"13

1:40

10:00
6:40
8:00

.

"

—

—
—

Illinois,

AM
PM
PM

Illinois

"

"

on the lavish plane announced
and there is also much interest in
that territory in “Drums Along
the Mohawk” that Jack Ford is
directing at Cedar City, Utah.
However, as you know, “Drums
Along the Mohawk”, has its locale

Chicago,

Lv.

AM

7:50

9:00
1

"
"

11:05

Des Moines exchange, meeting
Des Moines, Rock Island

Sun.

•

produce “Brigham Young”

Ft.

Lv.

10

7:30

Des Moines, Iowa
Des Moines Hotel, Des Moines, Iowa

Arr. Minneapolis, Minnesota

"

10:30

Arr.

7

"15

C City

will

7:05

8

—

LYDE BLASIUS, Salt Lake
Drive leader, is well on
the job, judging from what we ascertained at that livewire exchange. Things are looking up
there. Office is particularly enthused over the fact that studio

Omaha, Nebraska

Fontenelle Hotel, Omaha, Nebraska
branch, meeting
Lv. Omaha, Nebraska, Rock Island R.R.

Omaha

7

"

•

E have no sympathy

those exhibitors who think
that by going over a branch or

Arr.

"

organization. More power to you,

this

whirled around
with Herman

the

this

dio treasurer, told us that the
studio’s weekly payroll carries an
average of 3,000 people. That’s a
key spot in the Dakotas, Colorado,
Montana, Wyoming and a flock of
other States. Which gives you a
good idea of what it takes to create motion pictures the like of
which our studios deliver! And a
more efficient studio you won’t

inform “the world” they are out
“to finish one, two and three.”
But they’re going to get lots more

in

had at our 37 exchanges at
time last year. Fred Metzler,

EVER

with the prize-getters.” And how
Levy wants that President’s
prize! In fact, he gets into New
York on July 28
which is final
week of the K-6 season. He will
know then exactly where he
stands.

•

E want to take this opportunity of expressing our thanks
Talley and to his publicity head, Dan Doherty, for the

Truman

want

ond Drives have we had with us
the enthusiastic walker Levy is.

•

W

to

adhering to

Ferri are

"

"II
"II
"II

the grand manner anticipated by
those of us who saw the musical
at the studio. Mary is going to get
a royal reception. Mr. Wohber
personally arranged for her return to and appearance in New

—and

and schedule of meetings that Drive Leader

official itinerary

"

"

from the comments

we were going

6
6
6
6
6
6

"

Fri.

Orleans

"
"

—

Fward

the

branches:

punctuate the Drive’s beginning
with a start that will pale any
they have enjoyed in past years.
and we’ll
Okay, here’s hoping
soon be seeing you, Southland.

RANKLY, we

is

M. A. Levy and Roger

;

3:01

3:30
9:30

PM
PM

AM

attends meeting at Seattle, Washington.

Calgary and Winnipeg attend meeting at Minneapolis, Minnesota.
St.

John attends meeting at Boston, Mass.

—
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Always — At Your Service!

W

this issue goes to press, your Drive leader, M. A. Levy, will
just about be started on his first swing around the branches. Later

week you will get your first issue of the Drive publication. And
we can promise you now that the contents of that first issue will be
of vital concern to every member of the sales organization. And your
Drive Leader knows that when he comes to your exchange, you will
have some good news for him, for he will have the most informative
and helpful data to pass on to you! Meantime, let all of us work NOW
to make certain that this Drive gets off to a spectacular over-quota
start. And this is the time to dig in and BUILD!

M

WOBBER

R.
was immensely pleased with the list of local Drive
leaders selected by branch managers or voted by employees at
Domestic branches. Many of the gentlemen so designated have been
hoping for years for the exceptional opportunity the appointment
brings to them.
will have much more to tell you anent the part
these gentlemen will play in the Drive. Meantime, congratulations
to these gentlemen. There is no doubt that territorial competition will
be keener than in any past Drive. Get behind your branch Drive leader.
He is going to need every ounce of co-operation and material support

We

Week

In The Interest Of Sales

Promotion By The Distribution Department Of

20TH CENTURY-FOX FILM CORPORATION

you can give.

SIDNEY R. KENT, President
HERMAN WOBBER, General Manager of Distribution

•

SALIS0R\ALS
the most important issue of New Dynamo since the convenspecial. It is that because it is packed with sales information
intended to make your task easier and to help you continue to get
good contracts. What is more, in the Studio Special supplement of
this publication, you are given definite information and new slants
on what the studio will turn out during the coming season. You are
getting this information when you can best use it. Therefore, we urge
you to go through the K-7 product survey with the same care that
marked your reading of the convention issue’s product lineup. It is
and just what you asked us to rush to you when we got out
all new
here to the studio.

HIS

T tion

is

—

—

•

O UR

prayers have been answered. It’s in the form of “Second
Here is the best musical romance of its kind. Irving Berlin
job, for his songs as presented in this Zanuck hit are
Tyrone Power and Sonja Henie are excellent and their love
scenes the best in which either have participated since “Thin Ice.”
Mary Healy comes up to the highest expectations and how she can
put over numbers. This Tuesday the negative was to be shipped to
New York and it will not be long before you will be seeing it. Screen
it for exhibitors. We have a gold mine. This will be one of the biggest
grossing pictures of the season and it behooves each of us to capitaland extended
ize it to the limit. Make sure you get the right time
time, for this one will command it. Its premiere is scheduled for the
Roxy in New York Friday. Here’s one that will pack theatres everywhere. Thanks, Mr. Zanuck; it’s a gold mine.
Fiddle.”

has done a grand

—

surefire.

—

—

O you know that there are 11 gentlemen who will have celebrated
25 years of employment with this corporation between the first of
January and the first of July? Or will you be as surprised as we were
when we uncovered this fact? Congratulations to these gentlemen and
proud can be the company that can boast so many such employees.
May your next 25 years see the materialization of every ambition and
hope you entertained in the first quarter of a century of your association with this organization. More power to you
and we say that from
the bottom of our heart.

D

Editor

Roger Ferri

—

•

G ETTING

out this issue of New Dynamo and preparing the first
issue of the Seventh Annual S. R. Kent Drive publication is something for which we are thankful. Shuttling between the Ambassador
and our studio kept Messrs. Wobber and Levy and your writer on their
toes and up until 1 and 2 o’clock in the morning, for almost an entire
week. Which gives you an idea of the hard work and the long hours
Zanuck and his associates are putting in at the studio to turn out the
greatest product ever mapped out for a new season and it is going
to be a brand of box office entertainment you’ll be most proud to offer
your customers. There was too much
news to pass on to you
to pass up an issue of New Dynamo, so when Messrs. Wobber and
Levy were tucked in bed, we were able to resume our journalistic
duties. And so now we expect to devote 24 straight hours to some
fancy snoring. But what we started out to say was: we are most thankful to the studio, from Mr. Zanuck down the line, for being able to get
out this edition, for the co-operation extended us was characteristically of inestimable value. Without it, you would not have got this

—

GOOD

r\ENVER —This

particular column is being written in one of the
healthiest cities in the world. And healthy, indeed, have been the
prospects we found at, Jim Morrison’s Denver exchange. Like, we
know, every other exchange, Denver has been gearing itself for a fast
start for not only the Kent Drive, but the new season as well. It is all
very well to talk about the Drive, but every single week is important
and it is especially important that the K-7 season get off to an auspicious start.

—

•

W

who urged patriots to buy Liberty bonds during the World War.
His talk, his enthusiasm would have meant nothing without the purchase of bonds by citizens. So it is with a Drive leader. The Drive he
has been chosen to lead and he himself cannot hope to be any kind of
a success unless the real workers, those who dig out the dollars, say
it with increased revenue.
talker

HAT

—

•
RE-RELEASES, when

they are merely a matter of convenience,
invariably, just so much money tossed out of the window
when they are not elaborately and vigorously exploited. That many
branch managers have ascertained to be fact time and again this
season. This company has spent a record sum in nationally advertising its major pictures
and will continue to overlook no means to
effectively sell, in advance, all specials. Pre-releases make it impossible for the attraction to capitalize such efforts. Invariably, prereleases (there may be a few, but very few, exceptions) are not productive of returns the picture would have earned had it cashed in on
the ads that appear in the national magazines and elsewhere. This
company likes to accommodate exhibitors, but let us not cripple the
possibilities of any attraction. Let’s release when the time is ripe!

P constitute,

—

Drive Leader Levy is now making his first swing around
the branches, right now, Division Managers Sussman, Kupper and
Gehring have been mobilizing their forces for the Big Push and the
new season for months. That becomes increasingly evident as we
proceed on this trip. Every branch is better prepared than ever in the
past for this new season and coming Drive. Reaction to Levy’s meetings has been superb at every branch. We know it will be just as
enthusiastic at branches we are to visit.

•

COR

a Drive leader this honorary position is an education. Levy has
been a veteran in matters of territorial distribution. He has made
a successful district manager and there is no doubt now that the President’s prize will go to him. But, Levy’s perspective no longer can be
from the district angle. He must think in terms of national returns,
he must view the job ahead from the national angle. And Levy realizes
that as well as anyone at the Home Office. He is learning fast. He is
learnihg about the exhibition setup in every territory. He is learning
1

first-hand that his associates in all other territories are the best in the

business.

W

E have

our President, Mr. Kent, returned to New York from Rio
L. de Janeiro and from Trinidad, where he addressed Latin American
sales heads. And we all join in extending him a hearty welcome back
home! He helped write what should be the brightest chapter in the
history of American motion picture distribution in South and Central
America. Mr. Kent not only won greater prestige for this company’s
wares, but for the American industry as a whole.

is

—

W

ORD from the alert Division Managers indicates they view the
coming year with greater enthusiasm and with prospects admit-

tedly brighter than in any past season. This is significantly important,
for these gentlemen, working with their district and branch managers,
in closing focal circuit deals, report exhibitors are showing an increasing preference for the product Zanuck has lined up for next
season.

•
rN

ENVER

Salesmen Rennie and Paulson are doing a fine job and say
they will maintain an over-quota weekly score throughout the
Drive period. “Second Fiddle” has this and all other territories we
have visited understandably in an enthusiastic mood, the like of which
we have not found at this time of the year in the past. “Second Fiddle”
gets going in most important cities next week-end, but what a whirlwind business it is doing in New York, according to daily wires we
have been receiving.

•

Good

girlj

•

N

standing

the

in

any importance

of

of

U.

S.

branches on revenue averaged
per News print. Here is how they
rated at the end of last week:
17 Albany
18 Dallas
19 Milwaukee
20 St. Louis
21 Denver

Los Angeles
Buffalo

New

4
Haven
5 Seattle

Philadelphia
7 Frisco
8 Indianapolis
9 Cleveland

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

6

10

Chicago

11

Cincinnati

12 Pittsburgh
13 Washington
14 New York

Boston

15
16

31

Minneapolis
Atlanta

Lake

Salt

Portland

Des Moines

Memphis
Oklahoma
Charlotte

Omaha
New Orleans

Kansas

W

ELL

sir,

this

is

the

week

that

Clyde Eckhardt starts cele-

brating his 25th year in the film
industry. Congratulations, Clyde.
for every

man and

woman

in the organization. And
a celebration Eckhardt will
have. Exhibitors in his territory
will see to that, for they will tender him not only a great banquet,
but give him support in the form
of a volume of playtime that will
see July setting new records for
delivery on the part of the Chi-

what

HE

•
itinerary for the first Drive

Tswing around the branches has
been mailed to all district
and branch managers. We would
have let you have this informajust

tion earlier, but that was impossible. There was so much that
to be done here at the studio
that not until this week-end were
we able to set the dates or was
Drive Leader Levy able to ascertain just when he could leave
Hollywood. But what an interest-

had

ing and valuable stay

it

has been

•

ETTERS

galore have poured
Mr. Wobber’s and the division managers’ offices, containing
exhibitor requests for pre-releases
on “Second Fiddle.” These Mr.
Wobber has ruled out. Here is the
picture of the year we term it
that because it is not only great
mass entertainment and a box
office surefire, but because there
could not have been a better time
than the present to release a production of its type and quality.
And how unfair we would be to
allow any exhibitor to rush this
onto the screens without the
proper advance publicity.

L into

—

N

•
the Studio Special you are

incidentally,

“Say

lin’s

It

brings Irving BerWith Music.” The

fact that publication of such a release schedule is made possible
reflects the efficiency of our studio and how closely it co-operates
with the distribution end. Analyze
those releases carefully

W

9
ELL,

have to apply the
touch to this col-

we’ll

finishing

umn, for our Omaha-bound train
leaves in a few minutes. And Levy
is rarin’ to go. Tomorrow morning he will be back in home territory. He has been looking forward
to the coming week-end ever since
we left Los Angeles, for he’ll be
home. Omaha tomorrow, Des
Moines the next day and Minneapolis Saturday.

—

Northwest trio Herndon Edmond of Seattle, Charles Powers
and Charlie Walker of Salt Lake City thrive on competition. Each asked about the other two. They’re going to be out
gunning for each other in the coming Drive. Seattle was the sole 1938
Drive prize winner among the three and that livewire office, in new
quarters, will be in there to repeat. But, it will find Portland and Salt
Lake City much, much stronger opposition, judging from what Messrs.
Powers and Walker and their salesmen and bookers told and showed

—

—

the writer.

letters to her.

O changes

I given the K-7 releases straight
through New Year’s Week, which,

•

HAT

AST week

Levy he

going to be prouder than ever of his associates, that these ladies and gentlemen are going to work out the
most successful Drive in history, that their efforts, their material
results will reflect to his credit that he and his future are safe in the
hands of Messrs. Wobber, Kupper, Sussman, Gehring and every man
and woman, boy and girl in the distribution organization in the field
and at the Home Office. And a grateful fellow is this Drive leader.
As your spokesman during the Drive, you will be proud of the man
you selected.
told

T of Portland
I

merous
Mary!

cago exchange.

•
HILE

•

makes coming out to the studio a genuine pleasure, and
what makes listening to Mr. Zanuck outline and explain his plans
interesting, is that he speaks as no other production head ever has
spoken. He speaks from the distribution angle. He analyzes like a
showman. And when he gives you the facts and tells you of his coming
productions, he not only inspires you, but he leaves no doubt about
the fact that he is as well acquainted with what every release has done
and is doing, in any territory, here or abroad, as any member of the
Domestic or Overseas sales organization. He thinks in terms of box
office values
and never overlooks an opportunity to make each salesman’s job a much easier one. And for having such a considerate genius
at the helm of our creative organization we can consider ourselves
most fortunate.

Mary at the studio the other day,
she requested we convey to the
many persons in the sales organization her sincere thanks for the
good wishes and interest you expressed and showed in your nu-

And we speak

A DRIVE leader is helpless without the men and women in the field
*' and at the Home Office. His is a post that can be likened to the

issue.

•

ond Fiddle.” And when we saw

1

—

—

Timely

M

3

OBSERVATIONS

i

EMO to Mr. Landaiche and
the New Orleans personnel:
You’re going not only to be
pleased, but genuinely cheer the
singing and performance of your
own Mary Healy in her first
screen effort, Irving Berlin’s “Sec-

2 Detroit

TIMELY

W

Live

SHOP
TALK
=

this

•

Published In The United States Every

—

HEN

!

And then on

to

Milwaukee, Chicago, Kansas City,

Oklahoma

City, Dallas,

Memphis

New

Orleans, Atlanta, Charlotte
Washington, Philadelphia, Pitts
burgh, Cincinnati, Indianapolis
Detroit, Cleveland, Buffalo, To
ronto, Montreal, Albany, Boston

New Haven and home for
New York.

old

us,

good

NEW DYNAMO
“Adventures of Sherlock Holmes”

SIDELIGHTS
RINTS

P ject

of the last

—
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HIGHLIGHTS

Director Alfred Werker has this Zanuck K-7 special well under way. It will be completed in about three weeks. Left to right
Watson, Ida Lupino and Alan Marshall,
carry the romantic roles, and Basil Rathbone as Sherlock

are: Nigel Bruce as Dr.

who

two Movietone K-6 short sub-

W

ITH the Drive shuttle sheet forms in the
branches, office personnels have been doing a
lot of overtime work these nights. Division managers, who conducted their own survey of K-7 and
Drive delivery prospects, have informed the writer
that one thing about the Drive is sure right now:
inter-divisional competition, from the outset, will
be the keenest in history. Messrs. Kupper, Sussman
and Gehring have been personally directing the
mobilization of their respective forces.

Holmes.

featurettes Vyvyan Donner’s fourth Technicolored Fashion Forecast, and Ed Thorgersen’s
should be in your branch
in the Saddle”
by the time you get this edition. A letter we have
just received from the Home Office reports a screening of the two subjects, and the opinion was reportedly unanimous that they are the best in those two
highly successful K-6 groups. So, again, congratulations to Messrs. Talley (as producer), Lehr (as
short subjects editor), Thorgersen and Cummiskey,

—

“Youth

•

and Miss Donner.

•

Harry Buxbaum’s hustling, bustling New
the territory that today has the largest
of possibilities is not Chicago, Boston or
Philadelphia, but Herman Beiersdorf’s Dallas. A
few years ago it was Minneapolis that boasted the
second largest number of territorial possibilities.
Today Minneapolis’ total is behind Callahan’s Boston, Eckhardt’s Chicago, Gross’ Philadelphia and

N EXT
York,

to

HE

Toronto exchange was deeply shocked when
received word of the death of one of its best
and oldest customers, Jack Campbell of the Royal
theatre at Parry Sound, Ont. Jack was among the
first exhibitors to show this company’s product in
Canada. In fact, he purchased one of the first five
contracts this company sold in the Toronto territory when it expanded into the Dominion market,
according to the records of Toronto Manager Harry
Bailey. He passed away suddenly in Lexington, Ky.,
while en route to Toronto from Florida, where he
had gone for the winter, supposedly to recover from

T

number

it

Wilson’s Atlanta.

•

A

S a matter of fact, Atlanta, you’ll be surprised
to know, has only one less possibility than Chicago, 13 more than Philadelphia, 10 less than Boston
(which has the third highest) and 34 more than
Minneapolis. For your information here is the total
number of possibilities in every U. S. territory,
listed alphabetically: Albany 207, Atlanta 557, Boston 567, Buffalo 239, Charlotte 332, Chicago 558,
Cincinnati 480, Cleveland 325, Dallas 594, Denver
291, Des Moines 261, Detroit 405, Indianapolis 324,
Kansas City 431, Los Angeles 400, Memphis 249,
Milwaukee 254, Minneapolis 523, New Haven 146,
New Orleans 287, New York 799, Oklahoma City 240,
Omaha 248, Philadelphia 544, Pitstburgh 391, Portland 149, St. Louis 365, Salt Lake City 280, San
Francisco 323, Seattle 192 and Washington 384.

illness.

•

ZANUCK was paid a hard-earned
D ARRYL
the nation’s greatest writers
by one
ute

of

tribin

a

recent article featured by the Saturday Evening
Post. This article is earning many, many new readers for the Post, for all along the line exhibitors and
employees have asked if we have read it. Of course,
we have as who hasn’t, but if you haven’t read it,
by all means buy, borrow or steal a copy, but read it.

—

The author leaves no doubt that Zanuck is what we
know him to be the industry’s No. 1 producer. But,

—

The News

In

read the article.

•
fiTHE Adventures

of Sherlock Holmes” is developing into the best mystery drama this industry
has turned out. We saw quite a lot of footage and
what a job Basil Rathbone is doing. And, by the
way, “The Hound of the Baskervilles” is rolling up
a huge gross in the smaller situations. And it is also
doing a big business abroad. Ben Miggins, European
managing director, cabled the information that the

—

third week of the Paris engagement was as big as
the second. Similar reports come from other parts
of the foreign market where it has been released.
In England “Hound of the Baskervilles” will be a
Drive release.

•
ANADIAN

District Manager Jim O’Loghlin returned to his offices in Toronto this week, after
making a survey of his vast domain. Canada won

C

—

honors in the 1937 and 1938 Drives and Jim
wants to repeat. He checked things in the Vancouver, Calgary and Winnipeg territories and is
very enthusiastic. He still refuses to concede the
district manager's prize to the Prairie. Watch Canada in the coming Drive and when we say that we
have in mind certain things that Vancouver’s Jim
Patterson told us at the Seattle meeting Saturday
morning. He said Jim was very enthusiastic over
what he learned on his trip.
first

—

W

•
HILE

we

received a significant inquiry from Phil Longdon, Charlotte branch
manager. Phil wanted to know what the K-6 short
subjects prizes were, for he lost the copy of New
Dynamo listing the awards in the 52 weeks’ Movietone-Terrytoon contest. Wrote Phil: “We are very
anxious to get this information, because we want
to get one of the top prizes.” Our guess, from what
further information we have, is that Charlotte will
be up there where it wants to be among the prize
winners.
in Seattle

•
HE

Allied convention in Minneapolis a couple of

T weeks

ago wound up without any constructive
agreement. It was not the successful convention
everybody had hoped it would be, but it brought to
Minneapolis many exhibitors. Practically all of the
independent exhibitors in the Minneapolis territory
were on hand. And that fact helped Joe Podoloff’s
Minneapolis make news, for during Allied convention week more independent exhibitors bought the
K-7 lineup than had signed contracts in any prior
six-day period in the history of the Minneapolis
office, according to a letter from Manager Podoloff.

•

H E New York Daily News, with

T the

largest circulation of any
newspaper in the country, gave
virtually two pages to reproduction

exclusive

of

pictures

fur-

nished by Movietone News. This
happened last week. On page one
were used photos showing U. S.
battleships on the South Ameri-

can good-wili trip. On another
page stills were used showing
Prince Edward, son of the Duke
of York, trying to hurl a cushion
from the balcony where his parents and Queen Mary reviewed
the historic trooping of the colors.

N EW

ORLEANS Manager

sequel to “Jesse
James,” on which, by the way, a
huge number of repeat bookings
serve

as

have been set for late this month
and for August. The suggestion
has been forwarded to Production
Chief Zanuck. Ernie “dogged” the
idea on Director Henry King, who
visiting New Orleans last
Hank said he liked it.

was

week.

•
ITTSBURGH

P should

is

lining up

and Moore, between them, sold
more than two dozen K-7 contracts last week.

and his Washington personnel
S have mapped out a Drive campaign that should
get that office high in the prize picture. Salesman
Glenn Norris is the local Drive leader. He reports
the manager there has personally set up a competitive method that “should make the coming Drive
the most successful Washington has had and from
every angle.” That’s the sort of information we have
been getting not only from alert Washington, but
from most exchanges. Good luck and more power

—

—

RIVE meetings this year will
have been held in much more
spacious quarters in some half
dozen exchange centres. That is
a great exchange that Seattle has
got. Chicago’s new building will
not be officially occupied until a
week after we hold our meeting
there on Monday. Cincinnati will
have new quarters, too. All along
the line we hear praise for the
Construction
fine
co-operation
Engineer McFarland gives. He is
definitely tops in his line.

D

•
your eyes on Linda DarK EEP
nell and Brenda Joyce. Linda
makes her debut in “Elsa Maxwell’s Hotel for Women” — and
•

what a performance she

clothes! Brenda Joyce turns in
one of the great performances
packed into “The Rains Came,”

•

joy up in Moe
Albany exchange

much

is

these days. (Darn this zig-zagging
train ) The Fabian circuit deal
was closed last week. Albany is
as strongly fortified with contracts as it was at this time last
year and they represent. (If you
want to do any writing or typing,
take our tip and stay off the
Northern Pacific’s Cascade. We
should have flown as we have
done every year. But one lives

A

and

production.

—

learns.)

“dressed up” for the first
time in “Stanley and Livingstone.” To be sure, she sports
styles of the latter part of the last
century, but one does not have to
stretch his imagination to know
that she can wear clothes beautifully. Her love scenes with Spenis

cer Tracy are

U

•
ACK KTJHNE, Movietone’s flying ace, was another

J whom we ran

into in the lobby of the Olympic
Hotel in Seattle. Never know when or where you’re
liable to meet Jack. He’s one chap who is seemingly here, there and everywhere.

the emo-

tional features of this spectacular

•

O
Seattle we ran into one of our writers, Lou
Breslou. He had been in town to obtain material
for one of next season’s specials, “20,000 Men a
Year.” He has been assigned to write the screen
treatment for the production, which is scheduled to
go into work early next month.
in

among

DDIE ENGLISH and

E man,
treal

his sales-

Jim Pearson, of Monhave been stepping on the

sales gas.

The Royalists are

de-

termined to start the year with

HAT

was a very illuminating
Manager George Ballentine made at the San Francisco
branch meeting last week. It was

T talk

number of contracts
they have had as of August 1 of
any year. Last week between
them, Messrs. English and Pearson closed 10 situations. And that,
mates, is a grand week in Mon-

the outstanding feature of the
session, in fact. George not only
said that he was counting on
every employee to play an active
part in the coming Drive, but he
pointed out how every single
worker can directly contribute to

treal.

dollar delivery.

the largest

the
MERSAY, head
H ARRY
Harlan Gluck,
and

print department,
of
deserve particular mention. To these young men must go no
little credit for the speed with which News prints
and specials are shipped out. Time and again their
efficiency has made possible the scoring of a territorial “scoop.” Their fine handling of specials issued on the recent visit to this continent of Britain’s
King and Queen made it possible for our Canadian
branches to score unusual “scoops,” bringing praise
from not only the branches there, but from exhibitors as well.
his assistant,

•
ENJAMIN REINGOLD’S St. Louisans are doing
past three weeks
they have sold some seven important local circuits,
embracing several scores of theatres. This is not
good news for Ira Cohn’s pace-setting Pittsburgh
exchange. The Missourians are anxious to overtake
the Pittsburghers. All during the K-6 sales season,
the St. Louisans made a vain effort to nab the Pittsburghers, who won the distinction of being the only
office to close a K-6 feature product deal with every

B some fine, fast K-7 selling. In the

single territorial possibility.

•

A ND

that reminds us of a letter we got the other
day from Pittsburgh Manager Ira Cohn. In a

recent issue of New Dynamo we pointed out that
Pittsburgh’s ratio of K-7 feature product sales to
K-7 short subjects volume was not as high as some
branches that trailed the Pennsylvanians on features bulk. Ira forwarded statistics showing that
not included in the Home Office figures forwarded
us was a certain circuit deal. The features had been
incorporated in the figures, but the short subjects
phase of the transaction was then under way. This

phase has now been cleared up and Pittsburgh can
be very proud of its short subjects ratio to features,
for it is the highest now of any office anywhere in
the world, so far as this company’s exchanges are
concerned. Cohn closed the Blatt circuit of 15 situations, and the Harris chain, embracing 13 situations, on K-7 in the past week.

W

•
HEN

biller at Ben Simon’s
exchange, resigned because she
moved to Cincinnati, several changes were necessitated. Miss Grace Weissman, switchboard operator,

Selma Herlands,

New Haven

was promoted

ND, by the way, Nancy Kelly

to all of you.

P

gives!

And how gorgeously she wears

is loaded with seasoned
troupers of stellar quality.

!

AM WHEELER

territorial Drive leader,

which

•

T Grassgreen’s

its

you can look forward to even hotter rivalry between such feuding
branches as Philadelphia and Boston, Cleveland and Cincinnati,
New Haven and Albany, Washington and Pittsburgh, Los Angeles and San Francisco, Atlanta
and Dallas, New Orleans and
Charlotte, Memphis and Oklahoma City, Seattle and Portland,
Denver and Salt Lake City, Chicago and New York, Des Moines
and Omaha, St. Louis and Kansas
City and Minneapolis and Milwaukee and others.

what

be very valuable extra
revenue during the early stages
of the coming Kent Drive. We
note they are showing the way in
the number of deals they have set
on the re-issuance of “Cavalcade.”
Incidentally, Salesmen Interrante

HERE

N own

•

that each office has

Er-

nest Landaiche forwards a
peach of a suggestion for a story
to

OW

to a position in the billing department. Miss Helen Tendler was employed to take
over the switchboard job.

•
DA PETERS

of Des Moines forwards the list of
winners of prizes in the recently completed Prairie
campaign. Evan Jacobs copped the head
booker’s prize. Adsales award went to Dave Gold.
I

district

P. O’Neill won the Prairie district’s first prize
salesmen and Abe Riegelman got third mention.
was a landslide for Stanley Mayer’s great office
personnel, which has consistently paced the Prairie
district for several years and is now determined to
win the national prize for 52 weeks’ total delivery.

Ed

for
It

Good

W

luck,

Des Moines.

•
HILE

Mary Healy proudly showed
us a wire Harry Ballance had thoughtfully sent
her the night she appeared on that “Second
Fiddle” broadcast. If Mary had suddenly inherited
a million dollars she could not possibly have been
happier than that Ballance wire made her. In fact,
Mary’s singing on that program brought her scores
of congratulatory telegrams and many, many more
letters. By this time you know that her debut in
“Second Fiddle” is something of which this sales
organization can be proud.
to

at the studio,

NEW DYNAMO
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Continued from Page 9

is

it

have talked agrees that
one of the finest attractions

Around

come out of Hollywood. The
number of repeats reported by

to

branches

truly

is

•
organization that enters the seventh annual S. R.
Kent Drive is virtually the same
as the one that was inspired by

T

field

Herman Wobber

means the same number
branch meetings held
trip,

started

as

depends upon them. The record
shows them, for there have been

Ward

making.

whatnot

— and,

frankly, in spite
of all these giveaways, the Colo-

radoans were the only exhibitors
we met in the West who were not
viewing the future with high
hopes. And they’ll continue to lag
behind the rest of the nation’s
showmen so long as they go in
for give-aways on the elaborate
scale one finds everywhere in
Colorado. The rest of the country,
frankly, can teach Colorado considerable about up-to-date showmanship. And that’s regrettable
for that State used to be one of
the grandest

show spots on the

entertainment map!
last

two weeks are going

I to
be surprising over-quota affairs in Des Moines. Mayer's office has an exceptional chance to

win the K-6 delivery title and
from what Stan showed us in Des
Moines, that office does not mean
to muff that opportunity. But it
knows that Chicago and St. John
will be in there fighting for that
same first prize.

Mac?
•

preview cards Inglewood, Cal., theatre patrons sent
to Darryl Zanuck, commenting on
the rough-cut of “Stanley and
Livingstone” they saw the other
night, are indeed masterpieces.
Mr. Zanuck has been good enough
to wire some of the excerpts,
which have been published on
another page. Read them
and
pass on the good word! “Stanley
and Livingstone” is on the way!
•

—

•

EVER
seven years
N we
have accompanied
Drive
the

that

a

leader have we found so many
people traveling about the country. There are more tourists on
the loose this year than ever before. Hotel accommodations are
not easy to get. Train accommodations are occupied to the full
limit. Planes are doing a landoffice business. The two Fairs and
attractive rates furnish the answer. Three different passenger
agents told us that as of the first
of July the number of people who
were traveling was four times
greater than it was last year at

•
'

S

•
Manager

EATTLE

Herndon

Edmond told how the local
Drive leader, Bob Osborne, was
elected. He told his employees

the job meant hard and extra
work, no definite hours, plenty of
initiative, etc.

He asked

all

who

were willing to sacrifice the time
the job would entail to raise their

OME of the salesmen in the
Far Western branches drove
from 200 to 500 miles to be pres-

JIM
' in

ent at the meetings. One drove
464 miles overnight, had two
punctures, but was on deck after
a sleepless night of tough driving
over treacherous mountain paths.

we

first

•
week of
is

the Drive in
being celebrated as

Powers-Whitcomb Week.

It’s an
annual affair, so rest assured that
the Oregonians will get off to a

start. In fact, the

personnel guarantees that. It is
the latter’s annual way of paying
tribute to their alert branch

man-

ager and enterprising booker.

verywhere

we have

gone,
question has been put to
us: “When will we get and see
‘Stanley and Livingstone’?” It
won’t be long now. Meantime,
line up exhibitors to apply an extra exploitation effort on this
highly important super special.
Darryl Zanuck’s wire to Mr. Wobber, which the Drive leader is
reading at the meetings, tells the

E this

story.

N Denver,

•

on Fourth of July, we
had a chance to relax for a few
hours
and so we looked back
upon the meetings already held
I

—

in Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Seattle, Portland and Salt Lake
City. And what meetings Levy is

down to earth and
up every salesman’s alley. That
is why they have been the best
Drive meetings ever held
and

holding! Right

—

we

•

PATTERSON

Vancouver

of

his talk, said: “We did not
like being the tail-ender in the
Canadian district in the last

Drive.

Our advance figures show

are in the best position

we

have been at this time in two
years.

We

will substantially beat
and in the new setup

—

last year
I can’t see how we can be kept
out of the money.” And Ed Teel
told us a few things that backed
up Jim’s optimism.

•

O VER

in

Portland, Oregon,

Charles Powers, than whom
there is no greater sales genius
in the distribution end of our
business, felt he would finish well

ahead of Seattle. He was particu-

•

believe you, in other territor-

LASH! The

v

Drive stationery

is

Fon its way to the branches, wires
Jim Sichelman. And, by the way,
Martin Moskowitz, Mr. Wobber’s
other assistant, will be glad to

ies that are to be visited, will
agree with us on that score.

hands. All raised their hands. It
was then decided to elect the
Drive leader and Bob was the
unanimous choice of this peppy,
hard-working, determined group
of workers.

HE

money

the matter of playdates in small
situations for August and July as
they were last year. Just a tip-off
that Jim O’Loghlin’s Canadians
have no intention of trailing.

E want to take this opportunity of thanking Rae Telfers
San Francisco office for the
great help she has been giving us
in the past three weeks.

TPortland

Portland

handy. They have been the means

of the

huge over-quota

•

THOSE

in

of

on those Pittsburghers leading
the K-7 sales race that he means
to be leading the procession by
the end of the month. And adds
Mac: “And unless everything
goes wrong, I’ll match that with
an equally high rating on liquidation and delivery.” Is that a chal-

W

competing

of getting considerable playtime
for the coming month. And you’ll
be interested to know the Canadian branches are as well set in

Lake City serves notice

S

•

THOSE

•

lenge,

year,

•

McCar-

Charlie

CALESMAN McELHINNEY
Salt

two

exhibitors' conventions
that have been held during the
past two weeks have come in very

terpiece on “Second Fiddle” are
sponsored, this company buy a
two-inch ad in the newspapers
for display on the radio page, calling local attention to the broadcast and carrying the title of picture and our stars appearing on
the program. They are all agreed
that that “Second Fiddle” broadcast was a classic! It’s still the
talk of exhibitordom in every territory we have visited to date.

"

into
this

THOSE

•

#

as

tasted total delivery prize
in the K-6 Drive.

thy: Managers and exhibitors alike suggest that when radio hookups similar to that mas-

mana-

E can’t say that showmanship nor exhibition is even at
par in the Colorado territory. In
no part of the country are exhibitors
utilizing
the antiquated
means they are using in Denver
and environs to “promote” business. They give away automobiles, pianos, cash, groceries and

groups,

record.

gership in the Midwest, is very
optimistic
about the coming
Drive. He is especially proud of
the K-7 sales showing Ben Reingold and his St. Louisans are

up

split

—

A TTENTION

Sales Manager-Booker

would have finished in the money.
Only Seattle from the West

same time
and July and
August are expected to set a new
the

his charming wife
and son, Bob, for the holiday and
drove back to Kansas City Tuesday night. Scott, who formerly
managed the Denver office before
going to Cleveland and from the

W

Herman Wobber

final

respective divisions.

was here with

latter spot to the district

initiating

agers

E. Scott,

picture of perfect health,

is

with Levy. On the third
swing, Division ManKupper, Gehring and
Sussman will each accompany
the Drive leader around their

and

Midwest district manager,
walked in on us at the BrownPalace in Denver Fourth of July.

A

prior years,

in

Distribution

in every
during the past six

•

N

get one.

Whitcomb, who is always busier
than a one-armed paperhanger
with the hives, has owned his own
home for some time and the skipper is in the same category. And
the lads can use some of that
Drive prize money. And, incidentally, Charles had it figured out
that if the 1938 Drive had been

will be

many promotions made
years.

ONE other than Ward

earlier

Drive Leader Levy on the first
swing. On the second swing,
which will start in the middle
of August, General Manager of

expectations. These boys and
know that how far they go

office

exchange. Manager Powers has
just purchased a new home. Salesman “Kil” Robinette is about to

in past years will in no
alter the procedure followed with such splendid success in the past. Roger Ferri,

girls

group are the

lads at Jim Powers’ Portland

way

—

S.

weeks

three

of the Drive.

A HOME-LOVING

than

looking into the smiling faces of
contented men and women
and
boys and girls who can look into
the future with great hopes and

XJ.

weeks

of

past

The fact that the first
now under way, has

years.

break existing records some seven years ago.
It makes one prouder of the company to go about this country
to

in

—

but they should not be taken
into consideration, for they fell far
below expectations. No adsales
manager’s department is coming
up to expectations unless he is at
least
delivering quota during
each and every one of the 18

Randolph Scott As “Frontier Marshal”

OSSices

There will be three swings
around the branches in conjunction with the seventh annual S. R. Kent Drive. That

surprisingly

large.

HE

had

Three Swings

whom we

larly pleased with the separation
the offices in two groups.

of

“This,” he predicts, “leaves no
doubt that we will be in the
money in our group.” And he proceeded to show the writer a list
K-7

of

contracts,

the

total

of

which was almost the same as
that of July 1 last year. Ke^p it
up, Portland!

W

•

HAT

a vast difference between the old and new Seatstructures. The lighting at the
new exchange makes not only for
a more cheerful surrounding, but
eliminates the terrific strain that
prevailed at the old exchange
tle

which Edmond’s boys and girls
rendered antiquated by pushing
business up to a record level.

•

LMER YOUNGS

E

Go

five.

to

it,

Youngs!

gers and salesmen no little by
sending them the schedule of K-7
releases for the first four months
of the season.

•
ILL CLARK is taking advantage of the fact that the Drive
leader is visiting all the U. S.
branches this month by furnishing the latter with a statistical
analysis of the status of short
subjects and Movietone News in
every single situation. He has
been regularly transmitting his
message to the Drive leader,
pointing out just what must be
done in every office and praising
where praise is due. Thanks, Bill,
the material is of great help and
information to the Drive leader.

B

W

E

got the wire regarding the

great opening Irving Berlin’s
“Second Fiddle” enjoyed at the
in New York while in Portland on Saturday. The boys on
the Coast have been hearing
much about this picture
and,

Roxy

—

like those in other parts of the
country, can’t get a print too soon.
This is the type of box office picture we have been praying to get
for several months.

CROM
Ifrom

letters we have received
a flock of offices some of

the meetings that are ahead of us
should be dramatic affairs. Jim
Grady in Cincinnati also puts on
a great after-meeting in which
the employees have their say.
Philadelphia, Charlotte, Atlanta,
Dallas, Chicago and St. Louis are
planning to “sweep the new Drive
leader off his feet”, as one of the
writers put it. Okay
let’s have

—

•

D

operation, is

when we

set foot in that great
Harry Ballance and HerBeiersdorf. Ballance’s South
stands first in the matter of
number of prizes and total value
city are

man
still

Atlanta

predicted his division “will be
keeping the 1938 Drive champion,
the Central, behind us. We are
stronger than ever and we have
been preparing for this coming
Drive for several months. If you
will look at the record since the
Drive you will note the Western
division has been getting consis-

tently stronger.”

•
adsales

his

checking up on Drive preparations. We hit the first of Harry’s
offices late next week, digging
into the South via Dallas and we
hope that the first thing we see

the
in

on the day the first meeting
was held in Los Angeles. Like
Bill Sussman and Bill Gehring he
wired his best wishes to Levy.
And, like Bill Sussman, Kupper

THE

•

BALLANCE, recovered
H ARRY
from
recent

of prizes won by any district in
first six Drives!

it!

DILL KUPPER was

managers should

I have
absolutely no difficulty
whatsoever getting their figures
up to the level where they should
be. Their showing in the 1938
campaign was disappointing and
Adsales Director Ed Hollander
has been training his bigger guns

maximum activity during the
Big Push. One thing is certain:
beating their 1938 Drive figures is
the easiest thing they have ever
for

Los Angeles gets the chance he has
long wanted. It came when Manaof

know he cheered branch mana-

ger Jack Dillon appointed him
local Drive leader. Elmer was one
of the few adsales managers who
distinguished himself this year,
being consistently among the first

•
landis’
G eorge
have been

Hoosiers

battling for a prize
several seasons. Like Les
Sturm’s Detroiters they just
missed last year, although they
exceeded quota in each of the IS
weeks of the 1938 campaign. They
now report they will not only beat
quota weekly during the 1939
Push, regardless of what the fixed
figure is, but that “this time no
one is going to keep us away from
the cashier’s window.” And when
you get a promise like that from
Indianapolis or Detroit, rest assured Messrs. Landis and Sturm
are prepared to back it with acfor

tion.

9

N no
I

tle

prior Drive were the shutsheets so well prepared as

we found them to be at the offices
we have visited so far. Eddie Collins has been swinging around
the South and Midwest, working
with the locals on the sheets.
Clarence Hill and Ted Shaw are
following up for the East and
Central, respectively.
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WORLU PREMIERES SET

DELIVERY ON NEWS

FOR RIG K-7 SPECIALS

======= 47 Weeks ============
BRANCHES
June

Branch (Manager)

24th

4
5

June

10th

24th

Cincinnati (Grady)
Dallas (Beiersdorf)

....

Washington (Wheeler)
Oklahoma (Clark)

.....

1

2
3

June
....

.....

Indianapolis (Landis)
Philadelphia (Gross) ...
Pittsburgh (Cohn)
Charlotte

5

.

6

7
8

.....
.....

(Longdon)
Minneapolis (Podoloff)
Salt Lake (Walker)
Atlanta (Wilson)
Los Angeles (Dillon) ...

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

.....

Kansas (Fuller)
Des Moines (Mayer)

...

.....

Louis (Reingold)

...

.....

St.

Winnipeg (Huber)
New York (Buxbaum)

.

Cleveland (Schmertz)
Milwaukee (Lorentz)

6

7
8
10

...

9
10

.....

.

.

9
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

21

Frisco (Ballentine)
Montreal (English)

Vancouver (Patterson)

....

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Omaha

.....

(Scott)

....
.....

.....
.....

Denver (Morrison)
(Edmond)
New Haven (Simon)
Albany (Grassgreen)

....

Seattle

31

35
36
37

21

....

Detroit (Sturm)
Boston (Callahan)
Chicago (Eckhardt)
Portland (Powers)
Memphis (Young)

32
33
34

“YOUNG” IN SALT LAKE CITY

10th
.... 20

22

20

1

2
3
4

June

Branch (Manager)

BIG PLANS FOR "STANLEY”
AND "HOLLYWOOD CAVALCADE”

22
23
25
26
24
27
28
29
30

NEW YORK— Mr.
Wobberalready

31

New Orleans (Landaiche)
Buffalo (Samson)
John (March)
Toronto (Bailey)
Calgary (Skorey)

St.

.....
.....

Zanuck’s

24th
1

2
3

4

District (Manager)
Atlantic (Moss)
South (Ballance)
Prairie (Levy)
Mid-East (Roberts)
Midwest (Scott)

June

June

10th

24th

....

—

..

5

....

June
District

(Manager)

8

Great Lakes (
)
Coast (
)
Northeast (Bailey)

9

Canada (O'Loghlin)

6

1

7

\
4
5

June

Division (Manager)
*East (Sussman)
*West (Kupper)

24th
1

2

....
..

June

I

....

6

....

7

....

8

....

9

attractions

3

1

2

Zanuck announced the purchase

premiere

is

One thing is definite, for the
decision was reached at Movie-

47 Weeks

ber:

The world premiere

ham Young”, most
be

BRANCHES
June
2

Branch (Manager)
Chicago (Eckhardt)
Albany (Grassgreen)

3

Oklahoma

24th
1

June

June

10th

24th

.....

...

(Clark)
Minneapolis (Podoloff)
Charlotte (Longdon) ...
Dallas (Beiersdorf)

4
5
6
7
9
10

Detroit (Sturm)

11

St.

New York (Buxbaum)

.

Louis (Reingold)

Los Angeles (Dillon)
Calgary (Skorey)
Buffalo (Samson)

19

Portland (Powers)

.....

14
12
13
16
15
18
17
19

31

Washington (Wheeler)

32
33
34
35
36
37

Cleveland (Schmertz)
Vancouver (Patterson)
Pittsburgh (Cohn)

7
8
9
10
11

.....

Montreal (English)
Cincinnati (Grady)
Frisco (Ballentine)

18

.....

Omaha

6

Des Moines (Mayer)

12
13
14
15
16
17

Memphis (Young)

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

4

.....

...

.....

10th

Orleans (Landaiche)

20
21

5

Winnipeg (Huber)
Seattle (Edmond)

8

June
Branch (Manager)

New

1

2
3

(Scott)

.....

Philadelphia (Gross)

Toronto (Bailey)
Boston (Callahan)

*

.....

Indianapolis (Landis)

Denver (Morrison)
Kansas (Fuller)
Salt Lake (Walker)

M ilwaukee

....
.....
.....

(Lorentz)

20
26
22
24
23
30
27
25
29
31

28
32
34
33
35
36
37

.....

John (March)
Atlanta (Wilson)
New Haven (Simon)
St.

DISTRICTS
June
24th
1

2

District (Manager)
Prairie (Levy)
Great Lakes (
)

....

3

Midwest (Scott)

4
5

South (Ballance)
Coast (
)

..........

June

June

10th

24th

....

1

....

2

6

7

....

3

.....

4

8

....

5

9

June

District (Manager)
Canada (O’Loghlin)

..

Northeast (Bailey)
Mid -East (Roberts)
Atlantic (Moss)

..

10th
7
6

....

8

....

9

DIVISIONS
June
24th
1

Division (Manager)
Central (Gehring)

June

I

June

10th

I

24th

....

1

West (Kupper)

2

3

June
Division (Manager)

East (Sussman)

10th
3

....

SALESMEN'S STANDING
ON K-7 FEATURE LINEUP
Following is the standing of every
salesman on the sale of 1939-40 (K-7)
feature product, based on contracts
sold against zone possibilities, as of
June
July
5th Salesman (Office)
15th
1
Moore (Pittsburgh)
1
2 Interrante (Pittsburgh)
2
Eskin (St. Louis)
3
3
4 Baskin (Memphis)
4
5

Wyse (Memphis)

6

McElhinney (Salt Lake)
Klein (Washington)
Krupp (Winnipeg)
Simons (Boston)

7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

7
10

8

Kellenberg (Pittsburgh)

Sliter (Chicago)

13
6
12
14
16
15
17

Bernard (Frisco)
Norris (Washington)
Houston (Dallas)

23
25
20

Hendrix (Dallas)
Cohen (Minneapolis)
Cohan (Minneapolis)
Pabst (New Orleans)

Mock

(Charlotte)

Osborne (Oklahoma)
Knickerbocker (Kansas)

42 *Michel (Milwaukee)
43 *Paulson (Denver)
44 Halloran (Omaha)
45
46
47
48
49
50

11

Lichter (Cleveland)

Thorpe (Pittsburgh)

22 Gottlieb (Des Moines)
23 *Tolmas (Philadelphia)
24 *Shallcross (New Orleans)
25 *Scheinberg (Cleveland)
26 *Simon (Chicago)
27 Connelly (Boston)
28 Williams (St. Louis)
29
Burkart (Cincinnati)
30 Needham (Cincinnati)
31
Scott (Dallas)
32 James (Oklahoma)
33 Erickson (Frisco)
34
Ebersole (Charlotte)
35 Ware (St. Louis)
36
Black (Indianapolis)
37 Dodson (Atlanta)
38
Murphy (Washington)
39 Dare (Albany)
40
41

5
30
9

Diamond (Washington)

Horwitz (Milwaukee)
Tidwell (Salt Lake)
Scott (Calgary)

51

Remer (Albany)
Ironfield (Omaha)
Berke (Omaha)

52

Bugie (Cincinnati)

18
21
....

42
19

24
27
22
28
31

26
34
29
35
33
32
40
43
36
37
38
44
46
39
41

45
74
47
50
51

52
48

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

Goodamote (Chicago)
Humphries (Philadelphia)

Mussman (Minneapolis)

71

Rennie (Denver)

72 *Holston (Charlotte)
73 *Feloney (Boston)
74 Robinette (Portland)
75
Edgerton (Milwaukee)
76
Rowell (Buffalo)
Dugan (Salt Lake)
77
78 Woodward (Kansas)
79 *Wright (New Haven)
80 *Dickman (Buffalo)
81
Fairchild (Atlanta)
82
Davis (Philadelphia)
83 Frederick (Seattle)
84 O'Neil (Des Moines)
85
Hallstrom (Salt Lake)
86 Alexander (Boston)
87 Hall (Minneapolis)
88 Westcott (Detroit)
89 *Wall (Los Angeles)
90 *Neger (Indianapolis)
91
Miller (Dallas)
92 Kubitzki (Kansas)
93
Pearson (Montreal)
94 Gledhill (New York)
95 *Bergman (Cleveland)
96 -Kempner (Buffalo)
97
Robison (Los Angeles)
98
Kurtz (New York)
99 Laurice (Frisco)
100 KeTlor (Detroit)
101
Florin (New York)
102 Lester (Toronto)
103 Schutzer (New York)
104 Blumstein (New York)
105 Feld (St. Louis)
106 fReid (Toronto)
107 fKnapp (Detroit)
108 tLoeb (Chicago)
109 fGrohe (Chicago)
*Tied. fBlank.

understanding that “Brigham Young”
would be given its first showing

by “Second Fiddle”. Here

in Salt

....

Lake City.
The Mormon Church

is

the picture that should help
every adsales department to
beat quota
and with ease.

—
—

And coming up

is

tier

“Drums Along

Buffalo, Rochester, or Syracuse, N. Y. The Eastman theatre,
which houses the Metropolitan
opera and is one of the greatest
in

First Exhibitor

91

88
89
90
92
101

93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
105
102
103
104
106
107
108
109

Report

10th

4

6

St.

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Washington (Miller)
Winnipeg (Smith)
Calgary (Davies)
Frisco (Lewis)
St. Louis (McManus)
Dallas (Bandy)
Philadelphia (Mintz)

Albany (Lester)
Vancouver (Hislop)
Indianapolis (Orsenigo)
Cincinnati (Kelly)
Salt Lake (Blasius)

Atltanta (Hackney)
Charlotte (Lowry)
Memphis (Gibbons)
Boston (Krivitsky)

Toronto (Glasier)
Seattle (Thorpe)

Pittsburgh (Vandergrift)
Buffalo (Stamp)

31

32
33
34
35
36
37

New Haven

Cleveland (Scott)

New York (McManus)
Denver (Givin)

DISTRICTS

July
1st
1

2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

District (Manager)
Prairie (Levy)
Midwest (Scott)

1

1

7
8
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
30
28
29
31

32
33
34
35
36
37

June
10th
1

2
3

4

DIVISIONS

2

West (Kupper)

3

East (Sussman)

“Stanley”;

Audience’s Reaction to Rough-Cut of Pix
Some
box

most important and most successful
productions have been previewed at the United Ar-

of the industry’s

office

tists

theatre at Inglewood, Cal.

9

Canada (O'Loghlin)

Division (Manager)
Central (Gehring)

“Lowdown” on

Preview House Manager on the

3
5
6

South (Ballance)
Coast (
)
Atlantic (Moss)
Great Lakes (
)
Northeast (Bailey)
Mid- East (Roberts)

July
1st

(Weinstein)

Milwaukee (Heimbueger)
Detroit (Sturm)

of

Wobher.

June
2

John (Corbett)
Kansas (Crawford)
Chicago (Monnette)
Portland (Fox)
Oklahoma (Whelihan)
Minneapolis (Clayson)

The Jane Withers picture, tentatively titled “The Texas Kid”,
will be given its world premiere
at San Antonio, Tex., where most
of the picture will be made. Jane
will be on hand. This was set at a
conference held at the studio
last week between Executive
Producer Sol M. Wurtzel and Mr.

place, but in the pioneering days.

5

7

Mohawk”

The world premiere will take place

Omaha (Miller)
New Orleans (Johnson)

3

4

the

world premiere
northern New

where the action takes

York,

Montreal (Brault)
Des Moines (Gold)
Los Angeles (Young)

1

2

8
9
10

73
75
77
79
84
82
83
85
86
87

Branch (Ads. Manager)

1st

61

71
81

BRANCHES

July

advance campaign and Zanuck
already has communicated to
Publicity Director Charles E. McCarthy here his outline for introducing this stupendous spectacle.

schedule.
will be given its
in some city in

pre-

OTHER OPENINGS

will start later this Summer, according to the production chief’s

working on “Elsa Maxwell’s
Hotel for Women” and “Stanley
and Livingstone”, two
more
made-to-order
showmen’s deluxers. So snap into
it, Mr. Adsales Manager.

The

Zanuck is personally supervising the advance exploitation campaign on “Stanley and Livingstone”. Previewed in rough-cut
form, this production drew sensational praise in Inglewood. (This
preview is reported elsewhere in
this issue.) “Stanley and Livingstone” will be given a dramatic

officials

It has invited Mr. Zanuck to
personally lead the contingent of
studio notables and stars who are
expected to attend the premiere.
Production on “Brigham Young”

Marshal”.

capital.

exhibition.

co-operation in the preparation of
the story.

Incidentally, now is the time
for adsales managers to start

movie

The world premiere of “Hollywood Cavalcade”, according to
the plans Brand is making, will
be the greatest event of its kind
in the history of motion picture

have given the studio remarkable

another ad-

“Frontier Marsales natural
shal”. Showmanship and exploitation will play an important part in putting over this
action drama and it behooves
adsales forces to start working on this one right now. The
studio has been working day
and night to complete “Fron-

59
60
64
80
66
63
76
68
65
72
70
67
78

of “Brigwill

which

Mormon Church has an

DELIVERY
69
49
58
54
56
62

Riegelman (Des Moines)
*Lyons (Minneapolis)
*Naegel (Cincinnati)

62 *Hancock (Indianapolis)
63 *Gold (Boston)
64 Skillman (Philadelphia)
65
McCleaster (Indianapolis)
66
Mitchell (Atlanta)
67 Carrow (Detroit)
68 Gribble (Dallas)
69 Laseter (Atlanta)
70 Lorentz (Minneapolis)

Spurs On
Adsales Activity

ADSALES
55
57
53

Spear (Seattle)
Kinser (Kansas)
McClure (Atlanta)

of

Utah, will be held in

The past week found adsales
managers greatly stimulated

....

....

in

Salt Lake City. Two newspapers
in that city already have carried
news stories to that effect. The

‘Fiddle’

21

made

attracting unparalleled inter-

est in the

tween Messrs Zanuck and Wob-

-

best

staff al-

miere will top anything this industry has held, for everybody of
note in motion pictures for the
past 25 years will be on hand.

tone City during conferences be-

DELIVERY ON SHORTS

this

An unprecedented round-theworld radio hookup, with probably three major radio circuits
involved, is the goal. “Hollywood
Cavalcade” being a cinematic dramatization of the motion picture

honors.

3

to

Harry Brand and his

ready are at work on a historymaking world-premiere for Zanuck’s “Hollywood Cavalcade”,
another Technicolor special.

percolated

world

for

bids

10th

Central (Gehring)

rights

seller.

*Tied.

|

screen

of

K-7

throughout the nation,
many exhibitors wired in

June
Division (Manager)

24th

10th

major

As word of the unprecedented greatness of those

10th

....

DIVISIONS
June

institutional houses in the world,
asked the studio for the privilege
of staging the first showing when

mak-

productions.

DISTRICTS
June

is

ing plans for spectacular world premiere presentations for some of

32
33
34
35
36
37

5
6
7
8
9

June
10th
1

2
3

But the preview the other night of “Stanley and Livingstone”
first time that a producer had called on a regular and

was the

typical motion picture theatre audience to pass upon a “rough-

cut” of a production of the importance of “Stanley and Livingstone.”

And

following

is

the report of the

Artists theatre at Inglewood
of the

“A

West Coast Theatres

living

monument

made

circuit,

manager

of the United

to Charles Skouras, head
which operates that house:

to the lives of Stanley

and Livingstone.

Zanuck reaches the supreme achievement in the presentation
of this great screen production and it can be called nothing less
than great. From the very first minute until the very last it
holds the audience spellbound by its beauty, masterfulness of
production and story unfoldment. Scenery and musical score
alone are worthy of price of admission.

“Needless to say that Spencer T racy is terrific and his closing
dramatic speech at Geographical Society is worthy of Academy
Award. Hardwicke, Nancy Kelly, Walter Brennan, and the
balance of the cast are outstanding. Personally talked to innumerable children from 14 to 21 who went out of theatre raving
about the picture, and, of course, the adult reaction was terrific.
There is no question but what this will be top grosser in all
situations. The audience reaction on Stanley and Livingstone
was the best of any picture ever previewed in this theatre and
you know we have previewed quite a few big ones here.”
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MOVIETONE NEWS FORCES
ABROA D ARE RE INFORCED
Sub-Divided Into Six Sections, Each With Other Supervisory Head

And Staff-Modernization

in

Equipment Involves Thousands-

Taliey Details Astounding Plans For World Coverage!
When Mr. Kent returned to New York from his Latin American trip last week, on his desk was the voluminous report of Movietone Producer
Truman H. Talley, who recently completed a newsreel survey of Europe.
Mr. Talley, who was a journalistic expert on international affairs before joining this company some 17 years ago, while in Europe spoke with
leaders in

most countries.

He is convinced that a general war has been indefinitely postponed, if not altogether averted.
Commenting on the newsreel situation and summarizing his report to Mr. Kent, the Movietone head said:
“In the first place, was gratified to find that our policy of strict impartiality, unswervingly adhered to for many years, has helped
tone News in the most enviable position, for a news-gathering purpose, in every European country.
From Finland to_ Italy, Ireland to Turkey, north, south, east, west and center, Movietone News representatives are trustfully
I

wholeheartedly aided

in

the performance of their duties. So unequivocal

government might be at loggerheads with a neighboring country, can go into that
country as a Movietone representative and be courteously received and allowed
to work. Often our French
cameramen help out on big
German stories as do men
from Berlin in France when
our Paris staff has more to
do than it can handle.
“This to me is the most sat-

is

this trust in us that

He Wrote “Second Fiddle” Hits

Salt

SALT LAKE CITY — With

goes along pursuing the even
tenor of its ways and produces intelligent and all in-

70 per cent of
by the end of the month.

the

INSIDE FACTS
war

not imminent, Mr. Talley left
nothing undone in Europe in the
way of being prepared for any

news area.
“Our Paris

is

have not allowed

my

beliefs,

to lull me to a sense
of false security,” he explained.

and hopes,

“There’s no question but that the
whole European situation is com-

parable to the proverbial barrel
of powder. An accident, such as
the assassination that set off the

poses.

NEW

IRVING BERLIN

to repeat itself.

“Although we cannot divulge
all

the details,

for me to tell
of a general

believe it is safe
you that in the event
I

war Movietone is
ready with alternate offices for
every one of its production centers. By this I mean we can move
out of our present quarters anywhere and continue to carry on
securing news and making prints
for distribution. This is not a hit
and miss proposition. We have
signed and sealed contracts with
those

commanding

facilities that
in a

would be comparatively safe

war torn world. In

addition,

have our own alternate

we

offices

that offer more security than
those in the heart of cities subject to air raids. We’ll get the
news unless Europe sinks beneath
sea level.
“One of our first moves after
our newsreel convention in Paris
was to subdivide the Old World
into six sections, each with its
own staff under a competent and
trustworthy supervisor.
“Section one is the British
Isles under the direction of
General Manager Sir Gordon
Craig and Editor Gerald San-

also houses

and from working at cross pur-

World War, could very easily
happen again. History has been

known

office

our Continental Home Office, presided over by European Director
Russell Muth and his assistant,
Arthur De Titta, formerly our
Washington, D. C., Supervisor. It
is the duty of Muth and De Titta
to co-ordinate the entire group of
territories, keep them producing

eventuality.
“I

its total territorial

sell at least

erlands and part of Switzerland.
Coverage of this highly important
territory is directed by Supervisor Frederic Fesneau, one of the
oldest, in point of service, employees on our European newsreel staff. A staff of fifty is necessary to do justice, in a newsreel
sense, to this small but fruitful

will, Movietone News moves
freely and unmindingly
through and across, in its ex-

In spite of his belief that

the territory about 45 per cent

and with less offices to compete with and with those we have
opposing us in our particular district, we will put Salt Lake
City high in the money.” Salt Lake City, by the way, is out to

clusive newsreels in over fifty
countries and in nineteen languages. Let the Rhine be a
dividing line for opposing nations, an axis balance, what it

task of filming
of the world.”

Running Far Ahead

sold and Salesmen Hallstrom, McElhinney, Dugan and Tidwell
stated these would be obtained before the current week expires.
In fact, Salt Lake City’s K-7 volume of sales as of the Drive
meeting date was equal to what this office had sold on K-6 as of
August 9. Manager Walker is now negotiating with one of the
focal circuits and this chain should be in the fold within a fortnight.
In any case, Salt Lake City, with an advance rentals estimate
running ahead of last year, expects to play an important part
in its particular group of Drive competitive offices. Walker
said: “We are prepared to top anything we have done before

a heartfelt extent. It also explains why Movietone News,
in spite of the regretful general distrust among nations,

news

Giiy Sales

sold, Charles Walker’s Mormons have before them what promises to be their greatest season. In fact, Manager Walker made
a statement to that effect at the Kent Drive meeting Monday.
He said the office needed only nine K-7 deals to be 100 per cent

I

acting

Lake

Of Last Year; Office Sees Winning Year

reward that
could
possibly ask for. It is encouraging and gratifying to
isfying

one of our cameramen,

place Movie-

received and
of a nationality whose

ger. With a staff of sixty in
this territory we rightfully
feel secure in believing that
little will happen
in Great

Britain and Ireland that is
worth covering that will be
without benefit of a British
Movietone News representative.

“Section two

we

call

the

Scandinavian Baltic group
and in charge of coverage
here we have Supervisor William Murray, trained veteran
General Manager Edmund
Reek’s American Newsreel
force. With a staff of six Murray covers Norway, Sweden,
of

Denmark, Finland, Estonia,
Latvia, Lithuaniaand Poland.
Theexplosive Polish Corridor
and Danzig are in this territory and Murray has lately
covered himself with glory
by his reports on activities
there. Movietone News has
scored worldwide beats on
several crucial incidents in
these European ‘high spots’
as the result of Murray’s enterprise and daring. When

looked like any moment
would see the transformation
of the section into a bloody
battlefield Murray carried on,
getting excellent pictures of
the war scare of the decade.
it

THE SETUP
“Our third section takes in the
greater Third Reich, Hungary,
Rumania, Bulgaria and Greece.
Robert Hartmann, capable editor

Pox Tonende Wochenschau,

of

our

German

newsreel, supervises

the coverage of this vast expanse
of territory. In doing so he directs
a staff of seventy capable newsreel workers. Movietone News
carries on in Germany exactly as
it does anywhere else, without
sacrificing a whit of its independence as an unbiased recorder of
events. In fact, during my visit to
Berlin we were assured by a high
Reich official that, come what
may, Movietone News will not be
denied the privilege of fulfilling
its traditional role as screen re-

porter.

“In our fourth subdivision

we

have France, Belgium, the Neth-

DIVISION

“Spain and Spanish Morocco make up section five in
our new scheme of things. It
was my pleasant duty while
in Europe to re-open our Madrid office, closed during the
Civil War. Luis Diaz Amado,
Continental and South American journalist of international reputation, is in charge
of this territory and when
I

left

Madrid he already had a
working in pic-

staff of ten

turing

the

immense

recov-

ery program inaugurated by
Generalissimo Franco.

“Although we come
sixth

territory

resume,

last

to our
this

in

should be understood that this in nowise is
its position of importance. In
fact, the Mediterranean section ranks with any of the
above territories in every
way, including as it does Italy,
Yugoslavia, Albania, Libya,
Tripoli, Egypt and Turkey.
Ettore Villani is Supervisor
of our enterprises in this
Mediterranean section. He
has a staff of eight to assist
him and from past performances we know that we may
it

K-7 possibilities

rest secure in the knowledge
that anything of newsreel interest happening here will be
covered efficiently and expeditiously. Villani was trained
for his job in the United
States on the old Fox (silent)
News and that was the greatest newsreel school that ever
existed.”

MODERNIZATION
Producer Talley said that while
in Europe he saw the final phases
of his modernization project take

shape and that from a mechanical viewpoint our British and Continental offices and mobile units
are

now

as

perfect as

human

brains and ingenuity can make
them. Over $100,000 was expended on the Continent in this
re-equipping move, with $50,000
more spent by British Movietone
News. This $50,000 does not include the outlay for the new English news Home Office in Soho

Square.

While Mr. Talley was in London British Movietone News had
rounded out a year in the new
building, the most modern newsreel plant in the Old World. The

money referred to went entirely
into new cars, cameras, lenses
and other necessary picture making accessories. Four specially
built motor cars were added to
the British Movietone fleet, modof efficient mobile picture
making units. For, in addition to
top decks for high shots, there is
inside for a camera set up
and portholes so that pictures can
be made from any of the four sides
of the car, with even a special adjustable rack for getting worm’seye views. They are also equipped
with radios of high efficiency to
keep in touch with news broadcasts, most popular British proels

room

grams. And should newspapers
suspend publication in an emergency these mobile units can
range anywhere and still be in
touch with things.
Continued on Page 15
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“Frontier Marshal” Nears Completion
Director Allan Dwan has his troupe working day and night
complete Wurtzel’s epic of pioneer days in the Southwest
time for release during the final week of this season. Below
a night scene of the company in action. In the cast are Randolph Scott, Nancy Kelly, Binnie Barnes, Cesar Romero and
hundreds of others. “Frontier Marshal” is the final K-6 release.

STORY PUBLICITY

to

CAMPAIGN SET

is

in

Dramatic Advance
Zanuck Aim on
“Stanley”

FULL DETAILS ON
MOVIETONE SHORT
SUBJ ECT LI NEUP!
Output Will Embrace Six
Groups-Three In Father

K-7

Elaborate preparations are being made

Hubbard

for the exploitation of

the

Complete details were made available this week on
the Movietone K-7 short subject output. These were
given out following a conference Movietone Producer
Truman H. Talley had with Mr. Kent.
While abroad making a survey of the newsreel situation,
Mr. Talley carried on negotiations he had initiated early
in the Spring and kept in contact with New York by trans-

The tieup with the Hearst
newspapers

is naturally being capitalized to the limit,
but the Publicity Depart-

ment is concentrating on
the numerous other angles
and journals that

will wel-

come a hookup with this

ex-

ploitation natural.

From New York

this week came
details of the preliminary campaign. Four of the country’s foremost illustrators were commis-

News Reinforcement
Continued from Page 14
Mr. Talley said that

Mr.

Kent allowed another
ly

new

entireappropriation to re-

sioned by Publicity Director
Charles E. McCarthy to prepare
art work for advertising material
to be used on “Elsa Maxwell’s Hotel for Women”. Included in the
four are George Petty, Esquire

establish the Madrid office
and has given Mr. Amado a
free hand to bring this office
up to the efficiency of the
other production centers of

illustrator; McClelland Barclay,
the figure specialist; Bradshaw

Mr. Talley continued:
“You have read that Great Britain has decided against the exorbitant tax it planned to saddle on newsreels. Without undue

Crandall, Cosmopolitan cover artist,

and John LaGatta.

The creations of these four
illustrators will be used in full
color on billboard posters as well
as for national ad campaigns to

be used in exchange cities and in
the advertising splurges that will
be featured in the following
Hearst publications:

Albany Times-Union, Atlanta
Georgian American, Baltimore
News-Post and Sunday American,
Boston Record, Boston American
and Boston Sunday Advertiser,
Chicago American, Chicago Herald-Examiner, Detroit Times, Los
Angeles Examiner, Los Angeles
Herald-Examiner, Oakland PostEnquirer, Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph, San Antonio Light, San
Francisco Call-Bulletin, San Francisco Examiner, Seattle Post-Intelligencer,
Syracuse (N. Y.)
Journal-American,
Washington
Herald and Times, Milwaukee
-

News-Sentinel, New York Journal-American and New York
Daily Mirror.

OTHER FACTS
In view of the fact “Elsa Maxwell’s Hotel for Women” adapts
itself to spectacular exploitation

stunts in

all

key

cities,

the Public-

ity Department is planning numerous contests and hookups of

that type.

A

24-chapter

serialization

of

“Elsa Maxwell’s Hotel for Wo-

men”, written by Joseph Mulvaney and illustrated with photographs from the motion picture,
will soon appear in all Hearst
newspapers and will be available
for dailies in other key cities. The
novelization starts

in

the

waukee News-Sentinel July

Mil12,

San Francisco Call-Bulletin on
August 7 and Los Angeles HeraldExpress July 12. Starting dates
for the serial in the other Hearst
newspaper cities should be set in
time for announcement in the
next issue of New Dynamo.
This week Mr. Zanuck opened
telephonic conferences with McCarthy regarding the advance
campaign to launch “Stanley and
Livingstone”. Inasmuch as this
story does not lend itself to radio
broadcasting, Mr. Zanuck has let
it be known there will be no such
hookup, but an elaborate world

premiere

is

being arranged and

further details will be announced
later.

Thrill Series

Cosmopolitan

first

production for K-7 release, “Elsa Maxwell’s
Hotel for Women”.

Movietone News.

pride I believe we effected this at
the 10th anniversary dinner of
British Movietone News. This
dinner, incidentally, was a remarkable tribute to British Movietone News and showed the

high esteem with which it is regarded by every British class and
group. It served to bring together
in tribute a cross section of all
important groups. Both houses of

Parliament were represented, as

were the diplomatic corps, the
press, radio and industry. By all
odds it was the finest gathering
assembled in London this year.
“Among the distinguished
guests were Lord Louis Mountbattan,

the

King’s cousin;

the

Hon. Esmond Harmsworth, son
of Lord Rothmere, publisher of
the powerful London Daily Mail
and many other papers of Lord
Northcliff’ s old group, and Sir
Kingsley Wood, Secretary for Air
in Prime Minister Chamberlain’s
cabinet. Sir Kingsley is the strong
man of the present Government
and is the man in charge of Britain’s re-armament program. Many
see in him a future Prime Minister. Without this high office,
however, his word carried weight.

BRITISH END
“Before this array of British
authorities I was asked by General Manager Sir Gordon Craig,
of British Movietone News, to tell
the story of our reel. It’s the familiar story we all know, our extensive coverage and vast worldwide distribution. What surprised
me later was the fact that few
among this unusually well informed group knew that British
Movietone News was part of this
vast international family. Among
these was Sir Kingsley Wood.
When he expressed his pleasure
on learning the facts, we told him
that British Movietone News
could not continue this advantageous arrangement if the tax was
imposed a blunt but simple and
true statement of our position.
“Sir Kingsley was much impressed and we were invited to
witness the Royal Air Force dem-

—

onstration for

two houses

members

of Parliament.

of

the

I

was

the only non-Britisher to see this
thrilling spectacle. And I think
Sir Kingsley said a good word for
the newsreels to his fellow cabinet members that resulted in the
abandonment of the tax, which
would have meant ruin to our
English newsreel associate in the

Movietone News family.
“From England we travelled
back to Paris and then to Spain
to re-open our Madrid production
center. While there we met all
the new government officials and
closed a deal by which Movietone
News will bring to the world Generalissimo Franco’s first talk on
his plans for the future of Spain.
Spain we found surprisingly vital
after its exhausting struggle and
almost back to normalcy, indicative that the Spanish people still
retain their remarkable recuperative powers. With the exception
of a few battlefields one would

Atlantic telephone.
At the Chicago convention, the proposed Movietone product for
1939-40 release was dwelt upon briefly because not all the facts could
be announced at that time.
This week Mr. Talley was in a position to divulge every phase of
the product that Movietone will produce and here it is;
Four Vyvyan Donner Fashion Forecasts in Technicolor, described
by Ilka Chase and featuring fifty of America’s most beautiful models.
Four Lowell Thomas Magic Carpets of Movietone, described by

—

Lowell

Thomas and photographed by

the world's

leading scenic

cameramen.
Five Ed Thorgersen Sports Reviews, described by Ed Thorgersen
and photographed by America’s ace sports cameramen.
Four Adventures of a Newsreel Cameraman, described by Paul
Douglas, radio’s most popular master of ceremonies.
Four of Lew Lehr’s Dribble-Puss Parade, directed and described by
Lew Lehr, America’s No. 1 Funnyman.
Three of Father Hubbard’s Alaskan Adventures described by Father
Hubbard and Lowell Thomas and photographed by the Glacier Priest
himself during his many years of exploration.
There is need for but few introductions in this sextet of box-office
Most of them are old familiars with definite followings
throughout the world. Only Father Hubbard and Paul Douglas, among

releases.

the personalities,
here.

and the new Lew Lehr series require exposition

months ago

Lowell Thomas and the Magic Carpet of Movietone stand for colorentertainment and box-office draw as the best series of travelogues
ever released, featured by camera work the envy of every cinematographer in the world; a timeliness which is the despair of the inane
competition in this field, and the most brilliant, electrifying and intelligent commentary to ever find way through a microphone to a sound

GOOD-WILL

strip.

After his visit to Spain, Mr.
Talley returned to Paris for more
meetings and then enjoyed a delightful interlude in Holland. This
rich little country, according to
Mr. Talley, means much to Movietone News, not only because there
we get more money for a newsreel
print than in any other country,
but because of its position should
the worst come.
“Should war break out Holland’s position will be tragic,”
Mr. Talley says. “It will be the
Belgium of the next war, if I read
the signs correctly.”
At a press conference in The
Hague, attended by representatives from every important paper
in the Netherlands, Mr. Talley
attracted columns of space with
his story about Movietone News.
Like the British authorities, the
Holland journalists were astounded as Mr. Talley told of the worldwide ramifications of ?>Iovietone
News. In the leading article in
The Telegraaf, the Times of the
Netherlands, he was referred to
as “De Meest ‘Bekeken’ Reporter
der Wereld,” or translated “The
Most ‘Looked-at’ Reporter in the

THE PRIZE-WINNING FASHION FORECAST

hardly

know

that

only

a

few

this country was engaged in the bloodiest civil war
in all history.”

World.”

Taking advantage of his presence in Paris at a time when all
the operators of the new transAtlantic flying boats were convening to determine rates, schedules and regulations, Mr. Talley
bearded this convention singlehanded and worked out the rules,
regulations and rates to govern
newsreel shipments. This new
method of crossing the ocean is
of vital importance to newsreels,
enabling them to present news
films of European events in the
United States as quickly as a Los
Angeles story couid be shown in
New York. It’s costly, Mr. Talley
points out, but he also points to
the fact that Movietone has always been willing to spend money
in order that exhibitors might
have news while it was news.
While in the French capital Mr.
Talley also conferred with members of the Daladier cabinet and
established an understanding regarding our French operations in
the face of war.

ful

Only recall the glories of the current season’s releases to get an
what to expect next season in the topflight Vyvyan Donner
Fashion Forecasts in Technicolor. Here is a series of one reelers that
have the class of a million dollar production. There’s nothing comparable to them on the market and their sole command of the fashion
field is unthreatened because there’s not another company in the
business capable or fitted to produce anything that could possibly
give them serious competition. Add the fact that next season a little
story will thread through these presentations of beauty and style and
you have a sales argument irresistible.
Then, take the new Adventures of a Newsreel Cameraman, the most
thrilling series ever released, and add Paul Douglas, master of ceremonies for several of the biggest network broadcasts, plus the fact
that almost every scene will be specially made featuring hazardous
idea of

occupations, and you have one, two, three, four bull’s-eyes of box-office
entertainment of the most outstanding character.
Coming to the Ed Thorgersen Sports Reviews, in them one has the
fastest moving, expertly photographed, timely presentations of the
inside and thrills of sport that the greatest organization of its kind
in the world can produce. In Ed Thorgersen, handsome, friendly and
ingratiating, you have a real box-office name wherever there is a sports
lover to be attracted to a theatre. Every foot of this film is photographed by camera aces whose skill is unmatched in the industry
under the direction of men who know sports from A to Z. Over $20,000

worth of special camera equipment has been purchased by Producer
Talley for the men making these Sports Reviews so that the intimacy
of coverage in these pictures will be not only thrilling from an action
standpoint but from the photographic angle as well.

ABOUT FATHER HUBBARD’S SERIES
Remember

the Maine!

Remember Krakatoa!

Well, the explosion

of public indignation that followed the former and the explosion of
the volcano in the latter are just mere raindrops compared with the
explosion of public approval which is going to follow on the release
of Father Hubbard’s Alaskan Adventures. If you think that volcano
eruption in Krakatoa was something wait until you see the birth of

an iceberg in these Father Hubbard adventures. Imagine yourself in
a small boat and suddenly see rising out of the water, a hundred feet
from you, a mountain of ice higher than the Empire State Building
in New York. That’s exactly what you see in these Father Hubbard
entertainments. These pictures are the answer to a live showman’s
prayer. It’s solid meat for real hippodrome and circus exploitation.
should sell as much paper on these pictures as Barnum & Bailey
uses in a season if exhibitors just take advantage of the possibilities
latent in them.
Forget Lew Lehr of the newsreel. Forget Lew Lehr of the radio.
Forget Lew Lehr as anything you ever knew him as. America’s number 1 funnyman of the newsreel and radio has got a new idea that is
going to make him the top comedian of shorts. He’s sticking to the
soundstrip on this series, which he will direct himself. It is the
goofiest, rough and tumble, belly laugh humor ever devised for the

We

films.

LIQUIDATE!!
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FIELD HAILS

TWO -GROUP DRIVE COMPETITION

NEWEST THING UNDER CINEMATIC SUN
Rightly proud

is

Vyvyan Donner

of the

medal she has just been

given by Exhibitor Publications head, Jay Emanuel (at

left),

because

thousands of exhibitors voted her all-colored series, Fashion Forecasts, the best short subject entertainment of the season.

the alert Movietone producing head,

Truman

At right

is

H. Talley.

PRODUCER TRUMAN TALLEY AND HIS MOVIETONE
STAFF OF SHORT SURJECTS STARS
T ruman Talley's array of stellar commentators, staff aces right after the presentation of the
Exhibitor Publications’ medal to him and Vyvyan Donner for having turned out the outstanding short subVyvyan Donner’s Technicolored “Fashion Forecasts.” Among those pictured
above, left to right, are Lowell Thomas (third), Ed Thorgersen, Miss Donner, Exhibitor Publisher Jay
Emanuel, Ilka Chase, Mr. Talley, General Manager of Movietone Edmund Reek and others.
Producer

jects series of the season in

HIs Starring
Days Recalled

ONE BRINGS HONORS FOR FOUR
Editor Jay Emanuel, centre, had medals for this quartet, medals

presented because exhibitor-readers said these ladies and gentlemen
created the best short subjects of the season. Left to right: Lowell

Thomas,

Ilka Chase,

Mr. Emanuel, Vyvyan Donner and Producer

Talley.

GIRL FROM SALES FORCE MAKES GOOD
Above
Mary Healy, ex-secretary to New Orleans Branch Manager Ernest V. Landaiche, who next week returns home a heroine — a
is

local girl who has not only “made good”, but who has taken Hollywood by storm. And certainly Mary’s triumph in Irving Berlin's cur-

rent smash-hit musical, “Second Fiddle”, is not of the ordinary calibre.
Mary will make personal appearances in New Orleans and she will
also attend the Kent Drive meeting to be held at the exchange there.
She was among those present at last year’s Drive session. Here’s a
girl of whom this department can be proud!

BUSTER KEATON
He has one of the leading roles
in the early sequences in Darryl
Zanuck's Technicolor super special, “Hollywood Cavalcade”, that
Irving Cummings is now directing. Alice Faye and Don Ameche
are co-starred. One of the important Kent Drive releases is this
natural.

WAITING FOR THEIR HOLLYWOOD CUE
New Dynamo’s cameraman was

on hand at the

“Second Fiddle” broadcast. Above,

left to right,

New York end

of the

Lester O’Keefe,

NBC

producer of “The Magic Key of RCA”; Dr. Frank Black, Irving Berlin

and Rudy Vallee. Rudy
sang the Berlin songs.

in

New York and Mary Healy

in

Hollywood
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ZAHUCK SETS STARTING
DATES ON ALL HIS K-7’S
Releases Through
To March Begin
I

Next Fortnight

In

ROGER FERR1
MOVIETONE CITY
By

—

Production Chief Darryl F.
this week had set
starting dates for 1939-40
specials on his list that account for K-7 releases running through the month of
March.
These productions, four
of them Technicolor super
specials, will go before the

Zanuck

“DRUMS ALONG THE MOHAWK”
John Ford Is directing this Technicolor super special in Cedar City,
Utah. Above are the two stars, Henry Fonda and Claudette Colbert,
carry the romantic interest in this $2,500,000 production that has
been more than two years in preparation. Some three months of
production will be required. Linda Darnell, who scores a great personal triumph in her first screen appearance, in “Elsa Maxwell’s Hotel
for Women”, the first Cosmopolitan release Zanuck has made for
1939-40, has an important role as has Edna May Oliver.

who

cameras between now and
the end of August.
So well organized are Zanuck’s
1939-40 productions that stories
on all 24 that he will personally
make are either in the “shooting”
stage, have been written or are in
the hands of writers.

While he

week

this

listed the

24 specials he plans to definitely
for 1939-40 release, he has
safeguarded himself by setting
up a reserve list of stories, each
of which he has written.

make

HIS

NEXT “CISCO KID” SERIES

Above, Cesar Romero is apparently the topic of discussion (or
dissension) between Nancy Kelly (kneeling) and Binnie Barnes in a
scene from the final 1938-39 release, “Frontier Marshal”. Randolph
Scott plays the title role. Next month Romero will make his bow as
the new “Cisco Kid”.

The 1939-40 product, as definitely set this week, both as regards Zanuck and Wurtzel productions, represents a tremendous improvement over the lineup outlined at the international
sales convention in Chicago. At
that time a list of some 36 stories
was read as those from which
Zanuck would select his 24 specials for 1939-40 release.
This
week the production chief announced his seelctions.
Following are the outstanding
facts

incorporated

story

selections

Mr. Zanuck this

in

the

K-7

announced by
week:

WHEN REEL LOVE BECOMES REAL!
An on-stage love scene in “Hollywood Cavalcade”, that turns out
to be a heart-breaking off-stage romance between Alice Faye and Alan
Curtis. Here is a production that is packed with heart interest and
riotous comedy.

1. There will positively be four
Technicolor specials: (1) “Hollywood Cavalcade” and (2) “Drums
Along the Mohawk”, both of
which are now before the cameras; (3) Maeterlinck's “The Blue
Bird” which will be made as a
super all-star special with Shirley
Temple heading the cast and
scheduled for Christmas - New

Year Week’s release, and (4)
“Mark Of Zorro” which will go
into
production upon Tyrone
Power’s return from his vacation,
in

the middle of August.
2.

Zanuck

will

positively pro-

duce “Brigham Young”, which
has been prepared with the full
co-operation

WHEN GENIUS WAS

IN FLOWER!

Some would want you to believe this scene was typical of what
they term “the good, old days”. In fact, it is a “shot” of an early sequence in another of Zanuck’s Technicolor specials, “Hollywood
Cavalcade”, co-starring Don Ameche and Alice Faye. Yes, a sequence
of the silent film days
and here you see, Ameche, as the ex-prop boy
who four-flushed and talked his way to a directorship, surveying a
scene, with a string orchestra keeping him and his players in the
“mood”, while Stuart Erwin and Chick Chandler are anything but
happy about the proceedings. This story spans some 20 years of
glamorous Hollywood and Zanuck ranks it among his most important
undertakings and “destined to be the best picture of its kind ever
produced”.

—

Mormon

of the
Church, which that colorful figure
formed; John Steinbeck’s present-day, sensational, best-selling
novel, “The Grapes Of Wrath”,
the Irving Berlin musical special,

“Say

It With Music”, and “Swanee River”.
3. In compliance with sugges-

tions from exhibitors and the
sales organization he has abandoned his plan to make “Steinmetz The Great”, but in its place
and made on the same plane as

Continued on Page 2A

HER THIRD WILL HAVE GENE AUTREY
Above Jane Withers in “The Chicken Wagon Family”. Currently,
is co-starring with the Ritz Brothers in “Roughnecks”, formerly
“Tin Hats”. Then will come “Jubilo” with Gene Autrey, crooning cowboy star.
she

titled

1939-40 LINEUP CONSIDERABLY STRENGTHENED!
Survey

And

Facts Inside

—
STUDIO SPECIAL

2A

GENE AUTRY TEAMED WITH
JANE WITHERS IN SPECIAL
No. 1 SINGING COWBOY STAR
WILL APPEAR WITH HER IN
THIRD 1939-40 PRODUCTION

Meet “The Chicken Wagon Family”
They are responsible

ZANUCK

UP

SETS

for the laughs and heart-throbs in the

of Jane Withers’ 1939-40 specials.
Left to right:
Carrillo, Jane, Marjorie Weaver and Spring Byington.

first

Leo

'SHOOTING' DATES

ON

15 VEHICLES

Continued from Page 1A

“The Rains Came”, "Stanley And

“Jubilo” Selected to Co-Star

Livingstone”, and others of that
he will picturize “The

Crooning Cowboy With Withers

type,

Grapes Of Wrath” with John
Ford directing.
4. Gene
Autry, the singing
cowboy star and rated No. 1 in his

MOVIETONE CITY— No

time was lost by the studio when
the services of Gene Autry, the screen’s No. 1 crooning cowboy,
became available, in finding a story that suit him and Jane
Withers as a co-starring vehicle.
And so this week announcement was made that the Jane
Withers-Gene Autry combination would headline in a special
version of Ben Ames Williams’ famous comedy drama, “Jubilo”.
It will be recalled that this vehicle twice served as a Will
Rogers story. It was made as a silent picture and six years
ago this company made it as one of the most successful of the
Rogers series. Treatment for Withers-Autry is now in work
and picture will go into work after Jane has finished her current
co-starring vehicle with the Ritz Brothers, “Roughnecks”, which
was tentatively titled “Tin Hats”.

5.

Zanuck announced that Wurtzel will make a total of 28 productions, including the new “Cisco
Kid” series, starring Cesar Ro-

mero, which replaces the “Mr.
Moto” group owing to the illness
of Peter Lorre, whose doctor has
ordered him to rest for a year.

TWO GROUPS
Never in this or any other company’s history, has a production
chief been confronted with the
classification problem that faces

services.

•

W

published

in

New Dynamo

later.

•

the writers are working on the treatment for the WithersAutry picture, Jane and the Ritz Brothers this week were busy
with rehearsals for their co-starring vehicle “Tin Hats.” This production, which is the second of the 1939-40 series, is set in Prance during
the World War. It will represent the costliest picture in which Jane
Withers has appeared to date. A new title will be provided for “Tin
Hats” later. H. Bruce Humberstone will direct this production. By the
time this report is being read, the entire cast to appear in support of
Jane and the Ritz Brothers will have been selected.

•
HE

Ritz Brothers have, without a doubt, the best roles they have
in “Tin Hats.”The story was written with this in mind.
deal with the Ritz Brothers provides for two pictures. When the
old deal expired, the three brothers went on a highly successful personal appearance tour. Meantime they had received offers from other
studios. However, mindful of the fact that it was this Studio that they
had to thank for establishing them as outstanding feature length stars,
because they were provided with vehicles in which their unique comedy talent was capitalized, the boys preferred to return to this plant.
Their antics will be entirely new. They will sing and dance as a team

T had to date,
The

and with Jane Withers.

T

•
HERE is no doubt that Jane Withers’ real career will get under way

coming season. During the 1938-39 season, the Studio was confronted with quite a problem in selecting vehicles for the growing
Jane Withers. Now she is in that period in her life when young ladies
are seemingly their most attractive the high school age, and in the
three pictures for next season she will appear in a story in which she
becomes a high school freshman. In this story Jane will undergo all
the thrills, an introduction to puppy-love, and be given an opportunity

CESAR ROMERO’S FIRST IN
“CISCO KID” SERIES SET!

M OVIETONE

to indulge in high school athletic activities. This picture will be made
in San Antonio, Texas. It has been in preparation for two years. It is
Mr. Wurtzel’s plan to make at least one high school picture every year
for the next four seasons, showing Jane as a freshman, sophomore,
junior, and, finally, as a senior.

•
ANE WITHERS

will go on a vacation around the 1st of January.
take about three months off. Her mother plans spending
Jane and her private tutors on a trip around the
world. This will be the first vacation that Jane has had in almost two
years, excepting for the two or three weeks between pictures. Up to
date she has made seven straight vehicles without any lengthy vacation. Several weeks ago she completed the first of her 1939-40 releases,
“The Chicken Wagon Family,” in which she is co-starred with Leo
Carrillo. In the cast of “The Chicken Wagon Family” also are featured Marjorie Weave r, Spring Byington and Kane Richmond.

J She

will

this vacation with

•

ANE

probably return from her vacation around the middle of
J next April and at that time she will start appearing in pictures for
the 1940-41 season. However, even while she is on her vacation, a
camera man will be on hand to take background pictures for use in
a picture later on, in which the whole world will furnish the scenic
background, but this picture is planned for 1940-41.
will

—

CITY Everything is in readiness for the production
of the first of a series of three “Cisco Kid” romantic adventures,
with Cesar Romero playing the title role. Executive Producer Sol M.
Wurtzel stated this week that production on the first of this series
will start around July 22. Right now Cesar Romero is appearing in a
featured role in the 1938-39 special, “Frontier Marshal,” with Randolph Scott, Nancy Kelly and others. He has about another week’s
work on this production. Meantime Mr. Wurtzel is selecting the cast
to appear with Romero in his first starring vehicle.

EACTION

to the announcements in this publication of the Studio’s
decision to make a series of “Cisco Kid” stories was most enthunot only among members of the sales organization, but also
exhibitors. This was made apparent from the many letters sent
to the Studio by exhibitors who are evidently in agreement that this
was an excellent move. The “Cisco Kid” series was decided upon
because of the fact that Peter Lorre, who starred in the “Mr. Moto”
series, has been ill for several months. His doctor has instructed him
to remain away from work for at least eight months more, and to
devote that time to rest. While Mr. Lorre’s condition is not serious
and he is making splendid recovery, nevertheless the doctor’s orders
made production of the “Mr. Moto” series impossible for this coming
season. Therefore, the Studio has replaced the “Mr. Moto” series with
the "Cisco Kid.”

R

siastic,

among

•

this

—

his future

plans for Linda Darnell and Brenda Joyce, two sensational “finds”,
score dramatic personal
triumphs in “Elsa Maxwell’s
Hotel For Women” and “The
Rains Came”, respectively.
6. All 1939-40 releases, on both
the Zanuck and Wurtzel lineups,
will have been completed by the
first of September, with eight already nearing completion or in
the cutting department.

ENE AUTRY has a following throughout the world second to no
one playing his type of character. In his class he is Number One,
not only in the United States, but throughout the world. His sensational success and resultant popularity introduced the singing cowboy.
He has been widely imitated, but all these imitators passed out of the
picture while he rose to greater popularity. He is under regular contract to another Studio, but this contract gives him the right to make
one outside picture per year. A huge amount had to be paid for his

HILE

Zanuck outlined

who

G

will be

based on

story, “Ju-

bilo”.

•

HE Jane Withers-Gene Autry starring vehicle will be the third in
series. It will go into production sometime in October. It will
have a Western background with both Jane and Autry singing individually and together in a rip-roaring action romantic drama. Right
now Mr. Wurtzel is looking around for a feminine star to play the
romantic lead. The story, an original, is in the making. Further details

to co-star with

the third of the

Ben Ames Williams’

CITY This week a contract was signed with the
most colorful and most popular outdoor star in the business
Gene Autry. The deal is a one picture contract and provides that this
singing cowboy, who was recently rated one of the top box office stars,
will co-star with Jane Withers in one of the four Jane Withers’ pictures that will be made for release during 1939-40. This deal is in line
with the studio policy of incorporating in Jane Withers’ pictures the
best possible box office names to co-star with her.

T the

in

latter’s 1939-40 series,

—

M OVIETONE

was signed

line,

Jane Withers

Zanuck. The latter enriched himself to such an extent and has his
plans so well organized that to
list his vehicles in the order of
potential box office earning power is next to impossible.
However, Zanuck has divided

two groups,

his 24 specials into

based on production cost, but it
is significant that K-7 vehicles
with extraordinary box office values

and exploitation

possibilities

he has listed in the second group.
In the following first group

Zanuck

places
the following
super specials, none of which will
cost less than $1,500,000 to make,
because the only pictures with

which they can be compared in
magnitude and in potential earning power are “Jesse James” and
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band”:
“Stanley And Livingstone”.
"The Rains Came”.
“Hollywood
Cavalcade”,

in

T echnicolor.
“Drums Along The Mohawk”,
in

Technicolor.
Irving

Berlin’s

“Say

It

With

Music”.

“Brigham Young”.
“Mark Of Zorro”,

in

Techni-

color.

H E “Cisco Kid” pictures will number at least three and will be made
release to first run theatres every four months. They will be
made on the same lavish basis as were the prior “Cisco Kid” Specials.
In the first story we will find the “Cisco Kid” in New York, having the
time of his life, making new conquests, romantic and otherwise. The

T for

John Steinbeck’s “The Grapes
Of Wrath”.

“Swanee River”.
Maeterlinck’s "The Blue Bird”,
in

Technicolor.

"Everything

original story for this vehicle has been written and it should get the
series off to a fine start, for here is the most colorful figure that has
ever appeared in motion pictures for some time, in a New York setting, with surprisingly unusual situations both of a romantic and
dramatic nature. “The Cisco Kid on Broadway” should be one of the
most interesting and novel pictures on the 1939-40 program. In each
of the three “Cisco Kid” stories, Cesar Romero will co-star with a
feminine player of top notch box office value. The cast for the first
one is now being selected and by the end of the week Mr. Wurtzel
expects to also announce the director who will make the introductory

In the next group, containing
showmen’s specials all with unlimited exploitation possibilities,
he places the following:
“Elsa Maxwell’s Hotel
For

production.

Women”.

•
VIDENCE

growing popularity of the “Cisco Kid” is obtained
E from the information that the Studio in the past week has received
a request from one of the big newspaper syndicates. This syndicate
would like to feature a strip exploiting the adventures of the “Cisco
Kid” and using as the central character a likeness of Cesar Romero,
tying in the stories with the screen vehicles. Also, a major radio network, making its plans for next season, is very much interested in
using “Cisco Kid” stories for a weekly coast to coast broadcast starting next September or October. These two deals are now in the process
of negotiation and will serve as a means of further exalting the box
of the

office value of the series. When these deals are closed,
be published in New Dynamo.

all details will

Happens At

Night”.

Van Dyne's “Shadows
The Snow”.
“Lady Jane”.
S. S.

In

“Johnny Apollo”.
“Adventures Of Sherlock
Holmes”.
“Dance With The Devil”.
“Here Am A Stranger”.
I

“The Postman Walks Alone”.

Men A Year”.
Wife”, formerly
“A Deal In Hearts”.
“Public Deb. No. 1”.
“Scotland Yard”.
“20,000

"Part-Time
titled

“White Lady Of The Orient”.
Continued on Page 3A
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FORD LEADS "DRUMS" COMPANY
TO VAST "LOCATION" IN UTAH
The Southwest

of Lawless

When

Days

Godless

Men Ruled

CLAUDETTE COLBERT

An outdoor scene from “Frontier Marshal”, final release for the 1938-39 season that Director
Allan Dwan completed this week. This is an action romantic drama wherein a new empire’s most
feared bad-man finds himself on the side of law and order. Randolph Scott plays the title role
in a cast that includes Nancy Kelly, Binnie Barnes, Cesar Romero and many others

-

HENRY FONDA

HEAD STELLAR CAST IN MAKING HDGE

COLOR SPECTACLE IN CEDAR CITY
ROGER FERRI

By
I'lNANCK

:

making a

—

CITY, UTAH
About
months ago Darryl Zanuck
sent a company of many hundreds down to Pineville, in the

u

-

C

IJs®g

EDAR
10

rebuild a smallto act in Henry King’s
special, “Jesse

Southwest, to

town and

Technicolor
"

"

••

That venture brought

James”.

-

thousands of tourists to a land
that had been practically forgotten. The structures the company
built are still standing. The old
hotel is now a motion picture
theatre. The streets remain as
they were paved by the company’s artisans from Movietone
City. Missouri and much of the
Southwest is thankful to the
studio, for since “Jesse James”
was started things turned for the
betterthere. Pineville has become
quite a tourist centre.

" I,

BSP

•
what “Jesse James” did
made famous
by that outlaw, another Zanuck
for the section

Technicolor undertaking should
do for Cedar City, Utah. We are
referring to none other than

“Drums Along The Mohawk”.
For the past month, several hundred artisans from the studio, reinforced by carpenters, bricklayers and others from this State,
have heen working day and night,

“Deal In Hearts”
“Part-Time Wife”

ON FIRST 15 TOPNOTCH SPECIALS
Continued from Page 2>A

Richard Greene, Gladys George
|

and

STATUS NOW
“The Rains Came”, based on
Louis

Bromfield’s

story,

with

Tyrone

Power, Myrna Loy,
George Brent, Brenda Joyce, and
countless others,

is in

the cutting

room. Clarence Brown directed.
A rough-cut of “Stanley And
Livingstone”, with the music
score still to he added, was sensationally received at an unprecedented preview at the United
Artist theatre at Inglewood, Cal.,
last week. Henry King directed.
Two Technicolor productions
are in work. They are “Hollywood Cavalcade” with Alice
Faye, Don Ameche, Stuart Erwin,
Buster Keaton, J. Edward Brom-

others.

40 specials,

NEXT MONTH
The “shooting” schedule
nuck has

set

up for August

Zais

one that will keep all hands at
the studio working at top speed.
Following through with his
policy of “shooting” two Technicolor specials
simultaneously,
next month Zanuck will start production on “Mark Of Zorro”, with
Tyrone Power heading the cast.
At the same time “The Blue Bird”
will also be before the cameras.

The latter part of the month
also will see in work “Swanee
River”, a musical dramatization
of consolidation of the colorful
lives of the famous American
composer, Stephen Foster, and
the greatest minstrel troubador
of them all, Christie. In this production, which Sidney Lanfield,
who made “Second Fiddle”, will
direct, will be co-starred Don
Ameche as Foster, A1 Jolson as
Christie and Nancy Kelly.
In August, too, Irving Berlin’s

berg, and others, and “Drums
Along The Mohawk”, with Henry
Fonda, Claudette Colbert, Linda
Darnell, Edna May Oliver and
others.
Irving Cummings and
John Ford, respectively, are the
megaphoners.
Completed and scheduled for
preview next week is “Elsa Maxwell’s Hotel For Women”, with
Ann Sothern, James Ellison and
Linda Darnell, in which the latter
“find” scores a dramatic triumph
and leaves no doubt that she is
a potential new star.
Gregory

be headed
by the two most popular singing
feminine stars, one of whom will
positively be Alice Faye, will be

Ratoff directed.

started.

Nearing completion is “The
Adventures Of Sherlock Holmes”,

Right after he has completed
“Here I Am A Stranger”, Richard
Greene will be ready to go into

with Alfred Werker directing.
Going into production late this
are “Part-Time Wife”,
formerly titled “A Deal In
Hearts”, with Warner Baxter,
Binnie Barnes and in all probability Joan Blondell, and Maeterlinck’s “The Blue Bird”, with an

month

all-star cast headed by Shirley
Temple.
“Here I Am A Stranger”, on
which production was stopped because of an injury sustained by
Richard Greene, will be resumed
in two weeks. Greene, his doctor
said, will definitely be ready to
resume playing the romantic

male lead within the
Beside Greene, the
includes

Nancy

fortnight.

all-star cast

Kelly,

who has

just finished “Frontier Marshal”,
a 1938-39 special; Roland Young,

“Say

It

With Music”, featuring an

all-star cast that will

Henry King

will direct.

the all-star cast of the
40 Sonja

first 1939-

Henie vehicle, “Every-

thing Happens At Night”.

“Brigham

Young” and “The

Grapes Of Wrath” will be started
within the next eight weeks, for
there is considerable outdoor
work to be done on these spectacles.

Both

will

MOVIETONE CITY—-Zanuck announced this week a
change in the title of one of
his domestic December 1939-

have particularly

lengthy “shooting” schedules'

WURTZEL LINEUP
Sol Wurtzel already has completed or has in the cutting rooms
the following 1939-40 productions.

The first Jane Withers vehicle,
“The Chicken Wagon Family”
with Leo Carrillo, Marjorie Weaver and Spring Byington.
The first of the “Chans”,
“Charlie Chan At Treasure Is-

“A Deal

in

former’s romantic secretary,
will be released as “Part-Time
Wife”.
Warner Baxter and
Binnie Barnes have been definitely pencilled in for roles.
Brenda Joyce also will prob-

ably be featured. “Part-Time
Wife” goes into production
early next month.

land”

Yung,

rushing to completion reproductions of towns and villages along
the Mohawk in northern New
York State. The company has
leased an area covering some 20
square miles. There is no more
picturesque region anywhere
than this area. Late this week it
will be humming with activity.

Hearts”.

That romantic comedy, involving a husband and wife and the

with Sidney Toler, Sen
Cesar Romero, Pauline

Moore and Sally Blane.
“The Escape”, formerly

AST

week-end a train of 63
cars, from the studio, rolled
into Cedar City.
It carried all

L

the paraphernalia that goes into
picture making. In addition, there

were thousands

“East Side West Side”, with June
Gale, Kane Richmond and Ed-

ward Norris.
“Stop, Look And Love”, based
on the stage play, “The Family

of square feet of

scenic sides that, when put in
place, will turn out to be a good
sized village, which will later, in
the story of “Drums Along The
Mohawk”, be destroyed by Indians. Fully 80 percent, of “Jesse
James” was made in the Southwestern location. At least 95 percent. of

titled

And when

ting the same sort of co-operation
as King and his “Jesse James”
troupe got in Missouri.

•

A CTUAL

“shooting” on “Drums

Along The Mohawk” started
at the studio last Wednesday.
For the following week Ford directed
Claudette Colbert and
Henry Fonda in interior sequences.
As a matter of fact,

many interiors will be filmed
right up here. The cast of principals will number about 36. But
there will

be thousands in the
Four Indian tribes from as
reservations have been

cast.

many

The supernumeraries from
Hollywood are coming up later in
the month in special trains. They
hired.

remain here for about six
weeks, according to the present
will

A ND

“SHOOTING” DATES ARE FIXED

decision.

were found. Director
Ford made a personal survey of
them. Finally, he selected this
region where the company is getlikely spots

hawk”

“Drums Along The Momade here, accord-

will be

schedule.

•

COLBERT
C LAUDETTE
very enthusiastic over the role

is

and Fonda has a part that

•

him

ond Fiddle”, and Brenda Joyce,
a sensational hit in “The Rains
Came”
her first picture
also
have outstanding roles in this
$2,500,000 super special, based on

—

—

a best selling novel of 1937. And
this latter fact brings up an observation that has attracted the
attention of many to our studio.
For three successive years, this

company has purchased a bestseller
and the three, “Drums
Along The Mohawk”, “The Rains
Came” and “Grapes Of Wrath”,
will be made for 1939-40 release.
“The Rains Came” is in the cut-

—

ing room.

IOHN FORD, whose “Young Mr.
J Lincoln” brought him and
Henry Fonda added fame,

will di-

rect the three best sellers Zanuck
is
transferring to the 1939-40
screens. After he has completed

“Drums Along The Mohawk”, he
will prepare to make this year’s
book, “Grapes Of
all-star cast will be
the latter super spewill be produced in
time for release during February
or March of next season. The latsensational

An

Wrath”.

featured

in

which

cial,

ing to Director John Ford.

fits

like the proverbial glove. Edna
May Oliver, who scores in “Sec-

intention was expressed by
at the studio early last

N FACT, Director Ford and his
assistants and technical staff
have been shuttling between Cedar City and Movietone City for
the past two months. The “location” site was selected by scouts

ter

Millions” with the original Jones

who searched every

Family cast and Eddie

West.

“Drums Along The Mohawk”
comes as a reward for her excellent performance in “Elsa Maxwell’s Hotel For Women”. Miss

Upstairs”, with Jean Rogers,
Robert Kellard, William Frawley

and Minna Gombell.
“The Jones Family In Quick
Collins.

In production right now Wurthas the second Withers come“Roughnecks”, formerly titled
“Tin Hats”, co-starring with the

zel
dy,

Ritz Brothers.

The second “Chan” story,
“Charlie Chan In A City In Darkness” and the second Jones
Family comedy, “Jones Family
At The World’s Fair”, also are
in work this week.

Upon

the

completion

of

“Roughnecks”, Jane Withers will
co-star with Gene Autry in
“Jubilo”, which six years ago was

made by

this

company as a Will

Rogers starring vehicle.
This week production was completed on another Wurtzel 193940 release, “Heaven With A
Barbed Wire Fence”, with Jean
Rogers, Glenn Ford, Raymond
Walburn, Marjorie Rambeau and
others.
Late this month Cesar Romero
will start production on the first
of the new “Cisco Kid” series,

with a strong “name” cast
being selected.

now

’

A

region of the
vast region was neces-

They had
warmer weather
sary.

Title Set

to wait until
set in before

late S. S.

Van Dyne’s

which

original

Sonja
Henie at the helm of an allstar cast, will be titled “Shadows In The Snow”, according
will feature

to official announcement made
this week.
This is the last

story
that famous
author
wrote. In fact, he turned the
story, a mystery, with a skating background, over to this

company exactly four days before he died.
“Shadows In
The Snow” will be the second
1939-40

special

Henie.

The

with

first

Sonja

will

HE

T nell

assignment to Linda Darof

a

featured

role

in

Darnell,
actress,

For The

Van Dyne Mystery
MOVIETONE CITY — The
story,

Zanuck
week.

be

“Everything Happens At
Night” in which she will costar with Richard Greene and
others to be announced later.

a splendid dramatic
comes up to Zanuck’s
highest expectations.
She will
follow her appearance in “Drums

Along The Mohawk”, with a

co-

starring role in a super special
opposite Tyrone Power. The production chief figures that “Elsa

Maxwell’s

Hotel

For

Women”

will auspiciously introduce this
“find".

with

He

will follow

up that

“Drums Along The Mo-

hawk” and then

the co-starring

assignment. Meantime, an international campaign pointing out
her talents will introduce Miss
Darnell to theatregoers. That this
company has a potentially great
young dramatic star in her is the
opinion of all who have been
privileged

to see “rushes” of
“Elsa Maxwell’s Hotel For Worn-

—

A

,
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Oe FIRST PERFORMANCES OF HIS TRIE

ELATED

“FINDS",

Cummings Feted
At Beginning Of
30th Anniversary

ZJNOCK PERFECTS IMPORTANT PLANS FOR

MOVIETONE CITY

—

In

honor of his 30th anniversary
in motion pictures, Director

RRENEA JOYCE, LIMA DARNELL AND MARY HEALY!
Each Definitely
A Triumph In

Co-S+ar In "Hollywood Cavalcade"
Don Ameche as the director and Alice Faye as his “find” in
a pensive scene from the first 1939-40 Technicolor super special,
“Hollywood Cavalcade”. Among the others in this stupendous

First Try
ovietone city —

M newcomers whom

Three
Zanuck

production of glamorous Hollywood yesteryear and today are
Stuart Erwin, Alan Curtis, Chick Chandler, George Givot,
Buster Keaton and others.

singled out for potential stardom
before the coming season passes
into history have, indeed, made
the grade, if their splendid performance in their first effort is

any

criterion.

The young

act-

whom

Announces Their
Next Roles In
K-7 Specials

A NOTHER made

important

nouncement

the production head
has been devoting personal attention and is confident will realize his every expectation are
none other than New Orleans’
Mary Healy, who has triumphed
in no uncertain way as a singing
principal in Irving Berlin’s “Second Fiddle”; Brenda Joyce and
Linda Darnell. One already has
completed her second assignresses

this

an-

week

concerned Zanuck’s Technicolor
production plans. He will definitely make four Technicolor Specials for world-wide distribution
during the 1939-40 year, he stated.
These will her

“Hollywood C avalcade”
with Alice Faye, Don Ameche,
J. Edward Bromberg, Buster
Henry Givot and
others.

“Drums Along the Mohawk ”, with Claudette Colbert, Henry Fonda, and many

Ameche

presided. Francis
Powers, pioneer director-producer-actor who induced Cummings to leave Proctor’s stock
company on Broadway 30
years ago to play his first mo-

Cummings’
right.
That first picture was
“The Face At The Window”.

tion picture, sat at

Among

members

smoking

Maeterlinck’s “The Blue
Bird”, with an all-star cast
headed by Shirley Temple.

STUDIO CHEERING

“The Mark of Zorro”, with
Tyrone Power and an all-star

HOLLYWOOD OPDS!

cast.

Zanuck

dramatic star in her
very first appearance. It is in
“Elsa Maxwell’s Hotel For Wom-

honeymoon with Annabella,

he has seen of his

In this first of a series of
four Cosmopolitan productions
for next season, this young lady
from the Southwest gives a performance that leaves no doubt
that she is in for much bigger
things. A glamorous person, who
can wear clothes as superbly as
Loretta Young, Linda Darnell in
her first try plays the part of a

“The Mark Of Zorro”. The

will

•

INDA DARNELL

splurges as a

its scenic
setting early California days.

•

S

jammed with showmanship.
•

ECAUSE

of her
Maxwell’s

success in
Hotel For
Women”, in which she shares
stellar honors with M iss Maxwell,
Jane Ellison and Ann Sothern,
Linda Darnell has drawn several
very important assignments. She
has been assigned a featured role
in the Technicolor special,

B

“Elsa

“Drums Along The Mohawk”,
which John Ford is now directing
at Cedar City, Utah. Significant
of this girl’s value and star potentialities is further emphasized

through an announcement Zanuck made this week. By the
time she has appeared on the
screens in “Elsa Maxwell’s Hotel
For Women” and in the Claudette
Colbert-Henry Fonda co-starring
vehicle, “Drums Along The Mohawk”, Zanuck is certain the
public will be demanding that she
be given an even bigger role and
that she will have earned co-star
rating.
In anticipation of such
a development, he has, therefore,
set her to play the feminine lead
opposite Tyrone Power in “Johnny Apollo”.

N

in
this

any 1939-40 produc-

writer saw here
scores a greater nor more surprising personal triumph than
does Brenda Joyce as Fern in
tion

“The Rains Came”. She figures
in one of the two love stories revealed in this picturization of
Louis Bromfield’s best seller. Her
romance is with George Brent.

Tyrone Power and Myrna Loy

fi-

di-

has ever appeared, this week was
rewarded with two important assignments: The Production Chief
entrusted to his directorial care
the very important production

“Swanee River”, co-starring Don
Ameche, Nancy Kelly and Al Jol-

gure in the major love story.
Brenda Joyce’s introduction is
breath-taking.
She and Brent
participate in a scene that will be
the talk of the season. The spectator sees her as a young American girl, bored by social-climbers
she has met, at the mercy of her
is sick of conventions
and yearns for adventure, for romance. She singles out a British
nobleman-artist who has isolated
himself from his homeland and
friends. The first scene between
these two is unquestionably one
of the most interesting in a picture that is literally packed with
extraordinarily powerfully dramatic and romantic sequences
youth. She

and surprises.

But the development of the romance between
Brenda Joyce and George Brent
is

every bit as interesting as that

between Myrna Loy and Tyrone
Power.

"THE

Rains Came” will defiI nitely set Brenda Joyce as a
star. A blonde, she gives a
superb account of herself. She is

new

sure of herself. She is beautiful
She rises to great
to look at.
She has a
emotional heights.
magnificent sense of humor. She
can read lines as well as the most
seasoned screen actress. She has
every qualification to make a per-

When

he has completed that
production, which will feature the
great American composer, Stephen Foster, Lanfield will make another picture with Sonja Henie.
This will be entitled “Everything
Happens At Night”, the first of
the two Sonja Henie productions
to be released during 1939-40. The
second Sonja Henie picture, written by the late H. H. Van Dine,
has been definitely titled “Shadows In The Snow”, and has a
mystery theme.

son.

sonality of first magnitude and

she proves that, in no vague manner, in her first picture, “The
Rains Came”. Zanuck is considering her for a featured role in
“Part-Time Wife”, in which Warner Baxter and Binnie Barnes
have already been set. She will
also play the feminine romantic
lead in Shirley Temple’s “Lady
Jane”, which will follow Maeterlinck’s “The Blue Bird”, a Techni-

color super special.

She

will also

be co-starred in a fourth vehicle,
but the identity of this one will be

announced
in

in

New Dynamo

later

the year.

“Frontier Marshal,” Final 1938-39
Special, With All-Star Cast, Completed

—

MOVIETONE CITY Despite the fact that it is one of the
most elaborate outdoor romantic dramas attempted by any
studio this season, Allan Dwan this week completed “Frontier
Marshal” and right on schedule.
“Frontier Marshal” was cut and edited as production progressed.
In order to bring in the production on schedule, it was necessary for the company to daily work deep into the night.
A complete business section of a pioneer Southwestern town
was built for “Frontier Marshal”.
In the cast are featured Randolph Scott as the bad-man who
becomes champion of the very laws whose violation he led,
Nancy Kelly, Binnie Barnes, Cesar Romero, John Carradine,
Lon Chaney Jr., and others.

M ovietone city—
only

is

lthough

one-third
completed,
so elated over “rushes”
first

Techni-

color special, “Hollywood Cavalcade” he predicts it will be one
of the biggest money-makers this
company has released. And he
makes this prediction with worldwide revenue and box office earning power in mind, he states. In
fact, he places the possibilities

and entertainment strength of
“Hollywood Cavalcade” alongside “The Rains Came”, unquestionably one of the greatest motion pictures ever produced,

and

“Alexander’s Ragtime Band”.

•

C

ERTAINLY, “Hollywood

Ca-

valcade” is the talk and toast
of the lot. Here is a drama of a
glamour city and its glamorous
people building a city and an industry. Here is a dramatic ro-

mance that spans more than 20
years of picture-making. Here is
a spectacle wherein the spectator
sees Hollywood growing, stars
coming and going, new cycles and
the development of a greater industry. But insofar as the heart
interest is concerned, the story
possessive of a human appeal
that goes beyond the movie-mak-

is

ing realm.

•

DOLAND BROWN, who

•
wrote

original story for “Johnny
Apollo”, was this week signed to
furnish the script treatment for
another important Zanuck 193940 Special, “Dance With The
Devil”. “Johnny Apollo” will be
played by Tyrone Power, and for
his leading lady he will have none
other than Linda Darnell, who
scores in her first picture “Elsa

Maxwell’s Hotel For Women”,
made after the first of the new
year. “Johnny Apollo” is sched“Dance With The Devil” will be
uled to go into production after
Tyrone Power has completed

N THIS pretentious production,
I
for the first time, is revealed
the “inside” story of how Mack
Sennett's memorable Keystone
Cops and bathing beauties came
into being. And none other than
Mack Sennett is co-producer with
Harry Joe Brown in making
“Hollywood Cavalcade” which costars Don Ameche and Alice
Irving Cummings is the
Faye.
director and this production celebrates 30 anniversaries in motion
pictures.

m

A NOTHER

linck’s “The Blue Bird” will be
the most elaborate production in
which Shirley has appeared to

forthcoming prothat Is attracting
interest is “Swanee River”
that shortly goes into production.
It will co-star Don Ameche, Nancy
Kelly and Al Jolson. Al Jolson
will play the part of one of the
greatest showmen and certainly
the greatest minstrel man. He
will he E. P. Christie, the man
who made famous the black-faced
American minstrels as they are
known today, the originator of
street parades, the torchlight procession, the end-man and the use
of the tambourine in minstrel
shows. It was he who publicly
introduced most of Stephen Foster’s undying songs. Ameche will
play Foster. Philip Dunne and
John Tain tor Foote wrote the

date.

screen play.

“The Mark Of Zorro.”

—

•

O ONE

IDNEY LANFIELD, who

rected Irving Berlin’s “Second Fiddle”, unquestionably the
best picture in which Sonja Henie

who becomes one of New
York’s most glamorous models.

—

latter

production will have as

girl

In a timely story that can be
called the “Flaming Youth” of today, Linda makes the most of her
every opportunity.
The transformation from a simple girl
one of the millions seeking fame
and fortune in the big city to
one of its most glamorous creatures furnished Zanuck with a
very clever means of introducing
Miss Darnell. The build-up is

in

Europe, will have returned to the
studio and started working on

en”.

the

set.

Maeterlinck’s “The Blue Bird”
be started within the next
two months. Meantime, Tyrone
Power, who is now on a vacation,
which will be in the nature of a

L certain

of

“Hollywood Cavalcade” cast
on hand were Ameche, Alice
Faye, J. Edward Bromberg,
Stuart Erwin, Lynn Bari, Alan

decorated with 30 candles, was
served, Bromberg presented
Cummings with an imported

others. Ninety per cent of this
production will have been
produced in Utah.

ment. She is Miss Healy who is
featured in “Elsa Maxwell’s Hotel
For Women”, which will domestically launch the new season. On
her return from a personal appearance in her home town, in
conjunction with the showing
there of “Second Fiddle” next
week, Mary will be informed as
to her next assignment.

Don

“Hollywood Cavalcade”.

Curtis, Buster Keaton, Chester Conklin, Ben Turpin and
Director Mai St. Clair who is
handling the second unit of the
production. After a huge cake,

Keaton,

many

Irving Cummings last week
was feted at a luncheon at
Cafe De Paris. Quite appropriately Cummings was the
guest of his own cast in

HIRLEY TEMPLE is back at
This week Zanuck
changed his plans anent which of
the two 1939-40 productions, in
which she will appear, he would

S the studio.

make first. He has decided to
make Maeterlinck’s “The Blue
Bird” in which an all-star cast
appear with Shirley. This
production will be completed in
ample time for release on the
domestic market during Christmas-New Year’s week. The cast

will

is

now

being selected.

duction

much

Maeter-

——
——

—
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UP-TO-THE MINUTE SURVEY UF 1939-40 PR00UCT
As of
STANLEY AND LIVINGSTONE— One
ration.

A total

pedition,

of

headed by Mrs. Martin Johnson, that spent

months in the jungle of Africa filming actual “last
frontier” sequences, with thousands of natives. However, this is a brief sequence in this stupendous production whose cost will be some $2,250,000. It is a story of
surging courage, of soaring adventure, of sweeping
romance. It is a story that 70 years ago set the world
ablaze. As a record of indomitable achievement, in the
face of almost unsurmountable obstacles, it has no
equal. It is based on the sensationally adventurous life
of the world’s greatest newspaperman, Henry M. Stanley, who was instructed to find in the jungles a famous
scientist, Dr. Livingstone, whose mysterious disappearance had baffled civilization.
thrilling drama of ro-

romance,

ZANUCK K-7 SPECIALS
As of

five

Stanley and Livingstone
The Rains Came
Hollywood Cavalcade (T)
Drums Along the Mohawk (T)
5
Irving Berlin's Say It With Music
6
Little Old New York
7
Brigham Young
8
Mark of Zorro (T)
1

2

9
10
1
1

The cast is one of the greatest assembled for any picheaded by Academy prize-winning Spencer
Tracy, who plays Stanley; Sir Cedric Hardwicke, international stage star, as Dr. Livingstone; Richard
Greene, and Nancy Kelly, who carry the romantic interest; Academy character prize-winning star Walter
Brennan, of “Kentucky” fame; Henry Hull of “Jesse
James” fame, Charles Coburn, David Torrence, Montague Shaw, Brandon Hurst and thousands of others.
A Darryl Zanuck super special.

14

15

spectacle and it involves a terrific financial outlay. Sela story been offered the screen that offers
this one does. It has fire, earthquake, flood. It is
probably the most important production to be made this

year by any company.

“The Rains Came” represents the highest price ever
expended by 20th Century-Fox for a novel. Clarence
Brown, Metro’s ace director, is directing. George Brent
is portraying Ransome. Myrna Loy has the best role
of her career as Lady Esketh. Tyrone Power is costarred as the romantic, colorful Major Safti.
Every player of importance in Hollywood has coveted
the roles in this popular story. Maria Ouspenskaya
plays the Maharanee; H. B. Warner the Maharajah;
Henry Travers, the Missionary; Marjorie Rambeau portrays Mrs. Simon and Laura Hope Crews enacts the
part of Mrs. Hoggett-Eggbury. Others in the cast are
the new “find,” Brenda Joyce, who will play the role

and thousands

of others.

“The Rains Came” and “Stanley and Livingstone”
are not only the two most expensive, but two of the
greatest undertakings of this company. Here we have
a story of an India never before seen on the screen
modern India of 1939, the India of Maharajahs, the
India of class pitted against poverty and the Untouchables. And, as Tom Ransome in the book says: “You
hate her, you despise her. In one breath she takes
from you all that is worth having, and in the very next
she opens her arms and smiles and gives you anything
that any man could want.” That is “Mother India.”
Budget on this production is the highest in the history
of this company $2,500,000. Of that amount $500,000
is being spent on settings and another $500,000 on the
flood and earthquake sequences.

Elsa Maxwell's

16
17
18

19

20
21

22
23
24
25

THE RAINS CAME — Based

NOTES:

of the Bible in volume.

Grapes of Wrath
Swanee River
Everything Happens at Night (SH)
in the Snow (SH)

Maeterlinck's The Blue
Lady Jane (ST)

13

ture. It is

Bird (ST)

Hotel for

(T)

Women

I

Deb No.

Scotland Yard

White Lady of the Orient

Henie. (ST) With Shirley Temple,

(SH) With Sonja

to-be-forgotten period when New York was in its infancy. Here is a story chockful of grandeur, color,
atmosphere the New York of the old Vanderbilts and
the Astors. No where can you find anyone more perfectly to portray the little Irish girl than Alice Faye.

—

Henry Fonda will portray Fulton and either Richard
Greene or Tyrone Power will be in the cast. It will have
in addition to a great story, big spectacles that should
it one of the outstanding productions of the

make

season.

HOLLYWOOD3—CAVALCADE — This

special

is

being pro-

duced in Technicolor. Here’s the romance of the everchanging Hollywood scene from the days of the “custard pie” to the advent of the “talkies.” That’s the
background for this absorbing tale. There’s nothing
scientific or technical about it. Never once does the
background overshadow the great, personal story that
has been written. Irving Cummings is directing the
story. Mai St. Clair is directing the humorous and chase

—

sequences. What “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” was to
music, “Falling Stars”— the Cavalcade of Hollywood—
is to the moving picture.

It is the first story ever laid in the Glamor City in
the days before it became a city of mechanical guilds,
unions, etc. the drama of Jack Michaels, a movie pioneer, and of Vera Dale, the actress he made famous.
Michaels starts out as just an over-worked subordinate
with ideas and ambitions; he remains an over-worked
subordinate, but not for long! His handling of Vera
from an understudy to a leading lady, with its resulting

—

is

a great story

taken from a big selling novel that has won millions of
readers. The production calls for a story and background of great dramatic sweep. It’s a fascinating story
of raw, frontier days. It’s the story of early settlers of
Northern New York State, of hearty pioneers fighting
for their very existence. Not only did they fight Redcoats during the Revolution, they fought Indians. They
saw their houses, crops and barns burned. They saw
their children burned at the stake. They saw their women ravished and their men scalped and killed. But,
they never gave up They fought on and on irrespective'
finally

won

—

As of

July 6

SERIES
JANE WITHERS (4)
Chicken Wagon
1

2

Roughnecks

4

Jubilo (#)
High School (**)

CHARLIE CHAN
1

2
3
4

In

1

(3)

[%)

Portugal

Untitled

JONES FAMILY

Quick Millions
Jones Family at World's Fair

U ntitled
Untitled

“Little Old

NEW YORK— Mr.

New York”

Zanuck

feels that in

Kid". (%)

(*) Tentatively titled "Tin

Hats" with Withers-Ritz Broth(#) With Gene Autry. (**) Tentatively titled "Texas
"Cisco Kid" series replaces "Mr. Moto".

A

has not only one of the best
industry, but they have
a story and subject that will enable them to make a
picture which can stand alongside of “In Old Chicago”.

known

titles in the

it

SPECIALS

amusement

1

2
3
4

The

way

of

studio is determined to stop at nothing in the
expense to properly stage it. It was made by

Marion Davies many years ago and was a tremendous
box office success. Now, with the use of sound, modern
technique and modern methods of story telling, for
the first time the screen can really take advantage of
the story of the little Irish immigrant girl who lived
on the waterfront.
It is the story of Robert Fulton, inventor of the steamboat. It is the story of the gay blades of that never-

is

obligatory reading.

It

is

—

THE GRAPES OF WRATH

—

John Steinbeck's greatest
novel. Studio competing against all other producers,
paid $70,000 for the screen rights to this stirring story
of this generation which in the very first week of its
sale reached the astounding total of 94,000, with additional printings already ordered by its publisher, Viking
Press. Comparable with “The Rains Came,” “Drums
Along the Mohawk” and “Gone With the Wind.” Screen
play by Nunnally Johnson who will also be associate
producer. John Ford will direct. More details later.
Henry Fonda, Walter Brennan and Beulah Bondi are
among those mentioned for top roles.

YEAR —

MEN

A
Here is America’s answer to defiant shouts of war, the posturings of the sabre-rattling
dictators. It behooves those who cherish individuality

20,000

to

arm

to
is

keep the peace. President Roosevelt, realizan electrifying appeal to the country, has

of his plan for the training of 20,000 new
aviators each year, a great reserve of flyers young
men selected from colleges. From this timely and unprecedented development in aviation, the studio will
make a major production, with the full cooperation of
the United States Government. Commander Frank
Wead is the author. Commander Wead wrote “Hell
Divers,” “Ceiling Zero,” and “Test Pilot.” The story
will be greater than its theme. It will assume epic
qualities, the whole saga of aviation told in terms of
human, likeable characters.
There will be the conflict of many personalities. While
the theme is aviation, it is not a picture of the air. It
is the story of an old-time hard-boiled pilot, kicked out
of the Air Service because he can no longer pass the
physical examination. He is an illiterate being who
never went past the fourth grade in school who finds
himself at one of the smartest universities of the country, where he is pitted against the intelligentsia. It is
the story of the conflict of personalities behind the
scenes, the making of young students into flyers and
their obstacles.

5

6
7
8
9
10
1
1

12

NOTE:

James Oliver Curwood story
Heaven With a Barbed Wire Fence
Gambling Ship story
The Escape (n)
Hold Me Tight
Stop, Look and Love
Girl

Wanted

Take Your Happiness

No Man

Is

Safe

Living High
Peter B. Kyne story
story by James Oliver

Dog

Was

WOMEN—A

Cosmo-

politan production. In a great city in this country there
is a hotel that caters entirely to women. This hotel is

the most famous and most unique in the world. Mr.
Zanuck sent the authoress of this story, Kathryn Scola,
to live at this hotel. No one knew the purpose of her
visit. She lived there for six weeks. She met all the
girls living there, went out to their parties with gigolos,
etc.
in fact, she engaged personally in every phase of
life at the hotel, and equipped herself to unfold the
most unique story this country has ever had. It has
one of the most colorful backgrounds ever filmed. Its
plot has all the elements that go to make a great pic-

—

ture.

Curwood

formerly known as "East Side West Side". In
one of the Wurtzel specials the Ritz Brothers will be featured. The
latter is in addition to their co-starring vehicle with Jane Withers.
(n)

—

ELSA MAXWELL’S HOTEL FOR

ers co-starred.

LITTLE OLD

it

—

(4)

2
3

4

1

NOTE:

(4)

On Broadway

2
3

one of the greatest pages in American history.
will be entirely done in Technicolor. Claudette Col-

Family

(*)

Charlie Chan at Treasure Island
Charlie Chan in a City in Darkness
Charlie Chan in Rio
Charlie Chan in Washington

CISCO KID

out.

bert and Henry Fonda will co-star. Edna May Oliver,
Linda Darnell, John Carradine, Robert Lowery, Charles
Tannen, Roger Imhoff and Ward Bond also are in the
cast. John Ford is directing it at Cedar City, Utah.

schools

unique as a Temple story; unique because it is a mystery story. It’s a story of New Orleans peopled with
Creoles and French and graceful and charming human
relics of by-gone days. It has its climax in the celebrated Mardi Gras. The picture gives Shirley every possibility of showing to the very best advantage
and, as
previously advised, never again will you see Shirley
Temple in anything but the highest budgeted pictures.
Walter Lang will direct “Lady Jane.” Brenda Joyce
will be in the cast.

—

WURTZEL K-7 PICTURES

It is

It

—

many

ing. In

won approval

!

and

of the odds,

Temple’s second of her two prois based on the classic
It has been in the best
seller class
not for a few years, but for nearly half
a century. It has only recently gone into its 36th print-

ing this

—

DRUMS ALONG THE MOHAWK —This

LADY JANE — Shirley

ductions for 1939-40 release. It
written by Mrs. C. V. Jamison.

Tentative.

(tt)

Technicolor super

compare with those
has been

of $100,000

Negotiations to acquire the rights to this story lingered
for many months, for several other producers sought
them. The cast will be the most important to appear
in any production with Shirley Temple. Director and
other details will be announced later. Scheduled for
domestic release during Christmas-New Year week.

I

(T) Technicolor super specials.

sales

The sum

paid for the rights to this story. This will be by far
the most expensive production in which Shirley has
appeared. Of course, it will star the world’s No. 1 box
office star, Shirley Temple. Here is one of the most
important stories ever acquired by this industry. It
will be one of the super specials, for Miss Temple will
head an all-star cast. Mr. Zanuck will produce it in the
same lavish style as “Stanley and Livingstone,” “The

Rains Came,” and “Drums Along the Mohawk.” “The
Blue Bird” will be second of the Shirley Temple allstar super specials for the 1939-40 season. This worldfamous story is particularly adaptable to Technicolor.

Johnny Apollo
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
Dance With the Devil
Here Am a Stranger
The Postman Walks Alone
20,000 Men a Year
Part-Time Wife
Public

A great classic whose

special.

Shadows

12

what

MAETERLINCK’S “BLUE BIRD”— A

4

A

dom has

is the great personal story that dominates this
production. It’s simply handled in a big way in this
picture with Alice Faye and Don Ameche set for the
two leading parts. A1 Jolson, Stuart Erwin, Buster Keaton, J. Edward Bromberg, Jed Prouty, Donald Meek,
George Givot, Ben Turpin, Lynn Bari, Alan Curtis, Robert Lowery, Kay Arledge, and others. Harry Joe Brown,
associate producer of “Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” will
oversee this big production. Mack Sennett is co-associate producer. It will be very big in every sense of the
word. Now in production.

3

“In Old Chicago.”

on a book printed in almost
every language, one of the most popular novels of our
time. It is a story of the State of Ranchipur in India,
suddenly stricken by earthquake and ensuing flood,
that transforms the small, prosperous area into one of
suffering and pestilence. It has romance and thrills and

July 6

Following are the 25 productions that Darryl F. Zanuck,
Vice-President in charge of production, plans to make for
release during 1939-40:

mance and suspense. Directed by Henry King, who
made “Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” “Jesse James” and

of Fern; William Royle

July 6

of the industry’s

More than three years in prepa$400,000 was spent in financing an ex-

greatest undertakings.

The

script is finished,

and

it

will be

one of our

early releases. Elsa Maxwell, world famous as the official hostess to American society and royalty, and the
official hostess at both San Francisco and New York
World Fairs, will make her screen debut in this picture. Linda Darnell, a new “discovery,” has been given
the leading romantic role. She was chosen from a large

—

6A
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MORE DATA ON RELEASES FOR 1939-40 SEASON
group of girls. The role, Mr. Zanuck believes, will be
her first important climb up the ladder to eventual
stardom. He rates her one of the best “finds” in two
years. Others in the cast are Ann Sothern, Jimmy Ellison, Mary Healy (who will sing), Barnet Parker, Sidney Blackmer, Kay Linaker, Joyce Compton, Lynn Bari,
Katharine Aldridge, Amanda Duff, Lillian Porter, Jean
Rogers, June Gale, Helen Erickson, Dorothy Dearing,
Kay Griffith, Irma Wilson, Alice Armand, Alan Dinehart, the
is

HERE AM A STRANGER — Here

is

I

is

a powerful

Saturday

—

being produced for high classification, with

It is

all-star cast.

William A. Seiter

is

Produced by Darryl F. Zanuck
Produced by So! M. Wurtzel
Produced by R. T. Kane in England
Total K-7 (1939-40)

By Roland Brown, the author of
“Angels with Dirty Faces.” A strong story of crime
and the underworld of a rich father at the head of a

—

25
24
4

Features

corporation,

in

Grade

addition to

and Annabella's

all-star

of 10 specials to be

Shipyards"
be selected from a group
be determined by
and screening of the

Fields' "Sally of the

"Frenchie,"

made

will

there. Selection will

Wobber,

after completion

productions.)

SAY

IT

WITH MUSIC—An

SHORT SUBJECTS

True-Life

titled

“A Deal

in

MARK OF ZORRO —A

$2,000,000 Technicolor super pro-

With Tyrone Power

in

the

title

role.

greatest romantic legend of early California

famous by Douglas Fairbanks,

Sr., will

The

— made

be brought back

to the screen in all its picturesque glory. It’s a battle
of proud aristocracy against helpless labor, with but
one man with courage enough to denounce the wave of

greed surging through the aristocracy from which he
sprang. Tyrone Power will head the cast. One was the
bandit crusading against railroads in the West; the
other, the Mexican fighting for freedom against
wealthy landowners.

EVERYTHING HAPPENS AT NIGHT — What

the theatre

of

in

Technicolor

4
4

Cameramen

a title!

—

4

Featurettes

4
26

in

Technicolor)

26

Total One-Reel Movietone Subjects

26

Total Cartoons

26

Total K-7 (1939-40) Short Subjects

52

—

6—TECHNICOLOR

SUPER SPECIALS
"Maryland," "Drums
Along the Mohawk," "Belle Starr," "Mark of Zorro," Maeterlinck's "Blue Bird" and "Hollywood Cavalcade."

4— INTERNATIONAL

—

—

—

—

—

SHADOWS

—

IN THE SNOW This story will be the most
complete change of pace Sonja Henie ever had. She will
share the stage with S. S. Van Dine’s famous detective,
Philo Vance, in the solution of an exciting and unusual murder mystery. This story will be serialized—
then issued in novel form before our picture is released.
In his masterly way, the late Van Dine tied the skating
triumph into the romance and the solution of the
mystery.

nicolor.

— SHIRLEY

2

Bird"

2

in

TEMPLE

Jane,"

and

Maeterlinck's

"Blue

Technicolor.

—

SONJA HENIE "Everything Happens at Night" with Tyrone
Power and Richard Greene, and an untitled S. S. Van Dyne
mystery story.

4

— "Lady

—JANE

—

WITHERS "Chicken Wagon Family," "Tin Hats" costarred with Ritz Brothers, "Texas Kid," and "The Brat."

—CHARLIE CHANS—

4

"Charlie Chan on Treasure Island," "Charthe City of Darkness," "Charlie Chan on the 20th
Century Express" and a fourth story not yet titled.
lie

4

Chan

in

—JONES FAMILY— "The Jones Family

in Quick Millions," "The
Fair," and two others not yet titled.
"CISCO KID" STORIES Original, tailor-made romantic outdoor dramas, starring Warner Baxter, with titles of each release
and other information to be announced later.

Jones Family at the World's
3

2

—

— RITZ BROTHERS—They
of which
Withers.

is

will co-star in two comedies, the first
"Tin Hats." In "Tin Hats" they co-star with Jane

tide of min-

amazing

title

presents one of the greatest stories on the entire 193940 list. Samuel Ornitz, famed writer, brought the basic
subject matter of this picture to the studio. It is the
story of a common, everyday letter-carrier in any American city. In this case he is a mail man and a member
of the American Legion. Henry Fonda will play the
mail man.

SCOTLAND YARD —The
exciting adventure. It

is

very

gives indication of

title

the story of one of the most

brilliant detective forces in the world. It’s the story

of an organization

formed out of necessity for the

safe-

life and limb in the early days of London
those days prior to the time that cities were
policed, when crime was rampant, when people were
unsafe at home and when women never went upon the
streets after nightfall. Its background is just as interesting as was “Lloyds of London,” and it will be
made in just as big and expensive a manner as “Lloyds
of London.” The story deals largely with one of the
most intriguing cases that Scotland Yard ever tackled,
the story of a witty, elusive bank-robber whose ingenious lootings leave the Yard utterly baffled. Scot-

guarding of

— in

land Yard knows who is responsible, but the gentleman
seems to vanish into thin air before they can catch him!
This is an exciting adventure with intriguing situations. It is a play of struggle and tense climax. It has
been written by John Balderson. Nunnally Johnson is
the associate producer. He makes relatively few pictures for us, but when his name is connected with a
production, one can look for a big, outstanding success.
It will have an all-star cast, and will be expensively
produced.

PUBLIC DEB NO.
mystery

drama based on the world-famous Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle story, with screenplay by Edwin Blum and Gene
Markey. Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce who played
Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson, respectively, in “The

—

1
Every bit as sensational and glamorous as “Elsa Maxwell’s Hotel for Women.” It will
be made on the same lavish scale. A dramatic expose
of the Park avenue glamour girl, the toast of Cafe So-

Hound

of the Baskervilles” will re-create those roles
in this production. Ida Lupino and Alan Marshall will
play the romantic roles. Alfred Werker is the director.

SPECIALS— To

be produced at 20th Century-Fox Studios, London, England: "Shipyard Sally" and "Molly,
Bless Her," with Grade Fields: "Report on a Fugitive," with
Margaret Lockwood, and "Hangman's House," possibly in Tech-

backbone of the rising

THE POSTMAN WALKS ALONE— This
lands for a crime no greater than daring to be different.
Some of these are fortunate enough to find freedom in
a more liberal nation. Others many more than those
who escape tyranny
mysteriously disappear
silenced forever. Perhaps they are in Concentration
Camps; perhaps they fill dungeons or perhaps, in trying to get away, they are dropped by bullets. While
plans are not definitely set, the studio is figuring on
Richard Greene’s playing the smart, clever reporter
from the London Globe and Tyrone Power as the smart
reporter from the Paris Herald. Pitted against each
other, with Sonja Henie in the middle this will probably be the best cast ever offered to any audience.
While the subject is powerful and strong, the picture
is full of humor, gaiety, skating carnivals, moonlight
and romance the love of a girl and two men. In addition there are comedy clashes between the two most
popular male featured players in the industry today.
Opposite types, clashing together over one girl, providing many amusing and romantic moments. The winter scenes are being made at Sun Valley, Idaho. All
the skating scenes will be brought into action naturally
just as they would occur in the lives of the principals.

ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES—A

SERIES FOR 1939-40

—the

nah,” “My Old Kentucky Home,” “Old Black Joe” and
other important songs. This will be patterned to surpass “Alexander’s Ragtime Band.” This story is consolidated with the colorful career of E. P. Christie, the
man who made famous the black-faced American minstrel, the originator of the street parade and ballyhoo,
the torchlight parade, the end man and the use of the
tambourine in minstrel shows. Don Ameche will play
Foster. A1 Jolson will be Christie. The feminine romantic lead will be played by Nancy Kelly. Others in the
cast will be announced later. Sidney Lanfield will direct.
Screenplay by Philip Dunne and John Taintor
Foote.

6

4

To

date, Sonja Henie pictures have been gay comedies,
primarily stories of young love. In her first K-7 release
she has a role of more importance, one which gives
more scope for her varied talents the daughter of a
political refugee sought by his enemies. This part not
only allows Miss Henie moments of delightful comedy
but places her in highly dramatic and emotional situations. A story you might read on Page One of tomorrow’s newspaper, for every day in this unsettled world
of ours prominent men are expelled from their native

whose songs were sometimes

who lived, laughed, fought, starved and occasionally feasted through a brief, dark but glorious existence. This is a stirring dramatization of the eventful
life of Stephen Foster, beloved composer of “Oh Suzan-

Hearts.”

—

duction.

Dramas

Ed Thorgersen's Sports Reviews

Terry-Toons (10

This is another one of those fast-moving, hilariously
funny comedies. Originally, this gay comedy was an
English play, very successfully produced last year and
brought to Mr. Zanuck’s attention by our London office.
It’s the story of an ordinary, every-day wife who was
madly in love with her handsome husband. It is the
craziest, funniest thing that’s ever been developed on
the screen a constant laugh from the opening shot
to its climax. It will be made with a fine cast and at
considerable cost. Gregory Ratoff, who has made “Wife,
Husband and Friend” and “Rose of Washington
Square,” will direct.

story of a man, a great historic

figure of early America,

strelsy,
Produced by Movietone:
Vyvyan Donner's Fashion Forecasts
Lowell Thomas' Magic Carpets

Alice Faye.

PART-TIME WIFE— Formerly

SWANEE RIVER —The

credited to him; sometimes sold for a few much-needed
dollars for the signatures of others. He was a figure in

Irving Berlin Musical. Built

on a simular, but larger scale than “Alexander’s Ragtime Band.” Just as in Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” this
has a well-connected story, with romance running
through it. Among the Berlin song hits to be heard
will be “Always,” “Russian Lullaby,” “My Wife’s Gone
to the Country,” “At the Devil’s Ball,” “As Deep as the
Ocean,” “My Sweetie,” “Call Me Up Some Rainy Afternoon,” “When I Lost You,” “When I Leave the World
Behind,” “Mandy,” “You’d Be Surprised,” “All By Myself,” “Lady of the Evening,” “The Song Is Ended,”
“Putting on the Ritz,” “Say It Isn’t So” and “Because
I Love You.” It will have an all-star cast, headed by

vast financial enterprise that survives the panic of 1929,
but becomes weakened due to the strain of the crisis.
It has a powerful climax
wherein a man again fits
himself to take his place as an honorable citizen. It has
romance and is one of the strongest plays in which
Tyrone Power will have appeared. It will be made on
the plane of previous Tyrone Power pictures. Linda
Darnell also will be in cast.

—

53

(Which productions to be produced at the 20th Century-Fox
Studios in London, England, under 100 per cent financing by this

Messrs. Kent and

the director.

to be the greatest story of a crusading clergyman since
Hall Caine’s “The Christian.” Don Ameche and George
Raft are set for the two leading roles. The authoress
of the story is Eleanor Griffin, who was the authoress
of “Boys’ Town,” the Academy Award winner. Roland
Brown is writing a treatment.

JOHNNY APOLLO —

FEATURE PRODUCT

the director.

Evening Post story that ranks with Deeping’s immortal “Sorrel and Son.” It is the story of a son rejuvenating his father against the wishes of his mother
and step-father and it is a great, powerful, dramatic
story of the love between father and son. Will star
Richard Greene, Nancy Kelly, Roland Young, Richard
Dix, Gladys George, Kay Aldridge, John Arledge and
an

K-7 PRODUCTS

Brewster Twins and others. Raymond Griffith

the associate producer. Gregory Ratoff

others.

SUMMARY Of

BRIGHAM YOUNG — Here’s

a story that has everything,
a great central character, a sweep of motion, a record
of human events. In it are mirrored the days of the
early West. The story begins in Liberty, Illinois, about
the middle of the last century. It’s a majestic story of
a great man and his people. Throughout it runs a dramatic story of two young people. It will be given the
same production that has been given “Stanley and
Livingstone.” It will be on a more magnificent basis
than “Jesse James.” As yet no cast has been set, but
it is one of the top productions of all times for our company. Louis Bromfield, author of “The Rains Came,”
is writing the screenplay based on the story by Eleanor
Harris and J. J. Wooley.

TYPES OF K-7 STORIES
OUTDOORS

SPECTACLES
The Rains Came
Hollywood Cavalcade
Drums Along the Mohawk
The Grapes of Wrath
Maeterlinck's Blue Bird

Lady Jane

MUSICALS
It With Music
Swanee River

3

"Cisco Kid" Stories

DRAMAS
Stanley and Livingstone

Mark of Zorro
Dance With the Devil
Dance Hall
Johnny Apollo
Here Am a Stranger
I

ROMANCES

Say

BIOGRAPHICAL

Everything
Frenchie
In

Happens

at Night

Love With Love
Deb No.

Public

I

Brigham Young

MYSTERIES

DANCE WITH THE DEVIL — It

is the story of a man’s
struggle for the welfare of mankind, a struggle that
eventually leads him into a bare-knuckled conflict with

own brother. And it’s the love drama of a showboat
entertainer; a moving dramatic tale laid against the
background of the turbulent Mississippi. It is reputed

his

DOMESTIC COMDIES
4 Jones Family
Part-Time Wife

COMEDY DRAMAS
Hotel for Women
4 Jane Withers

The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
Scotland Yard

Shadows

Snow
Chans"

in the

4 "Charlie

COMEDY
Shipyard Sally
Tin Hats
Jubilo

STUDIO SPECIAL

7A

SALES RESUME OF 1939-40
As of

ence, these couples’ adventures offer lessons in life

an unconventional, devil-may-care group of beauyoungsters whose escapades have become so dramatic and daring they have supplanted the ex-chorine
as much-sought front-page news. Here is an exploitation
natural exposing a group of girls who are today the
target of professionals whose ranks the former have
been raiding in increasingly large numbers.

how

ciety,
tiful

STORY FOUNDATION FOR

MAJOR

comes in bunches when the jockeys at
a big race-track get together and “arrange” a race so
that the winnings on money they wager can he used
to pay for an operation for a brother-rider who has been
play. Trouble

best selling novels and popular books:

titled

SEALED LIPS — A

Maeterlinck's "Blue Bird"

a seeret to the electric chair, the secret of his identity,

A human

he loves.
will

be trans-

struggle for livelihood, bad company, etc. Mix these together and the result is drama and melodrama of a
two-fisted quality. Ricardo Cortez is the director of
this production. In the cast are, Kane Richmond,
Amanda Duff, Henry Armetta, Edward Norris, June
Gale, Leona Roberts, Scotty Beckett, Rex Downing,
Jimmy Butler, Nick Copeland, A1 Hill, Sammy Finn
and 5-year-old Sandra Richards. Screen play is by Robert Ellis and Helen Logan. Completed.

HEAVEN WITH A BARBED WIRE FENCE— An
story by Dalton Trumbo,

who wrote “A Man

ber,” one of last year’s

to

most praised screen

original

Rememhits,

it

the story of a 19-year-old boy, Joe Riley, unable
employment in New York. He heads West to
claim the 40 acres willed him by his deceased uncle. In
tells

to gain

drama enters Nikola Novotny, 17, who has escaped
from an orphans’ home to try her luck in Hollywood.
The pair meet and take to “riding the rails” and during
their eventful trip they make two friends, the Professor, a kindly, old hobo, and Tony, a youngster who has
been “bumming” his way for years. They also make an
enemy of Hunk, a brutal, gorilla-like hobo who swears
vengeance on the four after an altercation in a hobo
“jungle.” “Heaven with a Barbed Wire Fence” is a
drama of the youth of today, a bewildered youth, skeptical, with little confidence in civilization, viewing the
future without hope and living for today. High comedy
and stark tragedy and ultimate happiness mark the
road of these youngsters seeking their heaven with a
barbed wire fence. In the cast are Jean Rogers, Glenn
Ford, Raymond Walburn, Marjorie Rambeau and
the

—

others. Ricardo Cortez

STOP, LOOK

is

the director.

AND LOVE — Young

love’s struggle against

an overly ambitious mother. The girl, approaching
young spinsterhood, nearly loses her big chance for
happiness when her mother again interferes. Father
holds no influence in this household, but before the
story ends he gain his independence, the daughter wins
the man she loves and the meddlesome, scheming
mother sees the error of her way. A comedy romance
based on a stage play. Cast includes Jean Rogers, Robert Kellard, Cora Sue Collins, Jay Ward, Helen Freeman, Roger McGee and William Frawley. Otto Brower
is

the director.

GIRL WANTED!

"Scotland Yard"

—

Based on a story by Vina Delmar. One
of the most dramatic stories of the decade. A drama of
young people who hurriedly plunge into matrimony. A
story that reflects the sad awakening of millions of
young men and women, who believing themselves to
be in love, determined to carry out conventions, dash
blindly into an existence that threatens to turn their
entire life into a hopeless tragedy. One of the most
powerful stories that Mr. Wurtzel will transfer to the
screen featuring a cast of young stars. “Boy and Girl,”
“Two Flights Up,” “Manhattan Heartbeat,” “Part of
Me,” and “No One But Me” are also being considered
as possible titles for this production.

"Say

"Brigham Young"

"Swanee River"

Happens

"Everything

Van Dine's "Shadows

at Night"
in

the

"Elsa Maxwell's Hotel for

"Public

Deb No.

"20,000

Men

a

Snow"

Women"

I"

in

stories that ap-

nationally circulated magazines:

"Dance With the Devil"
"The Postman Walks Alone"

"A

Deal

in

Hearts"

HOLD ME TIGHT— A

comedy with moments

hilarious

of pathos and tenderness,
young couple’s first year

telling the highlights of a
of marriage.

The modern

story of jitterbugs gone matrimonial. As timely a comedy as has been announced by any company for production for next season’s release. Based on Frank Craven’s

stage success.

TAKE YOUR HAPPINESS— A
of family obligations that

domestic comedy drama
keep a pair of lovers apart

until they are forced to take the situation into their

hands. A surprising expose of what youth with a
win can do. Another adaptation of a stage hit,
with cast and director to be announced later. “Detour
to Love” and “Happiness Preferred” are other titles
being considered for this story.

own

will to

NO MAN

IS

SAFE — What an

exploitation title!

And what

a story Here is the story of a girl who selects the man
she wants to marry. How she finally wins him furnishes
the plot for countless comic situations. A sparkling
I

comedy that

will attract

much

interest.

plicates matters, but in the end the girl
quest.

More

LIVING HIGH

A triangle

com-

makes her

con-

details later.

—

apparent from the subject matter
and from the title of the Wurtzel K-7 productions that
they will be extremely packed with exploitation possibilities. All of them will carry a higher budget than
is represented by any Wurtzel special of the past. “Living High” is, certainly, a showman's title. The story,
already written, is based on the adventures of two
couples living beyond their means, who get into plenty
of trouble. Their lives almost wrecked by the experiIt

A

My

Secret” are other titles being considered, but
“Sealed Lips” is more intriguing and leads itself to
vigorous exploitation.
will be four releases

Lynn Bari also is in the
cast. Based on story by Lou Breslow and Owen Francis.
H. Bruce Humberstone is the director. Third of the
series will co-star Gene Autrey, No. 1 cowboy star, in
“Jubilo” based on the famous story by Ben Ames Williams. Rest of cast and other details later. New title
will be given production. Fourth of the series will be
“Texas Kid,” with Jane starting in high school. It is
planned to make one high school picture with Jane
annually, showing her as freshman, sophomore, junior
and senior. The fourth story will be made in San Antonio, Tex.
ring with the Ritz Brothers.

Year"

The following are based on widely read
peared

carries

one of the first 10 box office
stars, Jane Withers, who was so voted by exhibitors
and by ticket-buyers. Her first for the 1939-40 season
is “The Chicken Wagon Family” with Leo Carrillo, Marjorie Weaver, Kane Richmond, Spring Byington and
others. Based on the novel by Barry Benefield. Directed
by Herbert I. Leeds. The second is “Roughnecks” and
has been referred to as “Tin Hats,” with Jane co-star-

With Music"

It

man who

in this series, starring

"Stanley and Livingstone"
Irving Berlin's

of a

from disgrace those whom
soul-stirring story. “I Won’t Talk” and “It’s

JANE WITHERS SERIES —There

Following are his custom-made, original stories:

New

York, about three orphaned
nephews from Illinois who come into the two-room
East Side home of their Aunt Mamie. Among the characters who play a major role in this story are a kindly
old man, Pironi, who runs a grocery store in the slum
neighborhood; his son, Louis, just released from serving a five-year sentence in Sing Sing; his daughter,
Julie, who teaches in a public school; a rookie policeman who is in love with the young teacher, and the
night club entertainer-daughter of Aunt Mamie. Also,
there is environment of the most colorful sort, a
story of

The story

sacrificing his life to save

"Adventures of Sherlock Holmes"

linetitle.

melodramatic adaptation of a stage

hit of several years ago.

I

“East Side, West Side.”

Another outstanding special on the Wurtzel K-7
up, based on the stage play and book of the same

de-

"Here Am a Stranger”
"Mark of Zorro"
"Lady Jane"

ferred to the screen by Zanuck:

THE ESCAPE — Formerly

More

John Steinbeck's "The Grapes of Wrath"

The following are important stage plays that

details later.

story.

regarding cast and director.

tails later

"Drums Along the Mohawk"

sponsored by society here and abroad, will be in the
all-star cast. Linda Darnell and Brenda Joyce, the
widely publicized stars and sensational hits of “Elsa
Maxwell’s Hotel for Women” and “The Rains Came,”
respectively, will be among those to be featured in
a particularly strong box office cast of stellar person-

More

crippled in a turf accident. This one has lots of excite-

ment and unfolds a melodramatic love
Came"

Louis Bromfield's "The Rains

and

—and with a wealth of wholesome hilarity.
INFORMATION —Another adaptation of a stage

to live

INSIDE

K-7 PRODUCTIONS

The following Zanuck 1939-40 productions are based on

Zanuck will produce “Public Deb No. 1” and none
other than Elsa Maxwell who has arranged and managed the most fabulous “coming out” debutante parties

alities.

LINEUP

(K-7)

July 6

Continued from Page 6A

is

CISCO KID SERIES

—

The most important news to come
from the Wurtzel camp. Decision to make a series based
on the further romantic and dramatic adventures of this
colorful outlaw followed numerous requests from exhibitors throughout the world. In one story the Cisco
Kid will be seen in his homeland, Portugal, a fugitive
from America. In another he will be exploring and
making new conquests of heart and pocketbook among
the “con” men and gold-diggers, glamour girls, etc. of
Broadway in New York. Cesar Romero will be starred

A feminine star will play opposite
each release. More details later. First of the
few weeks.

as the Cisco Kid.

him

in

series will be started in a

CHARLIE CHAN SERIES—There

will be four releases

in this universally popular series, starring

Sidney Toler

as the Oriental sleuth. Toler’s characterization of Chan
has been praised everywhere. A recent exhibitor survey

showed a demand for more releases in this series;
hence, the studio announces four for 1939-40. The first
will he “Charlie Chan at Treasure Island,” a mystery

drama with the Golden Gate International Exposition
Edward Kaufman will be associate pro-

for its locale.

ducer. In the cast also will be Cesar Romero, Pauline
Moore, Sen Yung, John Carradine, Sally Blane, Wally
Vernon, June Gale, Douglas Fowley, Douglas Dumbrille
and Billie Seward. Norman Foster is the director. Second in series is “Charlie Chan in a City in Darkness”;
third, “Charlie
in

Chan

in Rio,”

and fourth, “Charlie Chan

Washington.”

THE JONES FAMILY— There

ZANUCK’S K-7 RESERVE

will be four in this established series. John Stone will he associate producer of
the first release, definitely entitled “The Jones Family

in

Mr. Zanuck has definitey sef up ihe twenty-four stories
that he will transform into 1939-40 productions and these
are listed and analyzed in the survey in this section. However, he is indulging in no chance taking and for that
reason he has set up a fund of reserve story material which
has been written and upon which he can draw in the even!'
of any emergency. This reserve includes:

Maryland (Technicolor)
Little Old New York
The Honorable Mr. Poole
Khyber Rifles
Breach of Discipline
He Married His Wife
Red Cross Nurse

Quick Millions,” formerly known as “The Jones Famthe Grand Canyon.” Directed by Malcolm St.

ily at

Clair. Robert Shaw, young Dallas “find,” will play the
juvenile lead. Helen Erickson, Eddie Collins and John
T. Murray also are in cast featuring the original Jones

family. In production.
ily at

The original Jones Family cast will be
featured in each production, with cast additions, when

required, being

PETER

B.

Kelly,” but a
details later.

an Adventuress

Lillian Russell

Father Duffy of the Fighting Sixty-Ninth

“name”

players.

KYNE STORY— Based

Belle Starr

Was

will be asso-

yet been titled.

Dance Hall
I

Edward Kaufman

on the second release, “The Jones Famthe World’s Fair.” The last two releases have not

ciate producer

new

title will

DOG MELODRAMAS— Based

on story, “Corn Cob
be announced later. More

on a story by James Oliver
Curwood, featuring cleverest dog in Hollywood. More

details later.

—

A
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON 1839-1040 PRODUCT
OFFICIAL

DEC. 15— HEAVEN
.

Wurtzel production. With Jean Rogers, Glenn Ford,
Marjorie Rambeau, Raymond Walbum, and others.
Directed by Ricardo Cortez.

1939-40 RELEASE
— SCHEDULE

—

AUG. 4— ELSA MAXWELL’S HOTEL FOR WOMEN—
A Zanuck-Cosmopolitan production. With Elsa Maxwell, Ann Sothern, Linda Darnell, James Ellison, Kay
Aldridge, Joyce Compton, Alan Dinehart, John Halliday
and others. Directed by Gregory Ratoff.

FAMILY—A Wurtzel

WAGON

AUG. 11— CHICKEN

selected.

—

DEC. 29 A Wurtzel production
week with title, cast and other

Leeds.

JAN.

—A

be released this

be announced

5— LITTLE OLD NEW YORK— One

of the biggest

musical productions this company has ever undertaken, with Alice Faye heading an all-star cast which
will

AUG. 18— STANLEY AND LIVINGSTONE
super special. With Spencer Tracy, Nancy

will

facts to

later.

With Jane Withers, Leo Carrillo, Marjorie Weaver,
Kane Richmond, Spring Byington and others. Directed
I.

DEC. 22— MAETERLINCK’S “THE BLUE BIRD”
Zanuck Technicolor super special. With an all-star cast
headed by Shirley Temple. Cast and director now being

pro-

duction. First of a series of four Jane Withers releases.

by Herbert

WITH A BARBED WIRE FENCE—

A

Zanuok

Mary Healy.

include

A

Da,rryl

Zanuck musical

special.

Kelly, Richard Greene, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Charles Coburn,

Walter Brennan, Henry Hull, Henry Travers and many
others. Directed by Henry King.

AUG. 25— THE JONES FAMILY

IN QUICK MILLIONS—
production. First of a series of four releases
with the original Jones Family. In addition, Eddie Collins, Robert Shaw and others appear in this one. Directed by Malcolm St. Clair.

A Wurtzel

PRODUCTIONS

BRITISH

PERTINENT FACTS —

During the 12-month period of

produce a total of 10 prostudios in London, England. Robert T.

1939-40, this corporation will

ductions at

its

Kane, American producer,

Wurtzel production. With Sidney Toler, Cesar Romero, Pauline Moore, Sally Blane, Douglas Fowley,
Wally Vernon, Sen Yung and others. Directed by Nor-

charge as Executive
British Producer. Working in collaboration with Movietone City and under Vice-President in charge of Production, Darryl F. Zanuck, the British productions are
100 per cent financed by 20th Century-Fox, with stories
selected with Domestic market requirements uppermost
in mind, featuring internationally known stars, many
of which will be brought from Movietone City, with
American trained directors and adapted by American

man

trained writers.

SEPT.

—

1

THE ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK

HOLMES. A Zanuck

special. With Basil Rathbone,
Ida Lupino, Alan Marshall, Nigel Bruce, Mary Forbes,
Terry Kilburn arid many others. Directed by Alfred

Werker.

8— CHARLIE CHAN

SEPT.

TREASURE ISLAND—

IN

A

Foster.

SEPT. 15— HOLLYWOOD CAVALCADE— First of four
Zanuck all-Teehnicolor super specials. With Alice Faye,
Don Ameche, J. Edward Bromberg, Buster Keaton, Stuart Erwin, Alan Curtis, Lynn Bari, Ben Turpin, Keystone Cops, Mack Sennett Bathing Beauties and many
others. Directed by Irving Cummings.

SEPT. 22— STOP, LOOK AND LOVE—A Wurtzel production. With Jean Rogers, Robert Kellard, William Frawley, Minna Gombell, Cora Sue Collins and others. Di-

From

is in

the following British-produced
minimum of four will be made

specials, a selection of a

for release as K-7 productions

and as part and parcel

of

the 1939-40 K-7 lineup of 52 releases. Which subjects
will be released domestically will be decided after

screening each production. The selection will be announced by General Manager of Distribution Herman
Wobber. Following is a list of the productions that are
planned by this company to be made at its London
studios for possible K-7 release:

rected by Otto Brower.

SEPT. 29—20,000

and other details will
started late this month.

OCT.

6

Zanuck special. Cast
be announced later. Will be

ESCAPE — A

—THE

SHIPYARD SALLY— Formerly

MEN A YEAR— A

titled “Sally of the Shipyards.” Starring Gracie Fields at the head of an international cast. A comedy drama produced against a

background of shipbuilding. The action takes place
Wurtzel production. Title

changed. With Kane Richmond, Amanda Duff,
Henry Armetta, Edward Norris, Marvin Stephens, June

may be

Gale and others. Directed by Ricardo Cortez.

during the building of the S.S. Queen Elizabeth, the
world’s largest trans-Atlantic liner. Directed by

Banks,

who

Monte

directed all of the released Gracie Fields

vehicles.

—

—

OCT. 13 THE RAINS CAME A Zanuck super special.
With Tyrone Power, Myrna Loy, George Brent, Brenda
Joyce, H. B. Warner, Maria Ouspenskaya, Marjorie
Rambeau, Laura Hope Crews, Henry Travers, Nigel
Bruce, and others. Directed by Clarence Brown.

—

—

THE CISCO KID First of a series of three
original stories built around the Cisco Kid character.
Wurtzel
First will place him in Portugal. Title later.
production. Starring Cesar Romero. Cast and director
now being selected.

OCT. 20

A

AM A STRANGER— A Zanuck speOCT. 27— HERE
cial. With Richard Greene, Nancy Kelly, Roland Young,
Richard Dix, Gladys George, Kay Aldridge, John Arledge, and others. Directed by William A. Seiter.
I

NOV.

—TIN

3

given a

HATS — A

new

title.

Wurtzel production. Will be
Second in the Jane Withers all-star

With Jane Withers, Ritz Brothers and
Directed by H. Bruce Humberstone.
series.

NOV. 10— DRUMS ALONG

THE MOHAWK— A

others.

Zanuck

Technicolor super special. With Henry Fonda, Claud-

Linda Darnell, Edna May Oliver, John
Carradine, Robert Lowery, Charles Tannen and many
others. Directed by John Ford.

ette Colbert,

THE WORLD’S FAIR—
series. A Wurtzel produc-

NOV. 17— JONES FAMILY AT

Family
tion. With the Jones Family and others. Director to be
announced later.
Second

in the Jones

—

NOV. 24 SWANEE RIVER— A Zanuck super special.
With Don Ameche, Nancy Kelly, A1 Jolson and many
others. Directed

DEC.

IN

A CITY

IN

DARKNESS—

A

Wurtzel production. Second of the Charlie Chan
series. With Sidney Toler, Sen Yung and others. Directed by Herbert I. Leeds.

DEC.

8

—

Hearts.”

PART-TIME WIFE

—

Formerly "A deal

in

A Zanuck special. With Warner Baxter, Binnie

Barnes and others. Title
be announced

later.

—

A comedy drama based on an
by Francis Marion, just approved by Mr.
Zanuck as the vehicle for the second Gracie Fields
1939-40 starring vehicle. To be produced at the London
studio, with Monte Banks directing. It is a dramatization of the career of one of the world’s most beloved
original story

characters.

FRENCHIE — Starring

Annabella. This will be one of the
most elaborate productions undertaken by the London
organization. The entire production will be made on the
French Riviera. An all-star cast of international favorites will be featured with her. An American director will

megaphone.

“HANGMAN’S HOUSE”— Written

by Donn Byrne, whose
of the Morning” this company produced as the
Technicolor special made in Europe. Story is an
exciting one of Irish insurrection against a background

“Wings
first

of horse-racing.

William Conselman has written the

screen adaptation.

“INSPECTOR HORNLEIGH” SERIES—There

will be at
least three of these stories incorporated in the series

based on the adventures of the great British detective
character, Inspector Homleigh, Gordon Harker playing
the title role. In the cast also will he featured Alastair

Sim, Miki Hood and Wally Patch. Detective series is a
regular radio feature of the British Broadcasting network. First has been titled “Inspector Hornleigh on
Vacation.” No director has yet been designated.

“HANDLEY CROSS”—One of Surtees’ famous "Jorrocks”

by Sidney Lanfield.

1— CHARLIE CHAN

MOLLY, BLESS HER

will be changed. Director will

stories with the distinguished British star, Sidney
ard, playing Jorrocks. Will be directed

How-

by Walter Forde,

who made “Rome Express” and “Chu Chin Chow,” two
international hits.

J.

B. Williams will write the screen

series
of super Technicolor productions featuring the world’s

most beautiful and best known models, and handsome
men. The outstanding feature of the current season’s
program of short subjects, the 1939-40 series will be
even more lavish and produced under the personal supervision of Vyvyan Donner, unquestionably the world’s
greatest style authority. The name “Vyvyan Donner’s
Fashion Forecasts” has become an extraordinary magnet. Each release will be a preview of styles that will
be worn the following season. Exclusive models, but
each practical and locally available, will be featured.

Each release will carry unlimited exploitation possiA national hookup with manufacturers of
women’s and men’s wearing apparel will be negotiated
bilities.

with each production, thus opening up new but permanent avenues for local exploitation. The cast of
famous models will be furnished in advance, so that
exhibitors may effect advance exploitation tieups. Here
is a series that has proved itself at the box office.
Fashion Forecast will be released every three months
in September, December, March and June. Ilka Chase,
stage star, will continue to furnish the commentary.
In each release there will be featured a minimum of 5(1
models.

MAGIC CARPET OF MOVI ETONE—This

“OLD FOLKS AT HOME"

—

Based on stage success, with
originator of stage lead role. Dame Marie Tempest, playing the part in the contemplated screen version. Further

announced

later.

series, featur-

ing commentary by Paul Douglas, popular radio announcer, as well as a commentator for Movietone News,
still remains the outstanding travelogue on the short
subjects market. There will be a minimum of six releases in this series. A standard product, with authenticity, specially produced with the finest voice of the
screen and radio and the best photography to support,
this series brings the whole world to motion picture
theatre audiences, entertainingly. Expeditions were
sent out to various parts of the world to gather unusual material for incorporation in this series.

TRUE-LIFE DRAMAS OF NEWSREEL

CAMERAMEN—

Here

is something new. The dramatic successors to the
melodramatic Adventures of the Newsreel Cameramen.
True-life dramas. Specially produced one-reel dramas,
with a cast of newsreel aces who actually took part in
them. The new policy provides for the production of
these subjects: no library material. Each of the four
releases will deal with the various hazardous occupations indulged in by these lensmen. There will be a
smash thrill in each release. The first for the 1939-40
season is entitled “Sand-Hogs” and is the story of men
who live underground, building the great tunnels, waterways, etc. The secdnd of the series will be on the only
man who negotiated alone the entire Colorado river in a
rowboat, one of the most thrilling adventures of modern
time. Titles and subjects for the remaining releases in
this series will be announced later.
ED THORGERSEN’S SPORTS REVIEWS— Already established by such K-6 releases dealing with thoroughbred horses, golf and hunting dogs, this series next
season will also represent expansion, in subjects to be
covered and in production, according to Movietone Producer Truman H. Talley. Several of these specials, like
probably one or two in the Magic Carpets series, may

be made entirely in all-color. On the latter score, more
information will be given later. Featuring Ed Thorgersen, the world’s best known sports screen and radio
commentator, “Sports Reviews” for 1939-40 will combine with a technique, developed by Movietone, of graceful, analytical “lowdown.” Each of these four releases
will reveal the “inside story” of various sports.
ORIGINAL NOVELTIES This series will be genuinely
representative of something new under the short subjects sun. Lew Lehr, No. 1 Funny Man of America, will
appear in a series of documentary comedies. In these
Lehr will appear in person for a few seconds, merely
in an introductory capacity. Thereafter, he will give a

—

running story in his inimitable dialect. “Dr.” Lehr will
take apart human and animal peculiarities, and in his
own involved manner he will give the public a myopic
slant on things as they are. In this group also may be
featured several other personalities and new featurettes
for which negotiations are now nearing completion.
There will be four releases in this series.
FATHER HUBBARD ADVENTU R ES— There will be a
series of thrilling adventure one-reel productions produced in the wilds of the Arctic and the Antarctic, starring the “Parson-Explorer”, Father Hubbard, who is indisputably in a class by himself. These subjects are a
new feature of the Movietone short subject product and
constitute one of the greatest offered on the market.
They are living sights and sound, seen and heard for
the first time by civilization. It took more than three
years to make these pictures. Commentary will be by
Father Hubbard and Lowell Thomas.
TERRY-TOONS There will be 26 Terry-Toons. A minimum of 10 will be produced entirely in Technicolor.
Due to the success enjoyed by the two-headed giant,
Gandy Goose, and Capt. MacDoodle in the current (K-6)
season’s series, Terry-Toon will feature these characters again in their K-7 (1939-40) issues. They wiU be
released at the rate of one every other week. Produced
under the personal supervision of Paul Terry, with an
enlarged staff of cartoon story writers, gag-men, artists,

—

the number of 173. Additional Technicolor equipment has been installed. Produced at Terry-Toons, Inc.,
etc., to

Studios,

j—

play.

details will be

SHORT SUBJECTS
VYVYAN DONNER’S FASHION FORECAST—A

New

Rochelle, N. Y.

PLUS =======
MOVIETONE NEWS

Issued Twice Every Single

Week
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ALL THERE
SECOND FIDDLE — Irving

= As of June

based on story “Love
by him. Second of 1938-39 productions with Sonja Henie.
Co-starring Miss Henie and Tyrone Power, and featuring Rudy Vallee, Edna May Oliver and Mary Healy,
with cast also including Lyle Talbot, and numerous
others. A Darryl Zanuck super production. Directed by
Sidney Lanfield. Scheduled for release July 14.
cal,

TO KNOW ABOUT 1938-39

IS

26, 1939

Berlin’s second 1938-39 musiInterest,” with original music

ZANUCK PRODUCTIONS
As

FRONTIER MARSHAL—A

Second Fiddle

Irving Berlin's

romantic, action spectacle of
the lawless, godless days of the old Southwest. Originally planned as one of next season’s specials. Co-starring Randolph Scott and Nancy Kelly and featuring
Binnie Barnes, Cesar Romero, John Carradine and numerous others. A Sol M. Wurtzel special. Directed by
Allan Dwan. In production. Scheduled for release July

—

of July 5
(x)

Frontier Marshal
*Jesse James

Beil (c)

Lincoln (c)

Thanks for Everything!

28.

Submarine Patrol

SUSANNAH OF THE MOUNTIES—The

third and final
vehicle, based on story
by Muriel Denison. Featured cast includes Randolph
Scott, Victor Jory, J. Farrell MacDonald, George Sanders, Maurice Moscovitch, Lester Matthews and many
others, including Blackfeet Indians.
Darryl Zanuck
production. Directed by William A. Seiter. Released

1938-39 Shirley

A

June

MR. LINCOLN— Based on the

story,

“Lawyer

From The West,”

portraying the young days of great
hero. With Henry Fonda in title role. Others
in cast include Alice Brady, Marjorie Weaver, Arleen

American

romantic drama

with music, spanning 20 years of Broadway. Co-starring
Alice Faye, Tyrone Power and A1 Jolson, with Douglas
Fowley, Edward Cooper, Joyce Compton, Louis Prima
and his band, and many others. Original songs by Mack
Gordon and Harry Revel. Based on story, “I Love That
Man,” by Jerry Horwin and John Larkin. A Darryl
Zanuck production. Directed by Gregory Ratoff. Released

May

12.

STORY OF ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL— Romance

of

telephone inventor, co-starring Don Ameche, Loretta
Young and Henry Fonda, with Charles Coburn, Polly
Ann Young, Sally Blane, Georgianna Young, Spring
Byington, Elizabeth Patterson, Bobs Watson, Gene
Lockhart and others. A Darryl Zanuck production. A
Cosmopolitan picture. Directed by Irving Cummings.
Released by April 14.
RETURN OF THE CISCO KID A romantic outdoor
drama, with Warner Baxter in title role. Others in the
cast include Lynn Bari, Cesar Romero, Kane Richmond,
C. Henry Gordon, Henry Hull and others. A Darryl
Zanuck production. Directed by Herbert I. Leeds. Released April 28.

—

on story “Ellis Island.” With Don
Ameche, Arleen Whelan, Binnie Barnes, Gregory Ratoff,
J. Edward Bromberg, Gilbert Roland, Maurice Moscovitch, George Barbier, Sidney Blackmer and others. A
Darryl Zanuck production. Directed by Alfred Werker.

SHIRLEY TEMPLES
§Just

—

Dwan. Released May 26.
ROSE OF WASHINGTON SQUARE— A

GATEWAY — Based

Gateway

Whelan, Richard Cromwell, Eddie Collins, Francis Ford,
Pauline Moore and many others. A Darryl Zanuck production. A Cosmopolitan picture. Directed by John Ford.
Released June 9.
THE GORILLA Based on stage comedy by Ralph Spence.

With the cast featuring the Ritz Brothers, Bela Lugosi,
Lionel Atwill, Anita Louise, Kane Richmond, Edward
Norris, Patsy Kelly, Joseph Calleia, and numerous
others. A Darryl Zanuck production. Directed by Allan

BAND—

Hold that Co-Ed
My Lucky Star (h)
Straight, Place and Show (R)
The Three Musketeers (R)
The Gorilla ( R)

23.

YOUNG

(s)

Wife, Husband and Friend
Tail Spin
Return of the Cisco Kid
The Hound of the Baskervilles
Alexander's Ragtime Band
Suez

Temple starring

Released Aug.

Greene, Wendy Barrie, Nigel Bruce, Lionel Atwill,
Beryl Mercer, John Carradine and others. A Darryl
Zanuck production. Directed by Sidney Lanfield. Released March 31.

* All-Technical super productions,
(tt) Tentative title.
fMusical that replaces cancelled Eddie Cantor production,
(s) Formerly titled "Splinter Fleet". (H) Sonja Henie starring vehicles,
(d) Formerly titled "By the Dawn's Early
Light". (R) Specials with all-star casts and Ritz Brothers.
§Originally announced
under title, "Sunny Side Up".
referred to as "When Winter Comes",
x) Formerly
(c) Cosmopolitan production.
(

Adolphe Menjou, Jack Oakie, Tony Martin, Arleen
Whelan, Binnie Barnes, Jack Haley, Warren Hymer,
Herman Bing, George Barbier, Paul Hurst and others.
4— production. Directed by William A.
A Darryl Zanuck
Seiter. Released Dec. 23.

MY LUCKY STAR —An

extravaganza, based on story,
in College,” ptarring Sonja Henie with
Richard Greene, Cesar Romero, Louise Hovick, Buddy
Ebsen, Elisha Cook, Jr., Joan Davis, Patricia Wilder,
Brewster Twins, Arthur Treacher and many others. A
Darryl Zanuck production. Directed by Roy Del Ruth.
Released Sept. 2.
STRAIGHT, PLACE AND SHOW-— A comedy based on
Damon Runyon’s “Saratoga Chips,” featuring the Ritz
Brothers, with Ethel Merman, Phyllis Brooks, Richard

“They Met

WURTZEL K-6 PICTURES

—

March

11

of July 5
(4)

Keep Smiling

1

(tt)

Always

2
3

in Trouble ())
Arizona Wildcat (ttt)

4

Boy Friend

(xx)

CHARLIE CHANS

IT.

first 1938-39 Shir-

Charlie
Charlie

1

Temple starring

Amanda

As

JANE WITHERS

2

vehicle, with Charles Farrell,
Claude Gillingwater, Bert Lahr, Bill
Robinson, Joan Davis, Cora Witherspoon, Bennie Bartlett, George Barbier and others. A Darryl Zanuck production. Directed by Irving Cummings. Released Nov.

ley

Duff,

Chan
Chan

JONES FAMILY
2
3

.

In

Technicolor super special, with Tyrone Power, Henry Fonda, Nancy Kelly, Randolph
Scott, Henry Hull, Brian Donlevy, Donald Meek, Slim
Summerville, Jane Darwell and others. A Darryl Zanuck
super special. Directed by Henry King. Releaced Jan.

MR.

(2)
in

Honolulu

in

Reno

(4)

Safety in Numbers
Down on the Farm
(n) Everybody's Baby

1

JESSE JAMES — A

Hollywood

MOTO

(4)

4

Mysterious Mr. Moto
Mr. Moto's Last Warning!***)
Mr. Moto Takes a Vacation
Mr. Moto on Danger Island

Up

the River (§)

1

2
3

27.

KENTUCKY— A

Technicolor super special, with Richard
Greene, Loretta Young, Walter Brennan, Bobs Watson,
Karen Morley and others. A romantic drama of the turf.
A Darryl Zanuck super special. Directed by David Butler. Released Dec. 30.

TAIL SPIN — A melodrama
Alice

of

Faye, Nancy Kelly,

with wings, with

Meet
While

Inside Story

Charles Farrell, Joan Valerie, Walter Byron and others.
A Darryl Zanuck production. Directed by Roy Del Ruth.
Released Feb. 10.

Pardon Our Nerve ($) (a)
Sharpshooters

20

Oct. 28.

musical romance,
based on the original story, “The Average Man.” Music
by Mack Gordon and Harry Revel. Cast included

Oct. 21.

With Preston Foster. ()) Formerly "Down to Earth",
(tt) Formerly titled "Hello Hollywood", (ttt) Formerly "Salomyjane". (R) Formerly "Meridian 7-1212". (N) Formerly
"A Very Practical Joke". (§) Formerly titled "Hard to
Get". ($) Formerly titled "Samson and the Ladies", (x)
Formerly titled "Dangerous Cargo", with Preston Foster,
Lynn Bari, Henry Wilcoxon and Wally Vernon. ( n Formerly
titled "Bundle of Joy". (2) Formerly titled "The Big Drum",
()))

titled

)

Formerly titled "Mr. Moto

in

.

CHARLIE CHAN
1

(z)

—

“Mr. Moto” release of
With Peter Lorre, Harold Huber,
Erik Rhodes, Mary Maguire, Leon Ames, Karen Sorrell,
Forrester HarVey, Henry Wilcoxon and others. A Wurtzel production. Directed by Norman Foster. Released

(*) With June Lang and Lynn Bari. (**) With Brian Donlevy and Wally Vernon. {***) Formerly "Mr. Moto in Egypt '.

"Police School".

7.

the 1938-39 season.

off.

THANKS FOR EVERYTHING — A

—

MYSTERIOUS MR. MOTO— First

Chasing Danger (x)
Winner Take All
It Could Happen to You
News Is Made at Night (2)

A

—

Virginia Field, Ricardo Cortez, John Carradine, Margaret Irving, Joan Carol and Teru Shimada. A Wurtzel
production. Directed by Norman Foster. Released Jan.

Road Demon

—

WIFE, H US BAND AND FRIEND A domestic satire with
Loretta Young, Warner Baxter, Binnie Barnes, Eugene
Pallette, George Barbier, Cesar Romero and others.

—

Directed by Herbert

MR. MOTO’S LAST WARNING Formerly known as “Mr.
Moto in Egypt.” With Peter Lorre, George Sanders,

the Girls (*)
New York Sleeps

Wyman, Kane Richmond, Edward

Darryl Zanuck production. Directed by Gregory RatReleased March 3.
SUEZ Spectacle, dramatizing the romance of the builder
of the Suez Canal. With Tyrone Power, Loretta Young
and Annabella co-starred. Others in cast include Joseph
Schildkraut, Sig Rumann, J. Edward Bromberg, Maurice
Moscovitch, Rafaela Ottiano, Nigel Bruce, Miles Mander, Brandon Hurst, Guy Bates Post, Henry Stephenson,
Sidney Blackmer and thousands of others. A Darryl
Zanuck production. Directed by Allan Dwan. Released

John Qualen and others. A Sol M. Wurtzel special.
I. Leeds. Released Oct. 14.
of prison life and on “toughguy” theme. With Preston Foster, Tony Martin, Phyllis Brooks, Bill Robinson, Slim Summerville, Arthur
Treacher, Dorothy Dearing, Jane Darwell, Robert Allen,
Eddie Collins, Alan Dinehart and others. A Sol Wurtzel
special. Directed by Alfred Werker. Released Dec. 9.
IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU— A romantic drama based
on an original story. Cast includes Stuart Erwin, Gloria
Stuart, June Gale, Douglas Fowley and others. Alfred
Werker is the director. Released June 30.
BOY FRIEND Fourth 1938-39 Jane Withers starring
vehicle. Formerly known as “Police School.” In support
of. Jane Withers are Arleen Whelan, Richard Bond,
George Ernest, Douglas Fowley, Warren Hymer, Robert
Shaw and others. A Wurtzel release. Being directed by
James Tinling. Released May 19.
KEEP SMILING First 1938-39 Jane Withers starring
vehicle, originally titled “Hello Hollywood.” Others in
cast include Henry Wilcoxon, Gloria Stuart, Jed Prouty,
Douglas Fowley, Helen Westley, Paula Wright, Mary
McCarthy and others. A Sol M. Wurtzel release. Directed by Herbert I. Leeds. Released Aug. 12.
ALWAYS IN TROUBLE— Second 1938-39 Jane Withers
starring vehicle, with Joan Woodbury, Jean Rogers,
Andrew Tombes, Joseph Sawyer, Robert Kellard, Eddie
Collins and others. A Sol Wurtzel release. Directed by
Joseph Santley. Released Nov. 4.
ARIZONA WILDCAT—Third 1938-39 Jane Withers story,
based on novel, “Salomy Jane,” with Leo Carrillo,
Pauline Moore, Henry Wilcoxon, Dorris Bowden, Etienne
Girardot and others. A Sol M. Wurtzel release. Directed
by Herbert I. Leeds. Released Feb. 3.
MR. MOTO TAKES A VACATION— Fourth of the series,
with -Peter Lorre, Virginia Field, Iva Stewart, Victor
Varconi, Lionel Atwill, Joseph Schildkraut and George
P. Huntley. A Wurtzel production. Directed by Norman
Foster. To be released July 7.
MR. MOTO IN DANGER ISLAND— Third of the 1938-39
“Mr. Moto” series. Formerly titled “Mr. Moto in Trinidad” and “Terror Island.” Starring Peter Lorre, with
Jean Hersholt, Amanda Duff, Robert Lowery, Paul Harvey, Leon Ames, Charles Brown, Warren Hymer, Eddie
Marr, Neely Edward, Richard Lane and others. A Wurtzel production. Directed by Herbert I. Leeds. Released
ville,

April

Five of a Kind

Time Out for Murder
Speed to Burn

Constance Bennett, Jane
Norris, Joan Davis,

women

—

production for the first time in a feature length production. With Claire Trevor, Cesar Romero, Slim Summer-

UP THE RIVER — Satire

1938-39 Shirley Temple starring vehicle. In Technicolor. Based on Frances
Hodgson Burnett story, with Richard Greene, Anita
Louise, Ian Hunter, Cesar Romero, Sybil Jason, Arthur
Treacher and others. A Darryl Zanuck production. Di-

rected by Walter Lang. Released

on college football and poliMusic by Walter Bullock and Harold Spina. With
John Barrymore, Marjorie Weaver, Joan Davis, George
Murphy, Jack Haley, Ruth Terry, Donald Meek, Johnny
Downs, Billy Benedict, Paul Hurst, Brewster Twins and
others. A Darryl Zanuck production. Directed by George
Marshall. Released Sept. 16.
FIVE OF A KIND Comedy drama, featuring the famous
Dionne Quintuplets, who sing, dance and talk in this
tics.

Susannah of the Mounties

THE LITTLE PRINCESS— Second

JUST AROUND THE CORNER—The

5.

HOLD THAT CO-ED — Satire

Around the Corner

*Little Princess

HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES— A

mystery drama
based on story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, with Basil
Rathbone as Sherlock Holmes. Cast includes Richard

—

—

*Kentucky
Rose of Washington Square
The Story of Alexander Graham

Young Mr.

Arlen, Will Stanton, Sidney Blackmer, George Barbier
and others. A Darryl Zanuck production. Directed by
David Butler. Released Sept. 30.
THE THREE MUSKETEERS A musical version of
Alexander Dumas’ classic, starring Don Ameche and the
Ritz Brothers, with Gloria Stuart, Binnie Barnes, Joseph
Schildkraut, John Carradine, Douglas Dumbrille, Miles
Mander, Lionel Atwill, Pauline Moore, and hundreds of
others. A Darryl Zanuck production. Directed by Allan
Dwan. Released Feb. 17.
SUBMARINE PATROL R. Milholland’s best seller, formerly titled “Splinter Fleet.” A drama of the subchasers during the World War. With Richard Greene,
Nancy Kelly, George Bancroft, Preston Foster, Slim
Summerville, Douglas Fowley, George E. Stone, Joan
Valerie, Warren Hymer, John Carradine, Maxie Rosenbloom and many others. A Darryl Zanuck production.
Directed by John Stone. Released Nov. 25.
Irving Berlin’s clasALEXANDER’S RAGTIME
sic, with Tyrone Power, Alice Faye, Don Ameche, Ethel
Merman, Jack Haley, Raymond Scott and his Quintet,
King’s Men, Douglas Fowley, Chick Chandler, Jean
Hersholt, Helen Westley, John Carradine, Wally Vernon and numerous others. A Darryl Zanuck super special. Directed by Henry King. Released Aug. 19.

Porto Rico”, (xx) Formerly

RENO—

IN
Second of the 1938-39
“Charlie Chan” series. Starring Sidney Toler as the new
Charlie Chan, with Phyllis Brooks, Pauline Moore, Kane
Richmond, Edward Norris, Slim Summerville, Sen
Yung, Iris Wong Young, Robert Lowery, Ricardo Cortez
and others. A Wurtzel production. Directed by Norman
Foster. Released June 16.
CHARLIE CHAN IN
First of the 1938-39
series, introducing Sidney Toler as the Oriental detective and Sen Yung as his No. 2 son, with Phyllis Brooks,
John King and others. A Wurtzel production. Directed
by H. B. Humberstone. Released Jan. 13.

HONOLULU—

NEWS

IS

MADE AT NIGHT — A

drama, formerly

titled

newspaper romantic
“The Big Drum.” With Preston
Continued on Next Page

—

—

10A

STUDIO SPECIAL

FACTUAL RESUME UF 1938-39 PRODUCT
Continued from Page 9A

Lynn Bari, Russell Gleason, Minor Watson, Paul
Harvey and others. A Wurtzel production. Directed by
Alfred Werker. To be released July 21.
Poster,

SUMMARY OF

the original
Jones Family cast, including Jed Prouty, Spring Byington, Florence Roberts, Russell Gleason, Shirley Deane,
George Ernest, June Carlson, Billy Mahan and Marvin
Stephens, in the following 1938-39 releases: “Safety in
Numbers” (released Sept. 9); “Down on the Farm”
with Louise Fazenda (released Dec. 16) “Everybody’s
Baby” with Reginald Denny (released March 24), and
“Jones Family in Hollywood” (released June 2). All
Wurtzel productions.

PRODUCT

K-6

As of

THE JONES FAMILY SERIES — Featuring

INTERNATIONALS

—

July 5

FEATURE PRODUCT
Produced by Darryl Zanuck
Produced by S. M. Wurtzel

SMILING ALONG — A

....

.

......

20th Century-Fox-British

Total K-6 (1938-39) Features

.

20th Century-Fox British production, starring Gracie Fields, with Mary Maguire, Roger
Liversey, Peter Coke, Jack Donahue and others. Directed by Monty Banks. R. T. Kane, producer. Released
Jan. 20.

24
28
2
54

.

INSPECTOR HORNLE1GH —A

20th Century-Fox British
production, introducing an international popular radio
detective character played by Gordon Harker. Others
in the cast include Alastair Sim, Hugh Williams, Miki
Hood, Steve Geray and others. Directed by Eugene
Forde. Released April 21.

;

SHORT SUBJECTS
Produced by Movietone
Magic Carpets
Sports Reviews

WINNER TAKE ALL — A

Wurtzel production. Based on
story by Frances Hyland, With Tony Martin, Gloria
Stuart, Jean Rogers, Kane Richmond, Slim Summer-

Henry Armetta, Pedro DeCordoba, Johnny

ville,

6
6

Miscellaneous
Newsreel Cameramen
’Fashion Specials

6

4
4

Pir-

Total

26

rone, Betty Greco, Inez Palange, Eleanor Virize, Robert
Allan and others. Directed by Otto Brower. Released
April 21.

’’Terry-Toons

26

Total One-Reel Shorts
Total Cartoons

SPEED TO BURN — A

melodramatic comedy with a turf
background, featuring Michael Whalen, Lynn Bari,
Henry Armetta, Marvin Stephens, Sidney Blackmer,
Chick Chandler and others. Directed by Otto Brower.
A Wurtzel production. Released Aug. 26.

ROAD DEMON — A

thrill-drama with automobile racing
for a background, featuring Joan Valerie, Robert Kent,
Bill Robinson, Henry Armetta and others. Directed by

Otto Brower.

A

Wurtzel production. Released Dec.

SHORT SUBJECTS

26
26

Total Shorts Lineup

MAGIC CARPETS—There

52

(*) Produced in Technicolor.
(”) At least nine will be in Technicolor and remaining 20
and black and white print.

are six in this travel series,
to be produced by Movietone, with Truman H. Talley in
charge. This series of one-reel featurettes carry comments by the world famous Lowell Thomas.

sepia

in

ADVENTURES OF NEWSREEL CAM ERAM EN—There
are four releases in this series that Movietone will produce. Adventures of the Newsreel Cameraman series is
in a class by itself and incomparable for thrills and
action. They are the only true-life stories incorporated
in a one-reel series.

MOVIETONE NEWS
two

104 issues;

issues every

week produced by Movietone News,

Inc.

2.

TIME OUT FOR MURDER — A
merly

titled

mystery romance, for“Meridian 7-1212,” with Michael Whalen,

SPORT REVIEWS — Six
Movietone. This

Gloria Stuart, Chick Chandler, Jean Rogers, Jane Darwell and others. A Wurtzel production. Released Sept.

WHILE NEW YORK SLEEPS — Based

on the adventures
Whalen, Joan
Woodbury, Jean Rogers, Chick Chandler, June Gale,
William Demarest, Edward Gargan, Minor Watson,
Harold Huber and others. Directed by H. Bruce Humberstone. A Wurtzel production. Released Jan. 6.

INSIDE

dramatic

expose,

with

Michael

melodramatic comedy, based on
the adventures of newsreel cameramen in a mythical
land, with Brian Donlevy, Wally Vernon, Lynn Bari, C.
Henry Gordon, Douglas Dumbrille, Sidney Blackmer
and others. Directed by James Tinling. A Wurtzel production. Released Nov. 18.

CHASING DANGER — Formerly

titled

“Dangerous Car-

go.” A comedy-drama of adventure in Algiers, with
Preston Foster, Lynn Bari, Henry Wilcoxon, Harold
Huber, Joan Woodbury and Wally Vernon. Directed by
A Wurtzel production. Released May 5.

19—Ricardo Cortez.

MEET THE GIRLS — Romantic

mystery on the seas, with
June Lang, Lynn Bari, Robert Allen, Ruth Donnelly,
Gene Lockhart, Erik Rhodes and others. Directed by
Bruce Humberstone. A Wurtzel production. Released
7.

PARDON OUR NERVE — Formerly entitled “Samson and
the Ladies.” A comedy-drama with modern girls “falling” for the cauliflowered clan, with Lynn Bari, June
Gale, Michael Whalen, John Miljan, Theodore Von Eltz,
Robert Allen and others. Directed by H. Bruce Humberstone. A Wurtzel production. Released Feb. 24.

1938-39

As of
AUGUST

===

Speed

to Burn

SEPTEMBER
Lucky Star

—
—
—
OCTOBER
7— Meet the Girls
— Five of a Kind
21 — Mysterious Mr. Moto

9 Safety in Numbers (J)
16— Hold That Co-Ed
23 Time Out for Murder
30 Straight, Place, Show

14

28— Suez

NOVEMBER

—Always Trouble (W)
—Just Around Corner (ST)
— Sharpshooters
25— Submarine Patrol
4

1

in

1

18

DECEMBER

2
9

— Road Demon
— the River
— Up
Down on the Farm
—Thanks for Everything
— Kentucky

16

(J)

23
30

July 5

=

—-

—Arizona Wildcat (W)
—Tail Spin
—Three Musketeers
24—Pardon Our Nerve
MARCH
3 — Wife, Husband, Friend
10— Inside Story
17—The Little Princess (T), (ST)
24— Everybody's Baby (J)
— Hound of the Baskervilles
APRIL
7— Mr. Moto
Danger Island
—Alexander Graham Bell (C)
21 —Winner Take All
— Inspector Hornleigh (B)
28 — Return of Cisco Kid
28 — Climbing High (GB)
MAY
5— Chasing Danger
12 — Rose of Washington Square
19 — Boy Friend (W)
26—The Gorilla
JUNE
2— In Hollywood (J)
9 —Young Mr. Lincoln (C)
16 — Chan in Reno
23 — Susannah of Mounties (ST)
30—
Could Happen to You
JULY
7— Mr. Moto Takes a Vacation
—Second Fiddle (IB)
21 — News
Made at Night
—The Ware Case (GB)
28 — Frontier Marshal
3

Keep Smiling (W)
Alexander's Ragtime Band

2— My

SCHEDULE
FEBRUARY

Gateway

5
12

(T)

JANUARY

10

17

31

—The Lady Vanishes

6

—

cial.

(B)

A

stiff

York, was

New York

—

opposition,

World’s Fair,

etc.

the Roxy, were in excess of those earned on the

an

day, following

SRO

first

week-end and Fourth of July

business, which forced the box offices to shut
less than 11 times in four days.

down no

MOVIETONE NEWS

“Frontier Marshal”, which will bring the K-6 season to a
close, is

go before

it is

ture that will

had one more week

completed, but “rushes” indicate a

come up

Executive Producer Sol Wurtzel

is

More cameramen and crews regularly contribute to
Movietonews News exclusively than comprise the combined staffs of alb other newsreels. Produced and re-

pic-

to

New York

date. It is planned to

in time to

make release

preview “Frontier Marshal”

next week. Studio has been working day and night to

1937-38
I

complete this special.
Negatives and

shipped to

New York

starting next week. First 1939-

this

AUGUST

—Can't Have Everything
—
—One Mile From Heaven

6

week, will be “Elsa

13

Maxwell’s Hotel for Women”, which was expected

13

’Handy Andy

— Love Under Fire
—Think Fast, Mr. Moto
— fWestem Gold

20
27
27

previewed this week; Jane Withers’ “Chicken
Wagon Family” with Leo Carrillo; “The Escape”, formerly titled “East Side West Side”, “Charlie Chan At
Treasure Island” and The Jones Family in “Quick
Money”.
to be

SEPTEMBER

—Thin Ice
—Wild and Woolly
— (MJ) Borneo
—
Wife, Doctor and

10

17

24— (J)

Contract Department at the
national situation

is

to reports

Home

Office.

from the

The

a picture

is

inter-

it.

“The Ware Case”

is

In

the 1938-39 lineup, being available on July 21.

makeup
pany

of next season’s

Hot Water

ff

— Danger— Love at Work
— Dangerously Yours
—
’Judge Priest
—Second Honeymoon
26 —45 Fathers
26— (NW) Dinner at the Ritz
5
12
12
19

in

DECEMBER

The

— Big Town Girl

3

—
— No release
—Thank You, Mr. Moto

10

announced

24

(J)

later

by General Manager

of Distribution

Borrowing Trouble

17

— Love and

31

It

Herman

JANUARY

7

— City Girl
—Tarzan's Revenge

— Change of Heart
ffHawaiian Buckaroo
—
—Chan at Monte Carlo
28— Happy Landing
14

entire Movietone short subjects product for this sea-

son has been completed and prints are either already
in or

on their way to the branches

in the

14
21

FEBRUARY

United

— International Settlement
—Checkers
— Baroness and the Butler

4
1

States.

Four

Men and

1

18

a Prayer

MAY
(J) A Trip to Paris
—
—’Life
Begins at 40
—Kentucky Moonshine
20— Rascals
27 — Kidnapped
6

6

13

3

—Josette
—Three Blind

JUNE

10— (”) One Wild Night
Mice

17

— Mr. Moto Takes a Chance

24

JULY

—Always Good-Bye
8— Panamint's Bad Man
8— We're Going to Get Rich
— Passport Husband
22 —
Give a Million
29— Little Miss Broadway
I

(G)

15

I'll

Hisses

7

Wobber.

The

29

in

G-B product that this com-

will release, domestically, will be

— Island in the Sky
ftRawhide
—
— In Old Chicago
22 — Battle of Broadway
—
15

NOVEMBER

for such

the final Gaumont-British release

MARCH

APRIL

15

borne out by the speed with which exhibi-

tors are buying

(J)

Sally,

II

18

I

OCTOBER

8
8

such that this production be-

comes particularly timely and the demand

—’County Chairman
— Love on a Budget

—
Irene and Mary
—Walking Down Broadway
— Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm
25— Mr. Moto's Gamble
4

8

Nurse

— Life Begins College
— Lancer Spy
— Roll Along, Cowboy
— Heidi
22 — Chan on Broadway
29 — Ali Baba Goes to Town
I

two weeks, according

18

25

3

10

Re-issuance of “Cavalcade” has brought a total of 716 contracts in

PRODUCT

Delivered

40 releases that will go forward, according to studio

New Dynamo

=

K-5 FEATURE

K-7 releases will be

first prints of initial

in

title.

leased, in native language, in 47 different countries.
Commentators: Lowell Thomas, Sir Malcolm Campbell,
Lew Lehr, Ed Thorgersen, Helene Claire, Paul Douglas
and many others. Edmund Reek, general manager;
Vyvyan Donner, society, women’s and fashion editor,
and Thomas Cummiskey, sports editor.

cutting “Frontier Mar-

shal” every day, so that there will be no delay in ship-

ment of negative

Total of 104 issues.

Produced by Movietonews, Inc., Truman H. Talley, producer. Unquestionably the world’s greatest newsreel.

to

to the highest expectations.

14

20th Century-Fox British production, (tt) Tentative

RELEASED TWICE EACH WEEK.

shaping up into one of the best outdoor spec-

tacles produced this season. It

21

While New York Sleeps
(GB)
Chan in Honolulu
14
Mr. Moto's Last Warning
Is
Smiling Along (F)
21
Jesse James (T)
NOTES: (W) Jane Withers vehicle. (J) Jones Family series. (ST) Shirley
Temple special. (F) With Gracie Fields. (T) In Technicolor. (GB) GaumontBnhsh production. (C)A Cosmopolitan production. (IB) Irving Berlin spe6

13

20
20
27

despite

•

a record attendance at the

schedule given

K-6 RELEASE

26

New

in

up the greatest daily gross since “Jesse James”

—

commentator

are releases in this series
which will be done in Technicolor. This is the most expensive series of the K-6 short subjects program. This
series features commentary by Ilka Chase, Broadway
stage star. Starred in each Fashion Show are the world’s
most beautiful models. Vyvyan Donner is the producer.
TERRYTOONS There are 26 cartoons produced by
Paul Terry at his enlarged New Rochelle, N. Y., studios.
At least eight of these 26 cartoons will have been in
Technicolor. The others will be in sepia or black and
white. Production budget on the K-6 Terrytoons will be
50 per cent greater than it was last (K-5) season.

Sixth day’s (Wednesday) receipts on “Second Fiddle”, at

SHARPSHOOTERS —A

-

piling

played there last January

Whalen, Jean Rogers, Chick Chandler, Douglas Fowley,
June Gale and John King. Directed by Ricardo Cortez.
A Wurtzel production. Released March 10.

Oct.

“Second Fiddle”, at the Roxy theatre

in this series, also produced by
a dramatized analysis of the sports

FASHION SHOWS — There

of a metropolitan reporter, with Michael

STORY — A

is

of the day, with the most popular sports
of screen and radio, Ed Thorgersen.

BULLETINS

23.

(’)

(f)

Rogers re-issues.
K-4 Outdoor.

(ft) K-5 Outdoor.
(J) Jones Family.

(NW) New World

British

Produc-

tion.

(”) Formerly

"Home Town

G-Man".
(MJ) Last picture of the Martin
Johnsons.

(G) With Gracie Fields, Victor
McLaglen and Brian Donlevy.
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